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Jflilitiamen—Order
Review Given.
Washington, August 15.—The re-oonstruotion of affairs in Cuba, Porto Blco
and throughout the Spanish West Indies
in
earnest consideration
is reoeivlng
official quarters and at the White House
a
number of
the President saw
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one of the Cuban military commanders to be named within a few days.
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Hundreds of Children and adults have worms
bat are treated for other diseases. The symp- a
indigestion, with a variable ap- a
^ toms are
foul tongne; offensive breath; hard and J
Jl petite;
full belly with occasional gripings and pains J
\ about the avel; heat and itching sensation in ^
W the rectnm and about the anus: eyes heavy and ^
It dull; itching of the nose; short, dry cough; ^
grinding of the teeth; starting dnring sleep; a
alow fever; and often In children, convulsions. ?

details of Spanish

determine the
tion.

evacua-

Secretary Day also conferred with the
take a
President and later decided to
week’s vacation. He will leave either tonight or tomorrow morning, going
probably to Cnnton. Assistant Secretary
Moore will be acting secretary of the state
department during Mr. Day’s absence.
retirement from the head
The
Secretary’s

follow soon

of the department is likely
after his return from Canton and indeed,
it may come during his absence, although
there was no outward evidence today that
he was about to close his connection with
to

state

^
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affairs.
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Vessel* to Clear

PILLSBURY’S.

Washington, August 16.—The secretary
of the treasury today sent the following
telegrams to all collectois of customs:
'Vessels may clear for ports in Cuba and
Porto Rico subject to the laws and regulations in force relating to clearances, except for the transportation of merchandise
in the trade between the United States
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urge

well known to all, in critical circumstances, without tear ’of the difficulties
whioh I must encounter and animated
by the hope of paoifying the island and

that the fleet will reach New
York on Saturday, the £0th inst.
The plan is to have Admiral Sampson
met off Sandy Hook with orders for the
procession np the North river. It is expected that the fleet will be off Sandy

hut it cannot be that I am the one called
upon to perform a political duty whioh
does not agree witli my former declarations, with my acts and with my conviotions. I see myself obliged to leave you
and
difficult
at
the present painful
Nevertheless I will not do it
moment.
the
maintain
without advising you to
Hook some time Friday night, but the calmness and prudence so neoessary to
vessels will lie outside the harbor until save the legitimate interests of Spain
which represent the fruit of
in Cuba,
Saturday morning.
labors; and I think I have rendered
The navy department Is taking steps to your last and most disinterested service
my
militiamen to Cuba, to her inhabitants and especialreduce the; force of naval
oalled Into service from the several states. ly to the city of Havana.”
The address is dated August 12.
The Minneapolis is to transfer part of
her crew to the Yosemite thus releasing
the Michigan naval militiamen who man

TO

REPdRT

Signing of Protocol Will Make No DifferAbout the Work*

Washington, August 15.—The cessation
of hostilities will not make any difference
with the engineer and oidnance bureaus
of the war department in the matter of
pursuing work on the fortifications. The
engineers will be asaotlve as ever and the
ordnance office will continue its work in

maintaining and mounting.the guns

on

Cuba and Porto Rico.

SECRETARY

American Admiral Bombarded the

Says

and It Surrendered

City

Unconditionally.

Washington, August 15.—The Department of State has just posted the following:
The following despatch was received at the Department at 11.15 p. m., Aug. 15, from Consul Wildman
Hong Kong:
“Augustin says Dewey bombarded Manila Saturday, city surrendered unconditionally, Augustin was taken
I credit report.”
by the Germans in launch to Kaiserin Augustin and brought to Hong Kong.
information contained In Consul Wildman’s brief message aroused intense interest, but created
two or three days news of tbe fall

purpose

to

force a surrender

It is believed that they

of Manila has

no

been expected., The last despatches received from Admiral

surprise among those officers who received it.; For
Dewey and Gen. Merritt indicated that it

was

their

of the city as soon as possible.

joined inja

note to Gen. Augustin

demanding

the surrender of

Manila, threatening to make

a

combined sea and land attack upon the

city unless tbe demand was acceded to.
While no further in formation than that contained in Consul Wildinan’s

despatch has been received by tho administration, it is in a measure, confirmed by a
brief despatch tonight from Madrid. As soon as the protocol was signed last Friday afternoon despatches were sent to both Admiral Dewey and Gen. Merritt
via Hong Kong. On Saturday the British steamer Australian left Hong Kong for Manila bearing the despatches from tills government.
It was expected that they wouldjhardly roach Manila before deolsive measures against the^city had been taken by tbe American commanders, but every possible
effort

was

made to insure their speedy

dolivery.

If the report of Gen. Augustin be true, and its accuracy
ment in

a

day

or

he maintained his

position,

is not

questioned here,

the probabilities

are

that official

despatches

will be received

by the govern-

Gen. Augustin from Manila created some amusing comment here tonight. As one official expressed it: “Had
flight
hard as it was, until the arrival of the news of peace, he would have been a hero; but he fled and will now be branded as a coward.’*

two at the latest.

The

of

______.___

peaca According to the same authoritf
the insurgents throughout the island o
Visayas are reported to have signified an
intention
of combining with General

INSURGENTS

HOSTILE.

policy acd to explain what harsl
steps may be rendered necessary in dealing with the insurgents.
future

Agninaldo against Spain.

SPANIARDS WON’T BELIEVE.
FAVOR

Philippine Captain

ANNEXATION,

Santiago Predicts Trouble With

General Flees

From Manila.

DAY LEAVES WASHINGTON.

Spaniards

in

Havana

See In

Means To Avert

Madrid, August
Cuban

That

Best

Them.

Anarchy.

16.—10 p. m.—The

government has rebelieved that the Spanish

autonomist

Hong Kong, August 15.—Gen. AugusIt is
Santiago de Cuba, August 15.—11.25 a.
tin, captain-general of the Philippines, signed.
the m.—Trouble with the Cubans is breedwill decline to accept
arrived by the Kaiserin Auguste. He re- government
of Governor General Blanco ing.
Their attitude is one of sullen
fused to
be interviewed and will eay resignations
The better
and
toward America.
THE WEATHER.
Augustin.
hostility
he
is
to
going
nothing more than that
Havana telegrams represent the Spanish class in Cuba favor the annexation of the
It is a
Spain at the first opportunity.
element in tho colony as favoring Ameri- island to the United States and a majorisignificant fact that while the fastest
incan annexation as the best means to
ty of the masses are ready and anxious to
German cruiser has brought Gen. Augussure prosperity and avert anarchy.
and accept the shelter and protection
work
of
small
package
tin, she brings only a
M. Cambon, the French ambassador to afforded by an American
protectorate,
mail for the German consul. The consul
the United States who represented Spain but they are influenced by a certain class
is now in Canton, and his mail mutter
in the peace negotations at Washington of vapid orators and breeders of sedition
remains unopened.
has been decorated with the Grand Cross and rebellion
against anything smacking
The preoise facts ure not known, but of the order of Charles III.
of law and order. This inflammatory class
it is supposed that Augustin fled from
recognition of
demands and urges the
the Philippines.
CISffAND CUBAN ARMY.
Washington, Aug. 15.—Forecast for
Cuba for Cubans and spurns all offers or
aoGen. Augustin’s wife and family
._J i_niuimorii'.V
rir»rt«T
I-Tuesday for New England: Fair,
United States Will Pay It Off and Dismiss OUggOOH'JUD IVJIlUilip,
communed him.
excites
and
an American protectorate
southerly winds.
It.
the
jpuiuuast
jdusiuu, auu.
popular discontent. This is exactly
class that pushes itself most into eviand vicinity for Tuesday: Fair weather;
(Copyright. 1898 by the Associated Press.) dence and whose views and opinions are
warmer, southerly winds.
Santiago, August 16—11 p. m.—A secret most overheard and published.
Local Weather Report.
Their advice to the Cabans is to repudimeeting was held tonight at the palace
of peace or a cessation of
between the commanding officers of the ate all offers
Portland,August i5. luo locln weather
bureau offioe records as to the weather
Madrid, August 15.—8.S0 p. m.— Ac- Amerioan army and the Cuban leaders. hostilities and to look upon the armistice
the United
are as follows-:
cording to La Correspondencia De The strictest seorecy was maintained but as an agreement between
own account
their
on
that
with
and
States
Spain
good authority
8 a. m. —Barometer, 30.216; thermome- Espania the surrender of Manila ooourred it can be said
free and in>
ter, 66.0; dew point, 60; humidity,
General Garcia was present. The meeting and not binding upon the
after the last attack made upon the city.
oidy.
whose liberating
N
weather,
pwind, VY; velocity, 6;
I
lasted un hour and a half. Thu informa- dependent state of Cuba
8 p. in.—Barometer, 30.153, thermomeis to the eSeot that the army not only repudiates pacification, but
NEWS OF FALL OF MANILA.
tion obtained
ter, 06.2; dew point. 63; humidity, to, 1
rewas thoroughly
situation
Cuban
will ignore the armistice to the point of
Westminster
wind, S; velooity 6; weather clear.
15.—The
London,
August
Mean dally thermometer 70; maximum Gazette says it has reoeived from a Lon- viewed and that it was resolved to dis- continuing to wage war and shooting
in the field.
don business house a report that Manila baud the Cuban
thermometer, 78; minimum thermometer,
army and that the United every Spaniard
o
D>
has fallen.
61; maximum velooity of wind,
The report comes from the
This
inmen
off.
Is afloat to the effect that
the
should
States
rumor
pay
A wild
total precipitation, .0.
firm’s Hong Kong agent.
volves the expenditure of $15,000,000 but it the Cuban array will attack
Santiago
Observation.
Weather
is most important to the prosperity of the and capture it, to the glory of the Cuban
MANILA KNOWS IT.
The agricultural department weather
island, whose wealth is entirely agricul- array, as soon as the American garrison
bureau for yesterday, Aug. 15,
15.—Secretary tural nobody, planter or farmer,
Washington, August
dariog is weakenei. This is directly traceable to
observe
the
8 p.
believed
m., meridian time, the
he
said
that
Alger
to cultivate his lauds while
today
insurgents
in
the
The influence exerted
tion for each section being el von
announcing
President’s
in
the
Held
and
burn- the same source.
ure
hands
proclamation
wluu
raiding
order: Temperature, direction o£
Bigning of the protocol had reached Ma- ing.
such a bod y of men against law and
by
state of weather:
nila.
This
ord' r is formidable.
hysterical
>,ew
Boston, 70 degrees, 8, clear;
AUL HAPPY.
demands suppression with an iron
people
Pblmde
clear;
70
SB,
degrees,
York,
SPANIARDS FOOLING THEMWhile still in embryo, this influWasinn„
Guayama, Porto Rico, August 15— hand.
phia, 70 degrees, E, clear;
SELVES.
(Morning)—Gen. Brooke sent Col. Richence is already felt among certain classes
ton, 76 dogrees, S, clear; Albany.
yesterday, unthe Spanish lines
refuse to work or serve the governHong Kong. August 15.—Belated mall ard to
grees.tS, p.cldy; Buffalo, 78 JeSr®e8’,p„r’.
of truce, with a notification of who
eu&
information from Manila received today der a flag
cloudy; Detroit, 76 degrees, SW,
of
the
peace protocol. He ment until a statement of the freedom
the
signing
reis
bt.
to
been
the
has
there
80
effect
that
degrees, SW, cloudy;
Chicago,
Commandant Cervera in and independence of their country is
met by
Huron, Da*., newed activity on the part of the Span- was
80 degrees, NW, clear;
After the communication had made clear.
iards of late due to belief that the Ameri- nersoD
* “
A knowledge of this con
Bismarck,
S,
clear:
82 degrees,
felioitutions and cigars were
can
resources have been exhausted and been read,
to the moulding of
degrees,
dition
is
78
S,
imperative
p.cldy, Jacksonville,
grees,
that
President MoKlnley is suing for exchanged.
NE, p. cloudy.
Washington, August 15.—Secretary of
State Day left Washington this afternoon
tor Atlantio City.

llong Kong. August 15.—The Spanish
consul here has not yet sent to Manila
the
that
the news
protocol has been
signed aud probably the Spaniards at
Manila will discredit the account to be
brought them by the British steamer
Australian as she was chartered by the
Americans.
The opinion heie is that the Germans
have
arranged matters with Captain
The insurgents now
General Augustin.
at Hong Kong are not satisfied with the
terms of peace proposed by the Americans.

EXPLODED.

MINES

Key West, Fla., Aug. 15.—The Bubmarine mines in

Key West harbor

MANILA

FALLEN.

were

blown up today to ma.ho room for ships
of the fleet which are crowding in fro»
frhftir Pnhan p.oa.st.

i__

—

—

V

ON CUBAN LAWS.

Washington, August 15.—Mr. Robert
P. Porter, the superintendent of the last
general oensus of the United States, has
been appointed a commissioner to exthe
iinanoes,
amine and report upon
In this banking systems and customs Jaws of

FORTIFICATIONS-

Hong

pacific

solution of the existing struggle when not long ago, I advised
you to maintain the war in any event.
“I came to the island of Cuba, as is
upon you a

expected

STRENGTHENING

Kong
and Gave Out the News.

saving It for Spain, with the co-operation
of all political parties, and without any

the fortifications.
order had the effect of
The ordnanoe bureau will not be as
a
making our coastwise trade laws appli- active as heretofore in geting together
for the infantry and
cable to Porto^Rlco, as American vessels supply of small arms
for the island, the cavalry and field artillery. It has enough
are permitted to clear
at present and has discontinued
fact is that Porto Rico Is not yet regard- such arms
No further
In this direction.
ed as a part of the United States and operations
issued today Is a military definite reports have been received as to
the order
were
may he modified or re- the number of Mauser rifles which
measure which
at
or details as to the
The
will.
at
captured
Santiago
President
voked by the
United States pro- conditions in whioh they were found. It
Contitutton of the
vides that “all duties,imports and exoises is generally believed that the
Spanlsn
shall be uniform throughout the United
In Cuba whioh had not surrendered
States,” and therefore when Porto Rico troops
becomes a recognized part of the United at the time the protocol was signed will
laws must apply be allowed to retain their arms and tak e
customs
our
States
Hence the distinction.
to that country.
Indefinite reports
them back to Spain.
A question which may become troublehas arisen as to coffee. have reached the ordnance bureau Indicatsome hereafter
Porto Rico has a large export trade in ing that the Spanish troops have had a
that article which, under Spanish rule,
Mauser
great deal of trouble with the
was
protected by a high tariff. Under
their
complicated
is admitted to guns on acoount of
coffee
our
laws,
present
the United States free of duty,and if that features whioh the men have said render
particular feature should be applicable
them liable to get out of order frequentRico, It is asserted that the
10 Porto
The ordnanoe bureau is
awaiting
of the coffee plan- ly.
practical destruction would
with Interest reports from the army rebe
the inevitations of the island
drills,
fire-arms
as
the
especially
What may be done hereafter garding new
table result
Krag-Jorgonsen rifle with
to the
for the relief of this situation cannot whioh the regulars are armed.
Some
now be foretold.
doubts have been expressed regarding it
guns subject to the high
as all magazine
pressure whioh these rifles have to stand
often beoome less effective than they have
Many army officers
been represented.
hnve been of the opinion that the
45
calibre rifle with smokeless powder is one
of the best and most effective small arms
The ordnance bureau
that can be used.
31 Exchange Street.
will thoroughly investigate the merits of
First Class American and Foreign Companies the different arms used with a view to
Ciias. C. Adams having the army equipped with the best
Horace Anderson.
weapon that oan be obtained.
Thos. J. Little, lpeodtf
decia

X Fire

|
|Z

Naval

my

To

9

Augustin Escaped to

country ended and have solicited

other ambition than to render a service
The department Is mnob gratified at to
my country, whioh I fervently love.
to
see
a
of
review
the
desire
the
expressed
The lack of faith and the distrust of some
warships and cruisers expected home and and the prejudices of others were insuperso far as praotioal is desirous of carrying
able obstacles to my desires and aspiraout the wishes of those citizens who with tions,
but despite the grave difficulties,
Bnt neither the. officers perbops the day was not far distant when
to see the (hips.
in condition we could have seen realized so happy a
nor the men of the fleet are
though one so contrary to the
The de- purpose of
to participate in a street parade.
the enemies of our race and
wishes
partment is taking the opportunity of the the domination of America. We bad to
armistice to ;put these ships at once into accept the struggle at a moment when it
was least expeoted and under most unthe best possible condition for such uses favorable
Nevertheless we
conditions.
ae may hereafter be required of them.
sustained the campaign with vigor and
It is expeoted all other work will be our army has already let the invaders
of our arms amt I was
feel the
suspended and the entire available force willing, atweight
the head of the army, to conthis
work
In
to
at the navy yard directed
tinue
disputing inch by inch the land
the greatest possible whioh with
suoh valor and at the cost
secure
order to
of so much blood we were defending.
despatch.
“Since the nation’s government, which
The department will direct that, upon
is surely inspired by the great interests
the arrival in New York harbor, the fleet of patriotism and a desire also to assume
those of the
as
as
far
will steam up the North river
your proper interests and
believes the moment has
General Grant's tomb, fire a salute and other colony,
make peace, it is our duty
arrived to
It is
then steam back to the anchorage.
faithfully to second her in her purpose,

ence

Islands.

and Porto Rico.
Although this

w

Biff

order:_

CUBAN AND

4
#

dress to the Inhabitants of Cuba:
“It having been resolved by the Madrid
government to conolude peace with the
United States I consider my mission in

The navy department deoided
the day to yield as far as practical
neoft: thiic ollrttxHnrr thft nftVfll mi
public desire at New York for a naval re- of these auxiliaries to go home.
view of the ships of Admiral Sampson's way the naval service will speedily be refleet.
Accordingly, Aoting Secretary turned into the hands of the regular
officers and crews.
Allen issued the following

PIN WORM

v

For

City
Dewey Saturday.

Blanco

the Yosemite.
The Columbia is also to transfer her
during
auxiliary
to the crew to the Dixie and other

S

TRUE’S r^i

his command to the second in rank.

this

ing over the condition of
While no announcement

have a large and well selected
stock of Russel Boots and Slioes
for Ladies’ and Cb ldren’s wear.
We make a seecialty of

Manila for

Surrendered

/

Havana, Angust 15—7.45 p. in.—Gen.
today published the following ad-

Vacation Today.

spent

RUSSFT^GOODS.

leave

Leaves For Week’s

ruoltn 5

We

will

Said lie Hoped to Fight Longer But
Yields to Government.

4

this
V3T Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day.
prominent nailers In connection with
new insular dernOTCn’O Eor«t City Dye flonse and reconstruction in our
Carpet CIean,ing
General
Fitzhugh ijee
pendencies.
some time with the President, go-

LADIES'

that

BLANCO’S FARWELL.

His Retirement From the State Department Is Likely to Follow Soon After
Not
Before—Steps
His Return Iff
of Naval
Taken to Reduce Force

.OCISVILLE, Kr.

Philippines,

informed

Governor-General of

Spain by the first mail steamer, giving

Secretary Day

OURS.

a

The reason

the

—

CAUFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

despatch tendering his
given by General
resignation.
Blanco for resigning is that ho does not
of
wish to superintend the evacuation
General Bianco

Cuba.

Be

CENTS.

THREE

1898.__SSSt_PRICE

Madrid, August 15.—6 p. m.—The govfrom
Captain
has received

The government is also

£

16,

ernment

General Augustin,

American Naval Vessel To
Sent to Havana Soon.

AUGUST

Doesn’t Want To Superintend the
Evacuation of Cuba.

Administration Busy Adapting Cuba
is due not only to the originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress upon
all the importance of purchasing the
As the
tine and original remedy.
genuine Syrup of Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California Fig Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the Company a guaranty
of the excellence of its remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of

MORNING,

BLANCO RESIGNS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS

TUESDAY

MAINE,

Dse in

place

of Cream of Tartar
and Soda

POWDER

Absolutely Pure

More

convenient,
lighter

Makes the food
and
ROYAL

more

healthful.

BAKiNO POWDER

CO.,

NSW YORK.

LAWTON’S

LAST NAVAL FIGHT.
Bagley Would Hava Bean Avenged
Had News of Peace Been Delayed.

Compliments

HAD BULLY

ADDRESS TO TROOPS.

Tliem

on

Their

Bravery and

Causing

His Death.

Cleared

When
Stranger Came With the News.
Were

Decks

Spaniards Carried the Heavier Batteries But the Torpedo Boats Were
Beady

for the

Conflict—Cushing

Sunk

Previously

Six

master—Had

Two

Sloops

Been

in

Had

and

a

Com-

Only Short Time Since Her
Disaster at Opening of War.

mission

m. sel, but the latter had too big a lead and
Key West, Fla., August 15—T.15 p.
abandoning the pursuit, the Cushing
—To the torpedo boat Cushing,command- went to the
Gwyn’s assistance. The latdoubtwill
Albert
Cleaves,
ed by Lieut.
ter’s prize had six Spaniards on board,
had
the
of
the
two
and
having
torpedo boats were about to
less go the distinction
her out when the three Spanish gunlast naval
engagement of the Spanish- tow
which wrecked the Winslow wi W*
boats
Amerioan war. Had the peace negoti- seen getting under way.
A good fignt
the
little
longer
been
was
ations
protranted^a
promised and to save time the sloop
on
board
have
was
the
abandoned,
Spaniards
would unquestionably
Cushing
of her showering blessings on their magemled the conflict by avenging its begin- nanimous
of
the torcaptors. The decks
his four
ning. when Knsign Bagley and
pedo boats were again cleared for action
at and, although
killed
contest
would
have
were
the
Winslow
the
of
comrades
the Spanish boats
At the very mo.uent the or- been an unequal one,
Cardenas,
all
was
ready
oarrying stronger batteries,
ders for raising the blockade reached the for the daring attempt when the auxiliyacht Stranger appeared with the
Cushing, she was making for Spanish ary
had been restored and
news that peace
gunboats which wrecked her sister ship, the blockade
raised, and the boats were
intent on sinking them or.herself going ordered
immediately back to Key West.
the eilort.
in
They were the
down
SHAFTER WRITES ALGER.
Ligero, Aierta and Antonio Lopez. A
few
previously the Cushing de-

days
stroyed six small sloops and a two masted schooner, the Triumph, of 25 tons.

servioe at the very
maopening of the war, the Cushing’s
chinery was disabled and although she
was entirely
repaired within six weeks,

After

some

brief

sho was
kept here until a week ago,
much to the chagrin of Lieut. Gleaves
and dispite his urgent appeals lor active
service. Eventually, Commodore Howell
allowed the Cushing to go to the blockade and on August 4, she went over to
bagua Ja Larnde with orders to stop the
inside traffic in the shallow water behind the keys, where the gunboats could

Tells About Health of Men aud What
Secretary Has Doue for Him.

the

16.—Secretary

Washington,
August
Alger today received a letter from General Shafter which is in part as follows:
Headquarters, 5th Army Corps,
Santiago de Cuba, Aug. 4, 1898.
Hon. K. A. Alger, Secretary of War,
Washington:
My Dear General Alger:—Your kind
letter of July 26th was handed me yesterI thank you and
day by Major Sniffin.

in severity, danger and importance.
“The second division, established a
little more than two months ago, proceeded almost immediately to emburk for
to Santiago.
Arriving
tbe expedition
off that coast it was the first to disemAmerican
first
the
military
bark and
Cuban soil. Without
force to land on
delay or waiting to secure rations, bagconveniengage or other necessaries and
of any kind, the division proceeded
ces
there
to Siboney’, compelling tbe garrison
The
to retire and capturing the town.
of
the
in
advance
division then resumed
Santiago,
progress towards
army its
conlaboring day and night amid trying and
ditions, in marches, reconnoissanoes adthe
while covering
and
scouting,
of El
vance,
fighting the decisive battle of
its
in the character

Caney.

Unique

>

mjyuuouvo
was defended with a
of no

UeieUBBS UJJU

-—

stubborn
El Caney
surrender
resistance
permitting
and was carried ‘by [a charge suoh as is
made only by American soldiers^ killingwounding or capturing alra'bst every

Spaniard.
“Moving thenoe within an hour, without one man accounted for towards Santiago and taking up a position on the
right of the army hastily entrenched, it

Easy
Easy
Easy
Easy

Buy,

Cook,
Eat,

Digest.

't^Ua^er
At
iji

grocers

in 2-Ib.

pkgs. only

Announces

Protector is now
Louis and those
on board of the latter and the steamship
itself are receiving a thorough fumiga-

ting

Every man on board was given a complete change of clothing and the discarded clothing will be burned.

As soon as the disinfection is completed they will bo allowed to come
ashore.
The transport St. Paul arrived this
morning from Santiago, having on board
the Second Regiment, infantry, and one
battalion of the 71st Regiment VolunWhen the big liner came to anteers.
chor in Fort Pond Bay, Health Inspector
Magruder went aboard and made an inspection of the ship.
After the rough riders had all been
landed and started for the detention
camp, Col. Roosevelt was met by the
newspaper men. They endeavored to
get him to talk about his experiences,
but he refused to talk about his own
achievements, but gladly spoke of the
He said they were all
work of his men.
brave and went into danger without hesCol. Roosevelt was asked about
itation.
his reported
wounding and replied:
“The wound on my wrist was from a
shell but was only a scratch anyway”
He said he was in the best of health and
he looked it.
“VVe had a bully time all the way
through” said the Colonel. “My regiment is one of the crack-a-jacks.”
Mr. Roosevelt added that the men
were glad to return as there was no
more fighting to do.

His
Candidacy
Washington Paper,

HIS CAMPAIGN OPENED.

Throngt

August

Washington,

15.—The Post to“General Fitzhngh
Senatorial
race in

Parson McKinney Succeeds in
iiig a Crowd.

morrow will 6ay:
Lee will enter the
Ths announcement is authorVirginia.
ized by General Lee himself, who Inst
night dictated the following statement to

engaged

PLOTS OE THE CARLISTS.
London, August 16.—The Daily Mail’s

The troops
Biarritz correspondent says:
sent iu pursuit of the Bakio Carlists wno
at
de
Alcala
recently
Chisvert,
appeared
in Valencia, failed to capture the mem10
the complicity
bers of the bands owing
inhabitants who are all Carlists
of the
and feed and conceal the fugitives and
give their pursuers false information.
in several
Carlist reoruiting agents
parts of Spain are offering men two
A
Carlist
colonel
has been
a
day.
pesetas
arreated at Barcelona.
Aocounts sent to Spain by visitors to
uon uarios

at

uugerue

nave

occasioned

the greatest alarm, and
despite public
declarations it is c) jar that everything is
ready for a Carlist rising immediately upon
the conclusion of the peaoe negotiations.
It is believed that Don Carlos will wait
until the army returns from Cuba before
ordering an insurrection as he hopes the
Cuban army will return discontented aud
Carlist agents have
ripe for revolution.
been working in Cuba for months past.
THE

MILITARY COMMISSIONERS.
August 15.—The Post to-

Washington,

will say:
“The announcement of the personnel of
the military commissions for Cuba and
Porto Rico may now be expected at any
The President has praotically detime.
termined upon the
military and Daval
the
officers who will
compose
commission.
It is probable that the names
Cuban
follows:
will be as
Commission,
Major General Wade; Major General M.
C. Uutler and Admiral W. L. Sampson.
Porto Rico Commission, Major General
John R. Brooke, Major General Theodore
and
Admiral Winlleld S.
Schwann
morrow

Schley.

General Lee was originally slated for a
on the Cuban
but will
not serve, owing to his desire to remain
at the head of the 7th army corps.
It is

place

oommlssion,

Draw,

representative of the Post.
“Upon being asked the question as to A SURPLUS OF TALENT AT
his future intentions appreciating the inBIDDEFORD RALLY.
terest felt in tho
matter
throughout
Virginia, General Lee said:
a

‘I shall be a
States Senator.’

candidate

for

‘‘Honest Sam” Says
date

Miles Informs Him That Protocol

a

Haley Makes

ford’s

Few
an

Words, Candi

Attack

on

Bidde-

for Votes
Bridfeton
Appeals
Enough to Give Him a ’‘HeBpectable

Hun” Against His Opponent.
Ponce, Island of Porto Rioo, August 14.
—(Afternoon. Delayed in transmission.)
[special to the press.]
Yesterday Major General Miles communiBiddeford,
August 15.—The Democratic
cated by cable to Captain General Macias,
leaders of Biddeford and Saco, profiting
the
at San Juan, the fact that
protocol
by the errors of their Cumberland county
had been signed, and today he received
the campaign
who allowed
brethren
from General Macias an acknowledgment
powder to flash in the pan at Yarmouth,
of the notiiication.
last week, bad Parson MoKinney’s show

Washington, August

15.
-Owing to an
in transmission. Article
IIT
full text of the peaoe protocol as oahlnri
from Madrid, was not given with
a nn
The text of this article is
racy.
realiv
™
veuny as
follows:
Article III.—The United
States win
occupy and hold the city, bay
of Manila pending the
nr
treaty of peace, which shall determine
the
aad
error

amlL.i

conclusion

Lthe

Phiu^iS

“--

of9

his declaration that there is no campaign
to open. I am ready to shake hands with
him across the bloody chasm, for we both
neither prongree that a protective tariff
duces revenue nar raises the wages of
labor.”

CRUSADE OF RETALIATION.
A North Berwick

Deputy Sheriff Swoops

Down Ou Biddeford Rum

Shops.

Biddeford, August 16.—Deputy Sheriff
Parker of North Berwick, who does not

expect
to

a

town

n.

tomgnt gave
In the afternoon,
ride in a barouohe behind a brass band.
The procession endod at the Biddeforc
Opera House, and enough people followed
the band Into the building to ooinpletelj
fill the lower hall. Only ladles and their
escorts were allowed to take seats in the

remain where they are until
and the
the negotiations are complete

columnsjwiil

withdrawn.

are

a

The

volunteers are anxious to get home, now
that the end has come, though orders
have been Issued to make the troops as
inoomfortable as possible during the
terim.
The troops on the transports that have
arrived are being disembarked, no orders
to the contrary having been received.
General Miles says Aibonito would have
been his within four days had not the
protoool been signed.

gallery,

and as there were not more than

twenty ladies in the two cities Interested
enough in the occasion to visit-tbe hall,
the few occupants of the opera chairs up
there looked very lonesome. Down stairs
the space between the chairs and the rear
wall was packed solidly with men.
It was a restless, not over-enthu3lastlc
crowd, and as tho evening wore away and
the faotory curfew sounded, in the middle
the
of Candidate McKinney's speech,
audience thinned out to an extent- that
must have been disappointing to the
Onoe Mr. McKinney paused
managera
a full minute, in the midst of one of his
most inspiring passages, to await a cessation of the noise occasioned by an exodus
of tired out listeners.
a
Mr. Cornelius Horigan,
populai
who would have th:
young Democrat,
handling of the county funds, the next
two years, if his party stood any show ol

Palardis.
The confiscated goods filled twenty
wagons, which made an imposing procession
as they
wended their way
through the principal streets and out to
Mr. Stackpole’s stable on Granite street.
As a crowd-drawer it was as attractive a
street parade as ever Barnum’s circus
gave here.
Last week City Marshal Harmon made

big seizure of liquors consigned to a
bottling company of which Representaa

tive Fred M. O’Neil claimed to be

Saco politician who holds the Demooratic
nomination for county attorney, next had
his say.
The big seizures mode in town
today by a deputy sheriff who had been

COTTAGES

ILLUMINATED.

Annual Festal Might at Kennebunkport
Last K-veiling.
15.—The
Kennebunkport,
August
annual Illumination, the chief feature of
the season to the cottagers, was held tonight, and the spectacle was unusually
successful, the weather being well-nigh

bank of the river from the club bouse to
the
bridge and then back to the club
bouse, where a pleasant hour was spent
with Invited
by the club members
All the boats and canoes were
friends.

Berwick,
gave
imported from North
Candidate Haley a new text, and upon it elaborately decorated.
he evolved a disoonrse of. half an hour’s
duration.
His chief accusations were hurled at
City Marshal Charles B. Harmon, the
head of Biddeford’s police department,
of the Blddefnrd
whose wholesale raid

Bottling company's plant, last week,

Ponce, P. R., August 15, morning.—
General Schwan’s column was attaoked
yesterday between Mayaguez and Lares.
infantry under Col.
4.s the eleventh
Burke was descending the "valley of the
were
fired upon from a
Rio Grande, they
lull side by a force of 1500 Spaniards

STORM
Much

SWEPT

EVERYTHING.

Loss of Life From Wind and Hail

who were retreating towards the north.
was returned and the Spaniards

were

a

new

Jose Luanio has
Senor
with the task of forming

that the

At

oabinot._
a

people;

the

rlub

was

ordered

to

rest of the
Holm®8 tho

suspend

season.

player

had failed to

stimulate business or increase wages.
He said that the aotlon of Congress today does not represent the will of the

meeting of the board of direotors
National basefcall league In PhilaUrtlnhia. yesterday, the New York club
for leaving tba field in
was fined $1000
and the Baltimore
the Baltimore game,
3

Dingley legislation

rules"

that under

one

solitary

chair and defy the

people.
Referring

the

[

to Mr.

ten

nowa-

would

days

dare to run out
bare headed
bare handed and frolic
and snow ball
in midwinter.
They have to
be muffled up
like hot-house
[.flowers before
thej- dare venture out in se-

Sand

vere

weather,

and even then
would shudder
at the thought
of rollicking in
the snow as
*
their grandmothers did.
The trouble lies in the fact that too few
Women enjoy perfect health and strength
of the special womanly organism. A woman who is not well and
strong locally canhot
enjoy good general health. Dr. Pierce’s
Favorite Prescription cures all weakness
and disease of the delicate and important
organs concerned in wifehood and motherhood. It is the most perfect and scientific
remedy ever devised for the peculiar ailments of women.
It restores womanly
strength and virility. It tones and
power,
builds up the nerves which have been shattered by suffering and disease. It corrects
all irregularities and derangements and
6tops exhausting drains. It restores weak,
nervous invalids to perfect health.
It is
intended for this one class of disorders and
is good for no other. It is the discovery of
Dr. R. V. Pierce, for thirty years chief consuiting physician to tne Invalids' Hotel and,
Surgical Institute, at Buffalo, N. Y. No
other known medicine can take its place.
“I have been troubled with female weakness
that my physician called catarrh of the womb,"
writes Miss Tean Conner, of Catfish. Clarion Co.,
Pa. “I doctored for it and did not get better.
Atlas! I commenced taking Dr. Pierce’s Favorite
Prescription. I got better right along and when
I had taken four bottles was cured.
I recommended the Favorite Prescription to a friend
of mine. She has been using it and thinks it

is wonderful.”

illness that if
Dr. Pierce’s
One
Pleasant Pellets cure constipation.
little Pellet is a gentle laxative and two
ft mild cathartic. They never gripe.
is a little

Constipation

neglected builds

Check

big

a

one.

MICHAEL ACTING NASTY.

Boston, August 16.—A message was received by the Charles River park manageBrady,

DOMINION THE WINNER.

Que., August 16.—The second
In the series
between Challenger,
of the
Seawanhaka-Corinthian
yacht
club of Oyster Bay, New York, and Dominion of the Royal St. Lawrence yacht
olub of
Montreal, took place at Lake
St. Louis today. On Saturday Challenger
won on a foul, and today the Canadian
boat evened up matters by winning a
good raoe by the large margin of two
minutes and forty-seven seoonds.
Dorval,

raoe

THEIR FREEDOM AT LAST.

Books

Litho-

graphed to order with new
stamp imprinted.

revenue

War Revenue Law Complete, 25 cents.

ftew Stamp Tax Sched-

ule, without charge,

on

application.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON
jlyiieodtf

PIANO

.

.

BARGAINS.
To make
Stock of

Tornado.

A.
ment tt.is afternoon from William
New
in
York, that Jimmy
Tom
Linton
to
race
refuse
Michael would
for one hour in this city next Saturday.
Mr. Duoker, manager of the track and also of Linton, says that the contract was
made in Arrll and it called for 8J pace
and I humbly ask your support, that I makers.
Today Michael asked for unand to have the riders start
may, at least, make a respect able run limited pace sides of the
traok. Both of
from opposite
against the man who has so long repre- these requests were aooeded to and then
in
the
House of Michael doclined to meet Linton.
sented this distriot
1

the nomination for Congress.
‘I could
not decline that invitation,” he added,
“so 1 stand before you tonight as your
candidate for representative to Congress,

The fire

resigned and;
been charg'd

in

room

for

new

our

Fall

Pianos,

and

rented
Pianos, which will
come in next month we have
decided to make a discount
sale of the following for the
remainder of the month:

was

He explained how he was enticed away
from his peaceful home at Brldgton to attend a Democratic gathering in Portland,
two months ago, and was urged to accept

woman

young

mana-

O’Neil threatened to retaliato by
bringing somebody hero to clean [out the
other fellows. Political spite is said to
be at the bottom of the outbreak.

the
carrying the election, presided at
rally.
perfeot. The banks of the river were
lined with blazing beacone, while hunThe first speaker was ‘‘Honest Sam’
His dreds of canoes and boats added to the
Lord, tl e nominee for governor.
speech was brief, and was practically a beanty of the picture.
reiteration of his declaration of principles,
Many of the vilage residences were
set forth in his letter of acceptance.
highly illuminated for the occasion. The
Lawyer George if. Haley, a peppery course of the boats was up the right

GEN. SCHWAN’S LAST FIGHT.

Lisbon,

5now Balling.
About one

ger.

Gary, S. D., August 15.—A terrific
the first move In Biddeford’s sudden outwind and hail storm running from northMr.
burst of liquor law enforcement.
east to southwest, struck Mortz Biding
Haley figured out that Marshal Harmon’s
about five miles west
of here today.
amounted
to
commissions
and
salary
in the path of the storm was
Everything
is
a
a
which
than
more
13000 year,
bigger
away.
Eight people lie dead here
salary than is paid the chief of police of swept
and others are known to have been killed.
the
size in
any olty of Biddeford’s
The dead are:
country,” Three.tlitusand dollars a year for
Joseph Hutchinson, a farmer, and two
with
six
non-partisan polioemen
bossing
and a granddaughter.
three commissioner.! over him to see that daughters
”
Curl Jemlum,
Blauohardville, W.
This was
he doesn’t negleot his duty.
Albert Killlon, Milwaukee.
Mr.
the
one
changes
Haley
STAR
of
many
rung
SPANGLED
BANNER.
PLAYED
Charles Ebal, a farmer who was riding
on the marshal.
the
with his wife and children when
Candidate Haley declared that though storm
Spaniards Liked Tune Bat Didn’t Know
came up.
Searching parties are
Marshal Harmon was appointed ostensibly looking for the wife and children.
Wliat Xt Was.
Thousands of dollars worth of property
to enforce the laws, bar rooms and rum
flourished was destroyed and many oattle and sheep
hove multiplied and
shops
of
the
Associated Press.)
(Correspondence
The court were killed.
under bis administration.
Knoxville, Tenn., August 15.—AddiSantiago de Cuba, August 3.—The bouse fight of two years ago was recalled,
tional details relative to the terrible cloud
Caino Espanoi, or Spanish club in Santi- and some figures given on the cost of relast Friday
burst in Hawkins county
muoh frequented
by the Spanish •n/.riaillTur the Alfred court house, in com- morning were received here tonight It is
ago,
has for
now estimated that perhaps 33 persona besome time boasted a
officers,
parison with approximate estimates pre- came victims of the down-pour.
The damgraphophone.iwhich was a source of joy sented before the legislative committee
believed to be
age to the corps is also
and dengnt to tno oiud members before when the agitation for a removal of the much heavier than was at first
reported.
the
capitulation. Strangely enough, county bnildings to Biddeford was under The report also has it that tbs cloud burst
visited Green county and killed
from
through the long nights of the siege, their discussion.
fifteen to 30 people in that community.
favorite piece of music which they were
Parson McKinney was Introduced to
the habit of having repeated four of the audience by the chairman as "the BIDDEFORD LOSES FIRST SOLDIER
in
five times an
evening was “The Star man who between now and September la
Blddeford, August 15.—Eugene Norwhich
greatly will give Tom Reed the greatest hustle he manain in tne nrst or tne
Spangled Banner,"
Days who entheir
musical
although
souls,
pleased
has had within the memory of the oldest listed
from this city In the war against
of
Its
were
.entirely ignorant
origin inhabitant of this first distriot of Maine."
they
Spain to die. His death| occurred at the
or significance.
The audience oheered and whistled, and
at Chiokamauga
hospital
park at 10
would
fate
on
the
morning
As
decree,
then the Brtdgton candidate began an minutes past 8 o’clock Saturday evening
of July 17, when the American flag was
He spoke along the same and the
hoisted over the governor’s palace, the honr’s speech.
body was shipped from Chiokaband
of
the 6th cavalry line as in his Alfred speech, except that
regimental
to
and
is expected
mauga yesterday
with
the
selfutmost
this
gusto,
played,
he did not sandwich in any explanation reaoh this city sometime tomorrow. He
same air, whose full meaning then broke
and
free will be buried with
of his 1896 attack on Bryan
military honors.
upon the assembled Spanish officers with
unusual force and with do little discom- silver. He studiously avoided any refer- Heath was dne to typhoid fever.
their
ruffled
to
already
feelings.
fltute
ence to cnrrenoy matters.

s

—

which praotically means that tariff should
be intended only for revenue. In view of
his admission, I can agree with him in

reappointment next year, came
today, and securing as an assistant O. F. Stackpole, an ex-deputy sheriff
who failed to get a place on Sheriff
General Miles also sent forward Captain
In addition to getting Thompson’s staff, raided several places
well advertised.
M1 (.Ir 1n\.’ with
flan nf f-.ruoa t.n heap the
out their posters early, and booming the in Biddeford. He cleaned out the plant
intelligence to the Spanish commander at thing in their local organ, the invited th< of the Biddeford
Bottling company on
He is personally unsettled
Atbonito.
reverend candidate to spend the whole day s Elm street, and the shops of Joseph P.
the
here
whether he will remain
during
here, tendered him an informal reception Dion, Konison & Kerwin and Joseph
nun
ana
period of negotiations; but the four
Spanish troops

MISCELLANEOUS.

said:
at Alfred that we

future.
‘‘I agree with my distinguished
opponent in that statement. I thank him for
He says, too, that
admitting so mucfe.
there can be no revenue without

City Marsha), and the Statesman

repulsed with considerable loss.
Col. Soto, the commander of the Mayawas wounded and was af’'
suez district,
a
SAMPSON LEAVES FOR NORTH.
terward overtaken intwowayside cottage. Representatives.
that he did not come
After
stating
sergeants who
was attended by
Washington, August
15_Admiral He
The Americans suffered here to abuse anybody, he proceeded to
surrendered.
four
with
the
Sampson,
battleships and
and cavalry were
two armored cruisers of his fleet, is now no loss. The artillery
arraign the McKinley administration for
on his way north, having
back on its promise of two years
sailed at ten not
not received news going
had
Schwan
o'olock yesterday morning from
General
be meddled
Santiago
when the ago, that the tariff wouldn’t
the
Aamiral Schley, on the cruiser
of
protocol
Brooklyn of tho signing
The naval au- action occured; but obtained it yester- with, He denounced the Dingley bill and
accompanied the fleet.
said the deficiency in revenue slnoe the
thorities expect the fleet at Tomnbinsvuio
‘“““avine
day afternoon._
the latter part of the week.
Dingley bill went into operation has been
MINISTRY RESIGNS. greater than that under the Wilson bill
PORTUGAL
TEX T OF PROTOCOL
ARTICLE IIL
He further said
August 16.—The ministry has during a similar period.
expeoted that this corps will eventually
be sent to Cuba.

MoKinney

now making
are
many'things that we
used to buy from foreign companies, and
that the question of revenues is one that
will have to carefully consider in
the

from

Signed.

Has Been

THE

United

MACIAS GETS THE NEWSGen.

at Alfred, Candidate
‘‘Mr. Reed told them

Imports,

with the enemy on the 2d
the right and
to
of July. Extending
covering the bay of Santiago and threatships,
ening the safety of the Spanishsea.
they sought safety in flight to the
*
BIG NAVAL REVIEW.
“Fighting by daylight and digging
all night, the division
pressed forward
MUST
HAVE
A
CANAL.
to the right under the lines and within
Sampson’s Fleet WiU Be Given Great
150 yards of the enemy the right resting
The memorable Consul Gooduow Says We Must Build
on the bay of Santiago.
Reception.
sur17th of July came and with it the
Nicaragua Waterway.
render of the otty and the Spanish army
and later the end of the war with Spain.
Washington, August 15.—The navy de“When overtaken by the dreaded fever
Midneapolis, Aug 15.—John Gooduow,
has under favorable consider
fortitude
and
partment
cheerfulness
your courage,
consul general at Shanghai, China, in a
did not forsake you. When the history
ation, a review of the principal warships
for Cuban independence is private letter discusses the expansion of Admiral
of the war
Sampson’s fleet in the harwritten the seoond division will deserve policy as follows:
bor of New York, next Saturday afteron
every
impora
full
receive
and
page
“We should hold the Philippine is- noon.
tant occurrence that led.up to its successful termination.
Four
lands, the Caroline islands and the Labattleships and two armored
“To my staff I desire to acknowledge drone
islands, also Cuba and Porto Rico. cruisers of the fleet whioh rendered such
and
most
for
loyal
a
special obligation
culperformed under Tt does not matter whether we call them noble service off the coast of Cuba,
faithful duties well
circumstances and conditions too trying war indemnity or what. We need them minating in the destruction of Cervera’s
to be described.
in our business. You have no idea and fleet of Spanish warships, are expected
(Signed)
the end of
cannot have until you get out here, how to arrive at the Metropolis by
“H. W. Lawton,
and in response to a popular
the week
Commandfor
trade
and
S.
all
nations
are
U.
V.,
General
fighting
“Major
authorities are diswhat an intense jealousy there is of the demand the naval
ing Second Division, Fifth Corps.”
United States. Just now the contiuen- posed to have them
pass in review
tal peoples seem more jealous of us than through the
harbor and up the North
SPANI9H TROOPS SAIL.
even of England.
River as far as Grant's tomb at RiverIf we are to have anything to say, we side Park.
Is
Terrible.
a
To
have
a
we
must have
Mortality In the Spanish Camp
navy
If present
navy..
plans are oarried out the
must have coaling stations. That means vessels will
lire a salute at that point
the Sandwich islands and the Philip- and turn down the river to their anSantiago de Cuba, Aug. 15.—11.25 A. pines. To handle our navy economical- chorage in the bay. It was first proposed
and men attaobed to the
M.—The Spanish steamer Isla de Luzon ly and effectively we must build the that the officers
canal and and in my opinion fleet should murch in parade through
sailed this morning for Spain, having on Nicaraguan
of New York oity
streets
the
principal
we should buy a strip of land across
board 2,136 Spanish soldiers. The Isla Nicaragua to build our canal in our own in order that they might give them a welcome worthy of their efforts in behalf of
de Panay will probably sail tomorrow territory. Look on the map'.•Rawing the their
but a suggestion to this
oountry,
and she will be followed by the P. De routes of full-power steam vessels aud efTect was not favorably reoeived at the
trade
route
to
the
will
see
that
it was not thought,
you
every
where
Satrustegui. The Montivedeo arrived Isthmus passes Cuba and Porto Rico and department
in view of the severe hardships these men
this morning and will begin loading at a
those
two
that
they should be subcontrolling
have
strong country
undergone,
makes the canal at the isthmus a private jected to the fatigue of a long march so
once.
their arrival in New York.
The embarkation of the prisoners is waterway whenever it wants to. Also soon after of
having a naval parade met
Cuba controls the Gulf of Mexico and The plan
being pushed with great activity. This the
favor and probably will be
more
with
water routes to the mouth of the
is rendered imperative by their horrible
The mortality is so great in Mississippi. It is a big program but I adopted.
conditisn.
Acting Secretary Allen is somewhat
disease is think we havo got to do it. England enthusiastic over the idea and unless
the Spanish camp, where
controls absolutely one route to the east, some
are
the
dead
no
that
longer
rampant,
good reasons are offered to the
buried. A funeral pile of ten or twelve by the Mediterranean and Suez canal. contrary, he will Issue the neoessary orthe
the
other
route
us
control
Let
by
ders at onoe. In oase the naval parade
bodies is made, saturated with kerorene
determined upon it will be particiand set fire to, cremating the bodies in Nicaragua canal and the Anglo-AUiance is
naNot
a
continental
rules
the
world.
pated in by the flagship New York and
the open air.
The transport Breakwater sailed this tion would dare oppose us for we could her larger sister ship, the Brooklyn, and
We are the people if the four big battleships, Iowa, Oregon.
starve them out.
morning with the 12th infantry.
The Texas
Massachusetts and Indiana.
The City of Macon will sail this after- we take our opportunities a3 they come
may also take part.
and the along.”
noon with the 17th
was

_

Food

Santiago

Santiago.
express to the officers and enlisted men of trip
The quarantine boat
his command his thanks for and appreciof the St.
ation of the gallant and soldierly man- alongside

the President for the confidence you express in my ability to handle the matters
entrusted to me here.
The number taken ill in my command
not enter.
is very great, as you will see, though not
she
next
day,
Reaching Cardenas, the
very much greater than those returned to
was joined
by the torpedo boat McKee, duty, and the death rate is not at present
under Lieut. Bneppes, and both proceeded alarming, although it is steadily on the
to
bagua. Learning that there were two increase and the doctors tell me that the
gunboats in that harbor, the Cushing fever, malarial and otherwise, is conand MoKee cleared for action, and went stantly presenting more virulent features.
regiment
to see if any steamers were anchored in- Every effort possible is made to guard Leota leaves tomorrow with C battery of
As they got tender way the con- ships bringing supplies to the army, but the fourth artillery, the remnants of the
side.
verted yaoht Viking, wtitli the senior offi- it is almost impossible to enforce It when 9th and 10th cavalry, the gatling gun
cer of
that blockading station on board, ships must be unloaded and men neces- detachments and
Col. Parker’# two
came up and halted the two bouts, which
sarily must come together in discharging companies of the 24th Miohigan.
were obliged to return and anchor under and receiving cargo. The great trouble tjj
The Clinton has aarived from Tampa
the light house.
that the people themselves seem to have
with medical supplies and severol docfans a? nfn/iHma and nnlaaa trnn Vinwa a.
That night, however, the Viking left,
and Lieut. Gleaves being then the rank- guard over every Individual man, it is al- tors.
them
from
ing officer, took the Cushing and McKee most impossible to keep
TO TAKE SAILORS BACK.
aoross the shoals to the Boca Cristo chan- mingling.
r.ai
and
thfli'fl
p.iintiir«ri six small cargo
The silver question has settled itself
four tons each which and American silver is received the same
coats ot about
Cervera Say a
Spanish Fleet la
The missing, I be- Admiral
were lying at anchor and had been abanas American paper.
This was done in lieve. have nearly all been accounted for.
crews.
doned by their
Coming to Portsmouth.
full view of the gunboats, which, from Not a single man was captured, and the
tk distance of two miles, oontented them- only men now missing are those
that
Portsmouth, JL'H., Aug. 10.—Admiral
selves with firing on the torpedo boats were billed in the thick brush and whose
shots
were
The
not
out.
without coming
bodies have never been found was scoured Cervera passeu a quiei uay, uis principal
returned.
faithfully for bodies a short time after the occupation being a long visit this afterThe sloops not being worth towing to battle.
the
next
burned
day.
The camps now ocoupied are measurably noon to the navy yard and the hospital.
Key West were
On
the Sth the Siren arrived with the good; they certainly are on
the
best At the yard he completed the accounts
lorpodo bonis Gwyn and Rogers and at* ground that is in this vicinity, and for
paying off and Paymaster Diez will
sumed command of the blockading at that slight changes of location can be mude.
The difficulty in separating camps of an remain here for some days to finish payport.
of the
'the JCusliing again'Tasked permission army of this size is on account
During his
ing the Spanish sailors.
to go
in and engage the gunboats, but great difficulty of supplying them with
with necessary food, especially during the wet stay here the Admiral has made arwas again refused aDd was ordered,
the Gwyn to Cardenas ;to {prevent inland season, when half a dozen wazons over a rangements as far as possible for the
that place and Santa road cuts it into ruts two feet deep in transfer of the sailors to Spain, and in
rrailio between
Clara.
Pack trains nre very good and an interview tonight he said that the
They left the next morning, and, places.
and holding up the bos- we have to use them and double them all
after ohasing
Spanish government would send a fleet
sobooner
the time, iu fact, without them we could of boats direct to this port for the purpitalship Solace, the American
of
the
consent
the
with
the
sickness
but
the
not get along;
Dollite, which,
among
of conveying the men to their
authorities was
carrying a Cuban expe- teamsters and packers has been very pose
dition; the Mangrove and the schooner great.
Nearly every one of them (I sup- mother country.
The Admiral began the day by breakAnna E. Krans from Baltimore for Gal- pose 'J5 per cent) has Been sick, and like
veston, they put into Cardenas bay last the soldiers,
they do not recover their fasting with Rev. Fr. O’Callahan, after
which he attended mass. He dined at
Thursday. Here the two-masted schooner strength.
Triumpho was sighted at anchor on the
The supplies are abundant here of all the hotel at 1 o’clock, and the visit to
side
of
a
mile
diseast
I cannot the navy yard occupied his time until
Kijo Key, about
articles of food and clothing.
The torpedo boats could not en- fully express my gratitude to you for all
tant.
night. The Admiral with his suite will
ut the shallow water, so a cutting out the opportunities that you have glVen me leave tomorrow afternoon at 3 o’clock
expedition, composed of a boat from each and for the confidence that you repose in for Annapolis, taking the Fall River line
of the torpedo boats, both commanded by me as shown more strongly than in any
to New York.
Caiot David Boyd of the Cushing, who other way by leaving me unhampered in
Is a survivor of the Maine, was sent in. my operations against Santiago.
I am
WITH
the schooner, her very sorry to see that
some newspapers ADMINSTRATION CONSULTS
As tli3y approached
She was anchored are attempting to throw blame on your
crew abandoned her.
LEE.
shove and a fresh wind made it
on a lee
trying to run the campaign from WashWashington, Aug. 15.—Major General
impossible to get her off, so Cadet Boyd, ington, and I suppose some people beset
lire
to
and de- lieve it.
orders,
ao ug under
It is one of the things, however, Lee was at the War Department early
both
the
On
of
her.
little
ali’riduy
can
we
help,
yed
that I don’t suppose
today, lie had a long talk with General
iiuOters again went into the hay, further though whenever I have had an oppor- Corbin before the Secretary arrived and
a
and found
few sloops
:. ; |west,ward,
tunity I have tried to make it plain that then entered the Secretary’s room and a
s'amlitig out, al! the other vessels having I have been left to my own devicese.
discussion proceeded at considerable
back toward the town. The
curried
I, am, very sincerely yours,
length, devoted mainly to conditions in
ono sloop, and after
to
chase
SHAFTER.
R.
WILLIAM
gave
Gwyn
Cuba. General Lee is hero for the purhove her to. The
shells
fl ring many
of discussing the administration of
Cushing was met chasing a second ves- ALMODOVAR GETS AN INTIMATION pose
Cuba and as he no doubt will be one of
Madrid, Aug. 15, 8 p. m.—Duke Almo- the commissioners appointed under the
dovar de Kio lias received an intimatum protocol, the views of Secretary Alger
that the Cuban blockade lias been raised and of President McKinley will be made
and cable communication restored.
known to him and he will tender his adto
Numerous vessels are being prepared vices as his residence in Cuba enables
in Spanish ports to take provisions to him to give it.
to
Cuba.
General Lee and Secretary Alger then
The next cabinet council will consider wentito the White House, the Prosidenr
to
v.y
the question of summoning the Cortes. desiring to discuss with the General
Senor Sagasta, tlio 1‘remier, is hopeful matters relating to the government of
to
that tlio ministers will bo agreed upon Cuba.
General Lee was asked if he was
The news of peace was to bo one of the Cuban military comthis point.
welcomed
in the Spanish coast mission and replied that he did not
heartily
all
towns and the families who lied, fearing know; he was an officer and subject to
an attack by Commodore Watson, aie orders, but he could not tell what he
bow ’eturniiig.
was going to do.

Easy

tlie

from

...

The

of

Camp Wikoff, Montauk Point, L. I.,
Santiago do Cuba, August 15—11.30
a.
in.—The following in Gen. Lawton’s Aug. 15.—The camp presented a very
address to his staff, a part of which,will busy scene today.
Dr. Magruder, Chief
shortly return homo:
Sanitary Inspector, devoted most of his
second division, 5th time this forenoon to the transports St.
“Heudquarters
army corps, Santiago de Cuba, August Louis and
Miami, both of which arrived
14, 1898.
from Santiago. Special attenyesterday
“Being ordered to other duty, the un- tion was
given to the St. Louis by the
dersigned, hereby relinquishes the comhealth inspector on account o£ one case
mand of the
second division of the 5th
of yellow fever having developed bn the
army corps, and in doing so desires to

in whioh
the duties and labors required of them have been performed, the
character of which is almost unparalleled

Boats

Idea

Campaign-

Endurance.

ner

Cushing Had Engaged Gun

Col* ltooscvelt’s

GEN. LEE WOULD BE SENATOR.

TIME.

One Cliickering,
“
Gabler,
“
Peck & Sons,

$150

“

Stein way,

115
125
165

«

Weber,
Zimmerman,
Hand & Son,
Sieinway,

lOO
85
90
lOO

Grovesteen.
1'. 8. Piano Co.,
Gilbert Grand,
Geo. Clark,

85
loo
50

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

25
HO
225
185
175
165
190

Trowbridge,
Krnnicli & liacli,

Huntington,
“

“
«

Pease,
Gordon,
New England,

The above are most of them
Id floe condition and several
but little used.
If you want a Piano for little
money you can not

afford to

let this opportunity pass by.
due line of
Blasius .V Son,
Sterling, Miller, Ivers «& Pond,
Krnnich & Bach, &c.

Don’t forget

our

Cbickering,

-o-

BfiESSEY, JONES & iLLEW,
Baxter
angll

Block, Portland.
_eodtf

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Notice to Contractors.
SEALED proposals for furnishing about 2500
3 square yards of ’“New York”granlte paving
jlocks to the street department lot the city
Jf Portland will be received at. the office
if the Commissioner of Public Works,City Hall,
until Friday, August 19tli, 189s. when they will
.Specifications
he publicly opened and read.
and further information may he obtained at the
office of said commissioner who reserves the
he deem It
right to reject any or all bids should Bids should
lor the Interest of the city so to do.
and
Granite
for
Paving
be marked 'Hh oposals
EiiiA ALl/,
CtEO.
addressed to
n<tw|m|M|on„ 0{Put,nc Works.

augl2dtd

August 12,1898.

removal.
Dr. Dana W. Fellows
Has

removed from
to

No. 23 Free Street

suite of

rooms

30, V. M. C. A. Building,
Boston, August 16.—The sailors of the No.
Jly29cl2w
Congrets Square.
barkentine Herbert
Puller, who have
been imprisoned two years as witnesses
the
existing “gag asnipst Thomas M. Brain, the mate of
H. E. MILLS
roan oun sit in the that vessel. were liberated from jail today
and practtoally placod on parole.
pianO
will of nine-tenths of
It la practically settled that IIram will
jrdor slat* at Chandler** Musi'5 Store)431
be placed on trial for the murder of SecCongress street.
Reed's recent
ond Mate Blomberg.

Tuner,

speedy |

NOT A MOUNTAIN!
But the highest Land about Portland.
When you buy a lot at Grandview

GREAT LAND SALE.
AUGUST O TO SS.

Way up where yon can see all over the
city and surrounding: country for miles.

-IS THE

DRY HOUSELOTS

HIGH,

At prices
mew England.

never

before duplicated in

TAKE A FREE RIDE
On tbe electrics to

THE BIGGEST BOOM

11

Portland Ever Saw

imnu uui.

I P

THE TOWN IT STM.

Savings

Banks are not in it with

GRANDVIEW

as an

Square

at 8.30.

Don’t Fail to See Our

Stcreopticon Evenings.

pulled the heaviest loads of the season.
For the first time In the history of the
road it was found necessary at the power
Another Town Meeting to be Held Sat- house to put in operation both engines
for the increased afternoon work.
urday Kext.
MERRIMAN’S BAND.

SOUTH

POKTLAND.

▲ Feavib'e System of Sewerage

Want cri-

sis.000 Is Asked For —Home for Little
—Meetings at Knfghtvllle
h nek- W jrk of l'e eplrone Company—

Wanderers
t

Men imau’s Hand’s New

Uniforms—Mil-

itary and Personal Notes—i’ieasantdalc
Items, etc.
There will be a town meeting on Saturday next, tho warrant for which is now
follows: “Whereas
made to ns selectmen of the town of South Portland by C.
A. Tilton and 12 others, legal voters in
said town, to call a town meeting of tho
voters of said town to act upon the arti-

pasted and reacts as
application has been

cles hereinafter mentioned, in tho name
of the State Maine you are hereby required to notify all persons qualified by
assemble
law to vote at said meeting to
at the town hall in said town, on the 20th

terfered with the circuit.

CAPE ELECTRICS.
Xte Ca; e electrics on Sunday

last

the latter part of the week.
The Young People's meeting was led,
on Saturday night, by Mr. Walter Huston

ground floor.

are

Bed Rock

LOTS TO BUILD.
LOTS OPENING DAY.
CONVEYANCE.
WATER.

Mf)
I»U
I For

j|

Mr. and

Mrs.

Albert

H.

Small,

Elm

street.
Miss Clara L. Rogers, Elm street, has
returned from a few days visit with her
classmate, Miss Arphia J. Crowell, South
Portland Haights.

nonpayment

reasonable

or

In
loss

SiOQ to pay down

locate permanently at

can

Ilfgla and Dry.

J

STREETS ALL BUILT,
FREE WATER SUPPLY;

LAND IS THE SUREST,
SAFEST INVESTMENT.

Which
will

are

good

easel

TAXES.

INTEREST,
EXPENSES.
FORFEITURE.

INDUCEMENTS.
prices and lots with others

on

the

people

some one

MORTGAGES.
NOTES.

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

cause.

for the first 10 days only, and if you will compare our
lots before you sleep.

who are rich today simply because they owned land near
of our New England cities and held on to it until it
jame into active demand for house lots.
And we can safely venture the prediction that there is not a foot of vacant land withlq
three miles of Portland city hall but which will be worth all thd
iray from double to ten times its present value inside of five years.
1 few dollars invested in one of our lots will be laying the founlation of a home or future capital for many a young man in Portland and vicinity. See that you are one of them 1 Toung man be
ilivc to your own interests 1 Fathers start your sons in the world
irith one of our lots for a nest egg ! It is better than putting penlies in the savings bank for them to spend as soon as they are old
1
mough to draw them oat. Only 50 cents a week ! And think
vbat it means to you in the future.
of

of
any other

LOOK AT THE ABOVE

markets you

own one or more

NEW ENGLAND REAL ESTATE AGENCY, iI
Head Office Herald

Building,

I

Boston.

PORTLAND OFFICE, 473 Congress Streturning
weeks at Old Orchard, before
to her home in Brockton, Mass.
Mrs. M. R. Dyer and daughter Ethel
of Newark, N.J., are passing a few weeks
at the home of her parents, Captain and
Mrs. Elijah Hamilton, Summer street.
Willie, the young son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Jordan who has been very ill at the

tend has been extended Shepley camp
No. 4 of Portland.

Song,—The’

the home of Mrs. 'Jesse Dyer
for a few
da/B, after which she will pass a few

who had the

THE GEM SUBURB OF PORTLAND.

!1

FflRFFITHRF
rUlilCIIUnL

employment

COLOMBIA WANTS TO SETTLE.
Chorus.
Responsive Soripture Reading.
Washington, August 15.—The legal
Holmes
F.
W.
Rev.
Prayer,
representative of the Colombia governAnnette Goddard ment called on the
Reading,
Seoretary of State toHelen Logan
Reading,
day for the purpose of making arrangeClass of ohildren ments in
M issionary Song,
connection with the final settleBessie Shorey
Reading,
ment of
of Italy against
the claim
us
and
over
help
Exercise,—Come
Colombia. It is reported by the Colombian
Mildred
Wood
Reading,
the award was
that when
The Misses Reynolds government
gon„
made by President Cleveland as arbitrator
Mae E. Skillings
Reading,
there was no provision as to the method
Miss Taylor aDd Mrs. Hyall of
Song
settlement and the proposition of the
Mrs. Ernest Henry
Reading,
is that this he reColombian
and
Stevie
Edie
Hughes ferred to thegovernment
j)net,
United States as arbitrator.
Eight
Misses
Exercise,
It is the desire of Colombia that this matHaiph Sawyer
Heading
a manner to preserve the
Mhss Reynolds ter be settled in
Reading,
and dignity of the republic.
self-respect
Call
Missionary

home in Saco.
Miss Alice Swain has
returned from
passing two weeks at Laconia, N. H.
Mrs. Thankful Carr has returned
to

I

have another

duplicated

sickness,

of

all.

Remarks,
Pastor.
Collection
Chorus
Singing,
Mrs. Mary Emery has returned to her

too much for anyone

Grandview

of half the lots will be

that

prices

or

WESTBROOK.

1

CUT THROUGH HIS JAW.

August 15.—Eugene Dunion,
employed in the mill of Lawrence Newwus
hall and Company, in Shawmut,
turning a pulley today when the chisel
[low back striking him in tho face, cutthrough
ting the lower jaw and nearly
Tho rest of his face was
tho upper one.
also badly out.
Fairfield,

additional

poles ana wires, "it wo ! gins Beach. They have returned to their
lights at a lower price than home in Massachusetts, and Mr.and Mrs.
the citizens of Deering we ought to be A. C. Chute to their home in this city.
can

get

glad

of the chance.

Mr.

Petition of ComberLiiiti

Hearing

Illuminating Co.

thickly

enjoyed by
Singing,

wero

These are the terms on which you

you

DON’T STOP TO THINK, BUT ACT.

prices

yesterday but who expressed

ONLY $2.00 DOWN, 50c WEEKLY.

*

You will

never

^fiOpLKUJKE tfCi

THE LQCATiOftl CAUGHT THE CROWD
ind the inducements
ind secure a lot.

j

YAP^UTH.

The programme, whloh was rather extended, was carried out in a fine way and

S'

Not one in the crowd which visited Grandview
at the wonderful beauties of the place.

minute if you want to get in
Don’t sleep tonight until : you

Cunninghaln

separate

Main
trees along
street, Knlghtvllle. This is to get rid of
tree grounds which have more or less in-

| Miss Maude Perry of Haverhill, who is
visiting relatives in Portland, was the
guest of her cousin, Miss May Skillings

a

on
In tho absence of the pastor.
There were
The new uniforms for Merrlman’s band twenty-four
present.
have arrived and were worn for the first
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pike. Hill street, home of its grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
time at the clam bake on Little Diamond spent Sunday at Jordan’s Rooks.
W. B. Jordan, is somewhat improvad.
Island yesterday afternoon. The uniform3
Rev. J. H. Roberts is
taking a well
Mr. Edward Stone haB returned from
Co. of earned vacation
were made b7 M, C. Lilley &
visiting friends in and the home of his parents at Laoonia, RIGHT TO ERECT POLES AKD
Columbus, Ohio. The blouses are of blue around
W.
Monmouth.
Rev.
F.
cloth with biack braid; the trousers, dark Holmes
of South Portland village will
of W orcester,
WIRES ASKED FOR.
Mrs. Hanry
blue. The letters M. B. are worked in supply Borwn’s Hill and
Rev. J. H. Mass., is the guest of her son, Mr. Fred
gold braid on the collars of the blouses Ford of Knlghtville will Jpreach at Elm
Cunningham, new Elm street.
while the regulation military cap hears street
during Mr. Roberts's absence.
Rev. D. R. Ford of Knightville occua bugle as insignia.
All in all the band
Motion to Give Petitioners Leave to WithMiss Genevra Libby has returned from
pied the pulpit at Elm street church, Sunpresents a fine appearance.
a two
draw Was Not Seconded—A Committee
months visit at Prouts Neck.
morning.
day
NEWS ITEMS
Miss Eva Josephs of Portland was the
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. A. Burnham and
Appointed to Investigate Feasibility of
Capt. Jesse York is improving rapidly gue6t of her friend, Mrs. Proctor last daughter, of Oxford street, Portland,
Two Companies Using Same Poles*
bis many week.
much to the gratification of
the Sabbath at the home of Mr.
passed
A
special meeting of the Westbrook
friends.
Miss Nettie Goddard of Deering is in
W. E. Dyer.
officers was held last evening
former wellmunicipal
Mr. Levi Seavey, the
town for a few days as the guest of her
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Merrill and son
at 7.30 o’clock. Mayor Raymond presided.
Merriman
known and popular clerk at
on
home
their
to
returned
have
Albert
Mrs.G.
L.
aunt,
Libby.
Absent^ Aldermen Quinb.v, Watson and
Bros, has e ntered the employ of Q. P. S.
Tho Bible class will meet at the home Pearl street after some weeks with their
Lawrence.
Dyer
Marion
of its loader, Mrs. Albert H. Pratt, parents at Conway, N. H. Mrs.
The meeting
to act on the
was held
G. W. Cole of Quincy, Mass., Is at home
Brown street, at the two o’clock Monday. Gardner who has beon stopping soma
of the Cumberland Illuminating
on a flying trip.
petition
Miss Ida Barbrick of Portland spent months at the home of her son, Mr. Freefor rights to erect poles and
company
Mrs. Skinner and Miss Lizzie Willard
part of the past week With her sister, Mrs. man Gardner, left Saturday for Boston.
wires through Westbrook for the transloft for Old Orchard yesterday.
her
has
to
returned
U. W. J. Barbrick, Evans street.
Mrs. Austin Perry
mission of electrio light and power.
Mr. Melville Dyer of South FramingMrs. W. H. Worth entertained the choir home in Orange, N. J.
Mr. George W. Brown, general manaham, Mass., is the guest of Q. P. S. of Elm street church at her home on
director of the company, apger and a
Dyer.
Evans street, Saturday evening.
in support of the letition. Mr.
Mr.Lamb the barber is taking a two
peared
A missionary
concert [was given at
Brown stated tnat the company desired
days outing among the hills of “Old Ox- Brown’s Hill church on
Sunday eveniDg.
Mr. C. G. Gcodiu, ...is erected an obpermission to erect their poles and wires
ford.”
The ffair was in charge of Mrs. J.
H. servatory on the oid historic Foreside
CALL A HALT.
for the purpose of entering into commerggg
Heberts and Mrs. Granville Libby
call
a
for
the
authorities
to
ledge. The observatery is to bo known cial lighting competition and give the
It is time
The Elm street church united to make
as Highland Park Tower.
citizens of W estbrook cheaper power and
halt on some of the misohiovous work
the exeroises entertaining and tho readMr. Higgins of Portland, one of the lights.
carried on by toys and individuals of a
ings and songs by the young ladies from motormen of the Yarmouth electric road
Mr. John E. Warren of the Westbrook
larger growth. Saturday night the poles that
part of the parish were well received.
were
store
Bros,
Cole
with family are occupying Mr. C. G. Eleotrlo Light and Power company apin front of
spirited The
Hill
also
of
Brown’s
yonng people
peared in opposition to the petition. Mr.
Gooding’s rent, Pleasant street.
away and along the water front depreda- took their several
parts in a pleasing manannounced that he did not aphas been put in position in the Warren
tions are of frequent occurrence.
bell
The
ner.
as a member
ot the company in
the new M. E. church edifice. It was pear
FORT PREBLE
were
The chancel and altar
prettily
which he was interested, but as a citizen,
the
first
class
for
time
at
rung
Friday
Now that the war is practioally ended trimmed with goldenrod and cut flowers,
to object to the granting of the petition,
meeting. Good progress is being made as it meant additional
rumors are rife at Fort Preble as to the making a pretty appearance.
poles and wires
Thelarge audience testified to their en- on the structure.
Impending changes of stations. It Is well
running through the city. He thought it
John A. Logan Camp No. 56, S. of V.,
are
known that the quarters at the fort
joyment of the programme by their atpoor polloy to permit any party to carry
not adequate for the present oommand tention and pleasing words of commenda- are to hold a picnic at Littlejohn’s is- a current of over 2000 volts through the
to this effect have tion.
and
of
land, August 20th. Au iuvitation to at- streets of the
settled

day of August next at 3.00 o’clock in the
afternoon to act upon the following article-.
To call a moderator to preside at
1st.
said meeting.
to
will vote
2d. To 826 if the town
build a sewer
through the following
of
South
named streets in tne town
Portland in accordance with survey made
by K. C. Jordan, civil eugineer, in the
Jyt-ar of 1897, for a practical and efficient
villa ge; or
sys em of sewerage, in said
any other feasible system of sewerage
which the town might accept.
Beginr ning at the house of J. C.
York, School
> street, thence extending through tho cento High, thonce
y ter of School street
through High s'reet to Stanfrud, thence
through Stui icru street to the sea, a distance or about iOCO feet;
is
said sewer
collsd for to abate the existing nuisance
on School street dangerous to
the public
health.
3d. To see if the town will authorize
the selectmen and town treasurer to Issue
town bonds cot exceeding $18,000 (to be
for a term of
known as sewer bonds)
years not exeeedling 25, bearing interest
at the rate of 4 per cent per annum. Coupons payable semi-annually for the conrepresentations
struction of the sewer called for in Artibeen made by the commanding officer to
cle second.
superior authority. An order any day
HOME FOR LITTLE WANDERERS.
may be expected for the departure of one
Rev. S. S. Cummings will preaoh and or more of the batteries of artillery.
New
unfold the work of the
England
PLEASANTDALE.
Wa nderers at the
Little
Home
for
Mrs. L. S. Lombard and son, Reginald
on
Sunday have
People’s Methodist church
returnedjhome after two weeks sonext at 7 p. in.
A choir cf children will
journ with relatives in Greene.
be present and sing some choice pieces of
Miss Leavitt who has been the guest of
music. All are invited.
Miss Bessie Shorey for a few days has
KNIGHTYILLE M. E. CHURCH.
returned to her homo in Somerville, Mass.
Miss Mattie Wellman of Rochester, N.
Thera will be no meeting of the Goodwill circle this week and in its stead will H., is the guest of her oousins, the Misses
be held the lawn party at tho home of Gertrude and Alice Longley, Elm street,
for a few weeks.
Captain Davis.
Miss Roswell Benson and Miss Beatrice
The Sunbeam society will meet Tuesday
afternoon at 2.30 o’clock at tho r esidence have returned from a
pleasure trip to
Pine Point.
of Mi-s Florence Evans, A street.
Mrs. Clara Helmold of Clinton, Mas?.,
THE TELEPHONE COMPANY.
The Telephone company are combining and Mrs. Wade and little Miss Clara Jenwires into one cabl > to ness Wade of Baltimore are the guests of
•II their
extond through the

2^=*T hese

E

473 CONGRESS ST. COR, PREBLE ST„ PORTLAND,

TTilTTKl.'

Each
SB, !«.“■£*.“8500
$9 to SI 9—S2.00 down, 50c weekly; 10 per cent discount tor cash,
It can’t barn up, no one can steal it, and nnlike stocks and
bonds which are np one day and down the next, land in or near a
to
Lots
land
on
the
$49.
line
$19
car
$19,
electric
the
foot
on
tots
5000
only
high
growing city is always increasing in valne. There are thousands
can’t be
about Portland.

FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE

..<<<>

1 FREE TICKETS AT OUR OFFICE

|

FREE GUARANTEED TITLES.

10.00, 11.30, 1.00, 2.30, 4.00 and 5,30.

regular landslide from the start, and

have secured your lot.
chance like it.

FREE LOTS IN CASE OF DEATH.

investment.

SPECIAL ELECTRIC CARS TO GRANDVIEW
from Monument

a

For the first 10 days the

he shall
Everybody pleaded and tbe lots selling like hot cakes. One of the first to buy says
in on
are
that
See
a
you
a
and
It’s
sure
will
follow.
thing.
good
others
thing
bnilo right away;
th°

the

I

ANPviiw

n THKEN

It was

can’t afford to wait
on

||l

mmrvr<n7

surprise

Oi 2000 People at Grandview Saturday.

[i
!i-

IIHe
|

■» «

tost Less and Are Worth i7iore
than any other house lots on the market

Grandview.
istsi

THE LIVE PEOPLE OF BANGOR
Soa good thing when they see it.
do the people of Portland, as shown by
tho large number of buyers at Grandview. The people realizo that

,'
j

GRANDVIEW

know

MORE THAN HALF THE LOTS ALREADY SOLD.

And see for yourself.

AT

will go up—way up; that is just what
we said ono year ago at our great laDd
And it
sale at Stillwater Park, Bangor.
wasn’t two weeks after the sale before
lots wore selling at a premium. Today
there are houses all over the land, and
the park which we improved and offered
to the city has been accepted by tho
Board of Aldermen.

YOU ARE UP IN THE WORLO,

Y-~~Z
j GRAliDfSEW

LHe Insurance and

VALUES

portions

the city as it was dangerous to life and
property, and that a company desiring
to run a higher voltage should purchase
right of way over private property.
Mr. Brown said that such was the intention of their company.
City Solicitor Lyons then conducted a
searching enquiry in which he obtained
from Mr. Brown for the. information of
the aldermen, points relative to the personnel of
the company askiDg for pole

brook

1

Newcomb, representing

the West-

Electric Light and Power compa-

seconded.

Alderman
seconded by

nse one

set of

poles

carried.
The Mayor appointed as the commitAldermen Bailey, McCubrey and
tee,
Haskell.
The
hearing was then declared adA special meeting of the board
of mayor and aldermen will be called
In a few days.

mill.
A grand juror to serve at the September
term of the Superior court will be drawn
evening at 7.30 at the
Monday

sail with the Falmouths Saturday, with
23,
How
t victory to the D. P. ’s, 34 to
jig we do feel.

MAINE PENSIONS,
Washington, August 15.—Pensions bava
ieen

granted

residents of Maine as

fol*

ows:
ADDITIONAL.

John

>

McCann,
lebec, $6 to $8.

j

Soldiers’ Home, Ken*

SSBflB

RESTORATION AND ADDITIONAL.

;

oityjl o

David S.

Ward well

"(dead,) Clinton, $3

$10.

clerk’s office.

journed.

INCREASE.

DUCK POND.

John

J.

Hunnell, North Gorham, $6

Dock Pond, August 13.—Yesterday was io $13.
Adoniram H. Hoffsies, Morrills, $4 to
beautiful day, and the roads were full
^ 7.
on their
and
in
of
carriages
people
will
Rev. A. W. Anthony of Lewiston
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS. BTC.
the cottages were well Ailed. The
occupy tho pulpit of the Westbrook Con- wheels;
Lula A. Wardwell. Clinton, 812.
Mr
Rev.
usual.
the
churoh
as
at
services
gregational church next Sunday. In
Deborah Gardner, Calais, $13,
in health
the morning ho will deliver an address Freese is very much improved
to S3e a largar conto the young people entitled “Through and we trust ere long
return,
j DR. F.
The pulpit of this churoh gregation when our young pooplo
Samaria.”
TENNEY,
We notioed Mr. Win. Anthoine of Boswas occupied
Sunday by Rev. Henry
OCULIST,
his
is
He
visiting
ton in our village.
B. Mead of
a

“AUSTIN

Scotland,Conn.,who preached

grandfather, Mr. Wm. Jordan; also Dr.
morning and evening.
They wore to the reu ion
B. Phinney, the insurance I. Anthoine.
Mr. E.
agent, is confined to his home by ill-

Congress St.,
Opp. Soldier** Monument-.
Eyes examined free every Saturday.
jly4dtt

53 1-2

----.

ness.

During the past two wooks improvehave been made in tho terrace
ments
around the Forest street sohool building
and inside work has also been in progress.
used as an armory is to be
room
The
fitted and used for a school room in the
fu ture.
Mr. and

Mrs. Hugh
Woodside, who
spending a 10 days’ vacation
have returned home,
at Old Orchard,
their
friends, Mr. Charles
bringing
Hawes and finally of Hyde Park, Mass.
Dr. Harvey, Westbrook’s new dentist,
has moved his family from Freeport Into
have been

business,

and thus free the city

engaged

City Marshal Swan, an employe of the
Burgess’s motion was then Warren Paper mills, is enjoying a two
Alderman Gray and was weeks’ vacation from his labors at the

duly

uuu

n Lynn.
They leave next Wednesday for
Did Orchard.
The Duck Pond boys played a game of

in putting in new gearing
for the water wheels.
A quiet wedding took place yesterday
forenoon at St. Hyacinthe’s ohnroh yesterday forenoon when Mr. Fred Gurmond
was united in marriage to Miss Duchesne,
companies use the same poles.
The ceremony was
IgAlderroan Pomerleau moved to give the both of this city.
Cumberland Illuminating company per- performed by Bev. Fr. Decelles.
The
mission to withdraw Its petition.
young couple will reside with Mrs.GurAlderman Pomerleau’s motion was not mond on North street.
were

ruru,

tfrs. Gower on Sunday. Mrs. Gower is
rery much improved in health.
Gordon and daughter
Mrs. Deberor
,'arrle of Lynn, Mass., are visiting at Mr.
lohn Gordon’s. Miss Carrie is a teacher

Saturday

the city.
Alderman Burgess then moved that a
committee be
appointed to investigate
the advisability of the city acquiring its
own
pole rights and have competing

lit xiivwruuu

Mr. C. J. Bond of Knightvllle visited
it the Elms, Snnday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Plndor of Cumberher mother,
and Mills were guests of

merchants

y, was asked L their company would
to grant privileges to the
Le willing
Cumberland Illuminating
company to
Mr. Newcomb replied son, Gorhamfroad.
use their
poles.
that he had no doubt that his company
W. E. Dana’s warpjinill was shut down
what was fair and just for
would do
afternoon while the workmen
1

the Plummer rent, Lamb street.
Kev. J. R. Clifford of Woodfords, occupied the pulpit of tho tVarien Congregational church, Sunday.
Tho chorus choir
rights, also as to their financial standing furnished the music, while Mrs. Lane
and ability to carry out their proposed sang “My Ain Countrie” very acceptably.
Rev. Mr. Mann, the pustor and family,
plans.
Alderman Bnrgoss then addressed the are enjoying a vacation at Pino Point.
Last evening tbe Old Town club were
board ty saying that he thought Mr.
Brown had
been an ill-used man and entertained at the home of Mrs. G. A.
that the real objection to his having the Quinby, Main street, Cumberland Mills.
pole rights was because it would be the Tho olub 13 composed of members of
opening ,up of Eharp competition with tho Mlzpah chapter, Order of the Eastern
A very pleasant evening's enterthe home
company, and be a means of Star.
giving the oitizens cheaper lights and tainment was enjoyed by ell.
Mr. Cba?. A. Chute and wife of Lowpowe-. He said that the city ought properly under the more modern way of doing ell, Mass., formerly of Westbrook, have
business claim a'i pole lights and make boea
the
guests during the past two
all
to do
weeks of his brother, Constable A. C.

companies desiring

French

iiLuuiuu a

lay last week.

of Westbrook
c’o ed |their stores yesterday in recogniton of the Feast of the Assumption.
Hanson of Salem, Mass.,
Dr. Arthur
formerly a resident here, is in the city
on a brief visit to hislbrother, Win. HanThe

tut;

ii

our

Chute and

wife,

at their

cottage, Hig-

^

When

furniture, and the /W
best, get the

yon want school

“chandler”:
AS? JUS TABUE

165J Devonshire St.. BOSTON.

ihgi

7ft3,Fr«it

The advice of Admiral Dawey and General Merritt will have great weight with
Che President in determining the future
cf tho Philippines. Tho natural incline
of
toward
tion
military men is
affords
greater expansion because It

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
AND
MAINE STATE PEESS.
Subscription Eates.
Daily (in advance) $0 per year; $3 for six
a
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents month.
Ilia Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodlords without extra charge.
Daily (dot iu advance), invariably at: the

branches ol
greater opportunities to tho
the public service in whioh they are particularly interested. But Admlari Dewey

will undoubtedly
and General Merritt
seek to eliminate personal interests and
rate o£ $7 a year.
Maine state Press, (Weekly) published, suggest such a policy as they believe to bt
for 6.
every Thursday, 81.00 per year; DO cents
for the general good.
mouths; 2S cents for 3 months.
leave town lor long or
Cheaper sugar and coffee are promised
Persons wishing
between the
short periods may have the siddresses of their' is the result of tho light
Arbucklos and the Sugar Trust. The
papers changed as often as desired.
Arkbuckles were coffee roasters and did
Advertisiiis; Rates.
for one not deal in sugar until the Trust went
In Daily Peess Si.60 per square,
insertions into the sugar business. Now their
week; $4.00 for one month. Three
big reEvery other day ad- inery in Brooklyn is about
or less, $1.00 per square.
ready to begin
these rates.
than
lcs3
third
one
vertisements,
wo presume that eventually
for one jperations,
HWf square advertisements $1.00
their
row and
up
:hey will settle
month.
one
for
week or $2.50
their losses to the consumers, but
of a colharge
width
the
of
a
is
space
“A square”
tvhile the war is on the people are likely
umn and one inch long.
one-third addl- ;o get both sugar and coffee at a low
Special Notices, on first page,
to

■

price.

and
U°Amiu*mentsweek.

Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
square each
$1.50 per square.
and classed
Beading Notices in nonpareil type
15 cents per line each
with other paid notices.
Insertion.
in reading matter type,
Pure Beading Notices
insertion.
5 cents per line each
and similar adverirants, To Let, For Sale
iu advance, for
tisements, 25 cents per week
adver40 words or less, no display. Displayed
tisements under these headlines, and all advernot paid in advance, will be charged

There is a widespread belief that the
is to be followed by a great revival
The impressment of
in shipbuilding.
nerchant vessels into the naval servioe
ras resulted in a large number of orders
ivar

lor ships to take their places, the opening
Rioo
ip of trade with Cuba and Porto
will call for many vssels, and there
will
i>e probably a considerable expansion of
All these demands will keep
ship-yards busy for years to come.
The Maine shipbuilders report that business promises bettor than for many years,
:he navy.

tisements
at regular rate3.

State Peess—$1.00 per square

Iu Maine
lor

jur

iirsi .usauuu,

uiuvi

i—

*'*1-

jnd the yards along the Delaware are full
nf orders.

ea.li subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subFobtlAnd
scriptions and advertisements to
Publishing Co., 87 Exchange Stbeet,
Portland, Me.

covered itself with
The South hasn’t
glory in this war. Her statesmen, or
eager
many of them, were exceedingly
not respond
tor it, but the people did
with alacrity to the President’s call for
troops, and it is said that when peace
was announced the quotas of many of

"tijie pkess."
TUESDAY.

AUGUST 16.

Ol
tno Southern States were unfilled.
course Gen. Wheeler covered himself with
glory at Santiago ^ and there have been
other individual cases of ^distinguished

ELECTION MONDAY SEPT. 12.

of

Republican

Southern officers.
South
the
has not

service on the part
But as a whole
figured in this war so

Nominations.

FOB GOVE BN OB

Llewellyn

prominently as the
done
so
proportionally
North, nor
tnuoh to bring! it to a successful con-

:

Powers

clusion.
It is within the range of possibilities
that differences may arise between the
Spanish and American peace commissioners relative to the Philippines that may
lead to a renewal of the war. But it is

;

Of Houifon.

For Representative to Congress,

Thomas B. Reed,

not within the range of probabilities. By
the time the commissioners meet all the
strategic points in the Philippines and
the West Indies will be in possession of
our troops, and for Spain to
attempt to
renew the conflict would simply be mad-

of Portland.
FOR SENATORS.
Josfali H. Drummond, Jr., Portland.
Edward C. Reynolds, south Portland,
Ct rus S. Witliam, Raymond.
Jo9oph Y. Hodsdon, Yarmouth.

The great argument against demanding the surrender i,by Spain of the
Philippines is not that it will lead to a
renewal of the contest, hut that compliness.

ATTORNEY.
George Ubby, Portland.
FOR COUNTY

would
with it
impese upon
the tremendous harden of governing
those islands and keeping their semi-barbarous inhabitants in subjection.
ance
us

Oren T.

FOR SHERIFF.
Despeaux, Brunswick.

MR. HOOLEY’S REVELATIONS.

FOR CLERK OF COURTS,
Benjamin C. Stone, Portland,

True, Pownal.

FOR COUNTY TREASURER.

Thompson, New Gloucester.

COUNTY COMMISSIONER.
Charles C, Wiggin, Freeport.
FOR

The war appears to have
time to save us from some
ing in Porto Rico.
Senator Platt

ended just in
serious fight-

OF THE

STANDISH WATER &

CONSTRUCTION CO.,
DUE 1928.
This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the
above bonds are

in Bankruptcy will shine out in commercial history as the apotheosis of the guinea
pig. The guinea pig is a much more

speedy solution of the Hale note
The town of
muddle is now expected.
Foxcroft, which at one time was thought

costly—creat-

to be bankrupt, will soon emerge from
the glocim in which it was cast by the
fraudulent acts of its late treasurer and,
with a debt of but little over $30,000, will
regain its former position.
To those note holders who have
not

least a more

than anyone suspected. If we are to
the substantial truth
of Mr.
Hooley’s statements, such a man, say an
ure

promptly put

in

vigor-

a

assume

appointment of
Whitelaw Reid either as secretary of state, Earl, may be worth £10,000, or even £26,introduccommissioner or minister to 900, in bard cash, and even an
as peace
England—and the protest, it is said, is tion to him may fetch £5,000. The history of the Dunlop promotion, as it was
likely to be heeded.
told by the promoter, is one of tne most
Secretary Day will be at the head of the amazing tales to which London ever lisucuotui
nuu
x t3alx3
1/UmimbHlUU
I
tened. “That board cost me £50,000.
will be a member of It. Who will fill the paid Earl Dela Warr £25^000 for himself.
other three places is not yet decided. It ‘The Earl of Albemarle got £112,600. He
men approached should have had
Is said that prominent
half, but I don't think
ous

protest against the

have been reluotant to serve.
There

can

be no

doubt

but

was.” “The two
tie knew what half
solicitors got £20,000 apiece for putting
fcheirj names on the prospectus.” Altogether, “the names on the front sheet of
that prospectus cost between £90,000 and
£100,000.” This, of oorse, is not “biaokmoil.’’ W’e should call it “decoying.”

Parson

MoKinney loves dearly to hear himself
talk, else he would never ha ve agreed to
make five speeches a week from now until the September election for there is no
public demand for them.

It was Mr. Hooley’s way of
nw

The war department is inclined to make
Shafter the scapegoat of the mismanageUnfortument of matters at Santiago.
nately for the war department there is
Cbickamauga and
mismanagement at
Falls Church which cannot
loaded on to Shafter.

Russia

pride,

in war, and that Lord Salisbury
feels
bound in consequence to avoid any action
that may bring on a conflict.

The Maine soldiers are to be sent home
from Chlckamauga tho very first moment
the publio service will permit. It would
seem as if that ought to be very soon. No
Useful purpose is served by keeping them
There is no garrison or
to he done there. If they were
in Cuba or Porto Rico it might be necessary to keep them there to garrison the
towns. Rut
they are not needed at
Chlckamauga, and they are In no condition oertainly to be sent to Cuba.
at

Chickamauga.

polioe duty

he “had never

gentleman
j

who

HALE

a

H. !H. PAYSON &C0.,
Bankers.
feb282S
=

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

I

was

solicitor

to

two

paid £5,00J in connection
promotion, “and these noblemen

loble lords was

vith one
vould not have gone on the bo ard with1 mt his consent.”
Although Mr. Hooley
vould not say that the sum was paid to
he evidently suggests
1 get their consent,
igainst himself a most odious 6ort of iniucement to a professonal adviser. No
loubt the gentlemen assailed, and many
ether gentlemen against whom charges
enly less odious were leveled yesterday,
will defend themselves, and we sincerely
successfully. But
oope they will do so
least good
Ur. Hooley’s evldenco Is at
against himself.
Among the rest of tho payments Mr.
Hooley runs oil with great volubility a
series of payments alleged to be for the
corruption of the press. He begins by declaring that a large number of papers had
what he calls “press calls” on the Dunlop
shares. His own account of it indicates
nn tho face of it
that there
was not so
rnuoh blackmail as bribery.
But the account badly needs to be probed to the botWhat Mr. Hooley savs is that he
tom.
was introduced by Mr. Finch Hatton to
Ur. T. Harrison Davies, who “used to
contract to settle all these little evening
newspapers and keep them qniet.
This
isel'ul go-between brought the great man

g

SPRING AND SUMMER GOODS
JTJnst Be Sold Before

CAPITA!.

AND

spring tapes,

Spring Suits,
Crash Suits,

&

Sons’ r.I

USlC Store.

517

rnnarnsd slreeL

p 1

Belts,

Leather

’

„

„

Silk Ties.

__

commences

And will continue until all

our

spring and

summer

goods

are

DEPOSITS.

Cashier.

JULY

sold.

South Portland, Me,,

OlllYlOltilt

Municipal Security

4%s

Co.

JOHNSTON, BAILEY & GO.

“Yes,
We sell”

Uthe
V

MR.

‘^1^1.

and hi3

-1

With

struction First Mortgage

5s

United Gas and Electric Co.
First Mortgage Gold

5s

Maine Water Company

5s

>

..

6s

Co.

MORSE &

BANKERS,

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.,
Portland, Me.
jyldtf

COMPANY, BANGOR,

We are prepared to show you
and sell you the

LATEST DESIGN AT LOWEST PRICE
In any kind of wood desired.

BAILEY & CO.,
JOHNSTON,
Portland.
190-192
r
/
/
/

augl3d3t

^v?rotn me mils

—

\ The Americans looked dowiy^"
\ upon the Spaniards /

\

at

Santiago.

Tua
■

1 U«9l

\

\

/
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do the men who carry Life Insurance have the advantage of their less
^ favored brethren. Their families are well protected, also their business,
The financial position of an insured man is practically impregnable.

—-Clearness-Conciseness-Liberality-

jV

Characterise the Policies issued by the Union Mutual.
They are definite in
benefits conferred, reasonable in cost
Premiums run from $12.00 per year,
upward, governed by age and
Ask for particulars.

|

Union mutual ore Insurance Co.,

#

$

|j^FiFTY

plan.*

Years Old.

Portland,® mainc.

PAID

^oSo0^3

°

if
JJ |

LIKE IT.

Wij

M

^^B
~

<Sa!e
AS

LIKE

YOU

.a

yi

IT.

FINANCIAL,

Opens in this city

next

October

Boston STAR Course:

NEW LOANS.

Not

|

IW

$25,000

only the cheapest but the best
BRILLIANT*STAR
ENTERTAINMENTS

fl

1V

On’.j 91.00 for admission to all ten.
Ceaervnl scats, 10,15 and 20 cents extra each evening,

U. S. New 3 Per Cent. Bonds.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

$10,000

GUMBERLANDJOUNTY

4’S.

1

Send us your address and you will receive a
beautifully illustrated prospectus with full particulars. Boston Star Course Entertainment Co., 36 Bromfield St., Boston.

(

The Boston Star Course is represented in
Portland by Mrs. L. A. Palmer, with headquarters at M. Steinert & Sous’ Music Store. 517
Congress street.
jlyTdtf
AUCTION SALKS.

F. O.

BAILEY & CO.

Portland Young Men’s Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Christian Association.
Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
20 YEAS 4PER CENT FIRST M0RTGAG: BONDS-

C. W. ALLEN
F. O. ItAILEV.
tf
marlu
This issue is secured by a first mortgage on
the land and building, on Congress and High
JNsTItUCTIMi.
streets, Portland, which cost s130,000. The insurance is $65,000, and the present rental of
stores and offices is OVER $6,ooo per annum.
The TOTAL Interest charge is $2,000, so that
the income is OVER THREE TIMES THE
INTEREST charges. Legal opinion and furthAll ot the
er information on application.
above three issues are in $500 pieces.
all
of
the
above
as
securities
Werecommt-nd
IVIe.
ABSOLUTELY SAFE, and offer In addtllon
In
limited
the following high
grade bonds,
amouuls:—
For
65th year begins September 6, 1893.
4’s
U. S. Bonds. 1925,
catalogue with lull information send to the
REV. H. S. WHITMAN.
4’s
President,
Portland Water, Gold,
Deering. Me.
jly27d8w
Portland Railroad, Gold, 4 1-2’.
Maine Central, 1st Mtge, 4’s
4’s
Pori. & Rutnford Falls,
4’s
Union Pacific, 1st Mige,

WESTBROOK

::

SEMINARY,

Deering,

Wan,

Va.I,

At

SlA..r

bonds: I West Chicago St.

I.-■■..

R. K.

St.fi

5’s
5’s

The Portland

School for

Girls,

acnooJ,)
following
Joilet Railroad, Oold,
Will Open September 21,1898, at 163 Jlanfoi th
Belfast 6’s taken in exchange. Stroet, Portienil, lie., under tile management
U. S. Govt. New 3’s.
of MISS CAROLINE CKISFIELD and MISS
AGNES LOWELL.
Primary, Intermediate
Macliias Water Go. gold 5’s.
and Advanced Work, College Preparatory,
Chemical
and
IPbvsIcal
Laboratory. French
JOMPAMY.
PORTLAND TRUST
spoken in the fijmtly a part of the day. Boys
Newport, Maine, Water Co. gold 5’s. augG
admitted to the younger classes.
_[itt
Jlyl0dlawTu2m
Bangor & Aroostook R. R. 1st
Mortg. gold 5’s.
The Worcester Polytechnic Institute
VV'ORCESTfc:!?, MASS.
City of Ellsworth 4’s.
T. C. MENDENHALL. President.
Boston Terminal Co. bonds.
Course of study In Mechanical, Civil and
Electrical Engineering, Chemistry and General
We also offer $25,000 WashingScience.
New and extensive laboratories in

offer the

building.

Middle St.,

MERCANTILE
First National Rank Building,
Corner Exchange and Middle
Streets, Portland, Maine,

We invite your inspection
of these mantels, etc., and
feel certain we have the correct thing for that new home
now

MOULTON,

*

(JnrlYaled Cast,

$10,000

It

_

in this country.
Evening Performance at 8 o’clock. Matinees at 2.43 o'clock. (iaseo BaySteamers leave Custom House Wharf at 2.15 for Matinees and 7.30 for Evening Performances. Round Trip Tickets, with couoon admitting to Theatre. 23 cents.
Reserved Seats, 10 and 20 cents. Boxes, six chairs In each
box. 30 cents each chair. Admission without Casoo Bay Coupon. 20 cents.
of Reserved Seats at Casco Bay Steamboat Office, Custom House
Wharf.

5s

Jeffersonville Ind. Wafer

WOODBURY

Company will present Shakespere’s heautifui
Pastorial Comedy,

Magnificent Costumes,

For sale by

We are pleased to state
that having become agents
for productions of the extensive mantel and wood finish
plant of

an

Ul

Entirely Jiew ,'cenery
And Wonderful Electric Effects,
giving the most magnificent representation of this great play ever seen

City of Tacoma, Washing-

MANTELS AND FIREPLACE FIXTURES.

excellent Stock

I ■ I

DOUGLAS

BYRON

AS YOU

Standisli Water and Con-

ton, Gold

AUGUST 13th, and every evening
EVEN IN
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I THE GEM THEATRE,
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FADETTES
WOMEN’S
ORCHESTRA.

YOU

AS

Banks and others
uals, Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking busithis
ness
of any description through

There are too many articles to quote prices on. but by calling you will convince yourselves that this Is the place for you to do your trading. SUMMKtt VISITORS are cordially
Invited to attend this sale and if purchasing anything at OUR STORE they will remember
LEWsEN’S whenever they come to Portland again.
Enough s,id. AVE HAVE DONE ALL THERE IS IN OUR POWER, and hope you
will call early to AVOID THE RUSH.

Sale

*

u

SURPLUS

Interest Paid
TIME

ia/eek of
AUC. 15th.

All Entertainments Free to Patrons of the Can.

Uorraenj
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oeuuwa

bonds.

ton County 4’s, that are exempt
from taxation in this State,

PRICE ON APPLICATION.
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CITY OF PORTLAND.

Philadelphia.

Cape Electrics
monument Square.

The Novelty Company entertainments open at 3.15 and 8.30, the concerts by the Fadettes at
2.15, 4.30 and 7.30.

Drafts drawn on National Provincial
Bank
of England, London, In large or
small amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts reoeived on favorable
terms.
Correspondence solicited from Individ-

UnaersMrts,
House Wrappers.
Silk Waists,

R‘8“

Shirt Waists,

I

Bicycle Suits,
Buck Suits,

n
TQ
,.2
“

Dress Skirts
Flounce Skirts.
Fur Collarettes,

sary for us to say that we had no authority to pay anyono more than 25 per cent.
We certainly had no disposition to pay
one more than another.
“We, however, are pleased to announce
to all who have signed, that an arrangement has been made by which those who
have not and do not sign cannot realize
The
as muoh as those who have signed.
arrangement made issuoh that those who
now
refuse to sign cannot realize upon
their notes.
“A ‘Debt Syndicate’ has been formed.
This syndicate is now ready to pay all
who have signed. We now give an opportunity to those who have not signed, and
25 per cent to
who desire to accept the
sign the compromise.
will
receive your
“By signing you
money at once; you will avoid expensive
litigation, with the uncertainty of the rethat
sult, and you will be relieved of
anxiety that you must necessarily have in
case of litigation.
Promptness is now
necessary.

Of Grocers.

nav

—■

spring Jackets.

the compromise at 25 per oent.
Others,
The
after investigation have signed.
who have not signed are comnumber
paratively few. There has been a feeling
with some whom have signed that, bad

Fels & Co.,

StfllnAl’f:

snla at.

from

Take

A company of superior lady musicians in well
A company of Ideal Entertainers fn a programme of unusual brilliant vaudeville nov- j selected programmes of popular and classial
elties.
I music.

ONE MILLION
H*
DOLLARS.

REGULAR VALUE.

holders of notes against the town must
now bring to a close the duties devolved
upon them by the vote.
They are pleased to state that a large
number of the holders promptly signed

with cold or lukeMakes all
warm water.
such smooth and glossy.

Qq

NOVELTY
COMPANY.

MAINE,

Incorperatsd 1824.

following goods will be sold at FROM ONE-THIRD TO ONE-HALF THEIR

The

f.ho

soai>

Jos. LaBoux, will set off a series of
Fire Works display while in midair.

COMIQUE

Casco National Bank

Sept. 1st.

PRICE fiS SO OBJECT.

In. This committee has sent to these
note holders a circular letter, under date
of August 18, which reads as follows:
“The oommittee chosen by the town of

Fels-Naptha

Special Wight Ascension
Wednesday Wight immediately aftei
performance at McCullum’s Theatre,
when the Daring Aeronaut, Prof.

New
Favorites.

Riverton
PARK.

THE =-i

PORTLAND,

Don’task for any reasons for its being sold so cheap, when you find out the class of
we are offering and the prices our salesladies will quote; most of our patrons are
by this time that we never advertise what we cannot back up wdtli goods and
prices, in fact

come

for matting; and oil-cloth
expensive and not so
effective as

Cape Cottage Park.

Introducing

|H

■■

aware

the compromise another opportunity Is given and It is confidently expeoted
by the financial committee that all will

is

B vl

goods

signed
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Costumed.

GUARANTEED

they refused to sign, they would have reNo doubt
ceived more than 25 per cent.
the same feeling is entertained by those
heard of the business who have not signed. It is hardly neces-

cribery. We hesitate to believe some of
she things he said—as, for Joxample, that

———

desired.

a

than

accompanied by some quality of
shrewdness that we do not discover in his
evidence, and he succeeded, according to
lis own account, by a system of gigantic

without England’s being again engaged

land’s to have the door kept open, but the
cast of v, permanent retention of
the
Philippines would be too big a price to
pay, especially as it is by no means certain that it would bring about the result

more

the

iui

ceen

ex-

hers in the crack of the open door which
Russia is now trying to shut. Undoubtedly it is for our Interest as well as Eng-

inducing

uiiiuuua

till he came to London.”
In plain English, Mr. Hooley bought
ind sold businesses with an astounding
•ecklessness, which we suppose must have

end

England’s anxiety to have ns permanently retain the Philippines is simply
anxiety to get onr fingers along with

•»»«

three.
For the moment the plan succeeded excellently. The trlok was done in exactly
month—and Mr. Hooley adds, with

possibly be

is that
the
Queen has
the wish that her reign may

***■*“

thing which cost little

One explanation of
Lord Salisbury’s
weakness in
apparent
dealing with

pressed

6*>v

THE

BAKTLBT MoCCLI.UIt, Jlltnnrer.

Coolest, Best Ventilated a d Equpied
Summer Theatre in Am rior.

Handsomely

liminary advertisements,”
puffs,
booms, as Mr. Hooley variously names
have paid
them. He again' appears to
confidingly In lump sums, and where the
money ultimately went doeB not at present appear. We do not take Mr. Hooley’s
for
statement as it stands, and we ask

The Town of Foxcroft

splendid—at

MR.

The

Evenings

or

(From the London Chroniola.)
The Hooley revelations have come, and
most astounding revelations they are—of
deep import to the pnblic honor. The
proceedings yesterday before the Registrar

AMUSEMENTS.
__

McCullum’s Theatre, Cape Cottage Park.

light—with

or

I

AXITSKMKMTS.

__

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER CENT

inquiry._
James M.

financial.^

MISCELLANEOUS.

$90,000

Epitome of their Contents and Indications full and serious proof. We deal with the
of Their Significance by a British Com- topic at once, because we hold it is tbs
duty of the press to exercise an Instant
mentator.
vigilance throughout every phase of this

DEEDS.

FOR REGISTER OF
Norman

far, we
the remark that, so
do not even gather that Mr. Hooley had
any evidence as to the use to which Mr.
Do vies put tho “press calls.
The total
amount, accordng to the bankrupt, was
immense. Hu declares tbut these “press
oalls” represented £76,000 of shares, and
that those who had them got the right to
call for shares at par or less than
par,
with the certainty of making a
profit
when they ran to a premium. Bis philosophy was “to keep everybody frioDdly”
—and, we may add, to keep the public in
ignorance of what an honest critic might
say. If it is true that pressmen of any
apparent respectability were open to corbe
ruption of this sort, and could even
“contracted” for in bulk, then we must
know all about it at onoe, and these peomust be drummed out of the professple
ion forthwith, whoever they may ho. But
even if it should be true, we are
still
bound to point out that the proper name
for it was not blackmail, but bribery.
A variety of the story is afforded by Mr.
Hooley’s account of his relations with
that light of financial journalism. Mr.
Harry Marks, M. P. “Mr. Marks and I
is
were upon the most friendly terms,
the debtor’s explanation of a certain
oheok for £10,000.
“I think he would refrain from doing
me any harm, and I (am sure I should
refrain from doing him any harm.”
I sold him 20,000 shares in the Dunlop before allotment for £10,000 In shares
or cash at my option, and paid the'cash.”
“You cannot say that £10,000 was in payment for articles. I had a contract with
Mr. Marks, as with other people. If the
to allotment he
comnanv had not gone
would have lost the money.
Therefore,
we
imagine, it was made to be Mr.
Marks’s interest that the company should
go to allotment. It Is, of course, fair to
await Mr. Marks’s explanation. Equally
strange is the story of Mr. Jennings, also
of the Financial News, who had a cheok
for £500. This
gentleman chanced to
write a laudatory article in the Financial
News. Mr. Hooley was charmed with it
—thought it the finest thing he {iad ever
read. Therefore he dragged the blushing
of
author out
anonymity, told him
and gave him
what he thought of him,
£501. This also, be it observed, may be
is
not
blackmail.
but
It
folly,
At last, however, we come to the cases
We cannot
on which Mr. Hooley relies.
say they are so gigantic as he led us to
true
are
if
but
they are
they
believe,
ugly. One is that Mr. Beall had large
the paper
sums of money to “square”
That money pasted
which he controlled.
is admitted. Mr. Hooley avers that it
was pure blaokmail; that Mr. Beall oame
to him and demanded money as the price
of journalistic bene volence, and that he
as “blackmail”
it
actually talked of
himself. Mr. Beall, It is only fair to say
promptly denied this impeaohment, and
came to him
declared that Mr. Hooley
and led him into oSe of the innumerable
“deals in shares” which lend themselves
The other Is
to so many interpretations.
which Mr.
the Financial Post case, In
the
tells
us
that
responsible
perHooley
Investsons advertised, asking Intending
ors to rend the issue of a certain
dat8,
and brought him a stinging attack which
would appear that day unless he paid up,
offering kindly to let him insert a puff
of his own Instead If he would give £:000
down and £500 later on. Beyonu that we
have little more, except the employment
of a person named Broadley, who is said
to have had large sums to “do the pre-

i

MISCELLANEOUS.

lists us long ns his arm of papers great
ami small, with amounts set againBt each
—“some £10, some £.15, some £100, or
'l'hat list is gone for the
even more.”
present; hut Mr. Ilooley says it exiBts,
and lie must he compelled to find it. hio
names remain in the promoter's memory,
except The Pull Mall Gazette, anti The
Financial Post, which were “the principal ones.” As to the rest, all he can say
is that “we us.?d to pay money to a lot of
little papers—papers whioh might last a
month or two.” But Wo await further

Notice to Contractors.
SEALED PROPOSALS for building

a

1902-1912
of Portland 4s due
“
1907
of Portland 6s
“
1916
of Peering 4s
“
1917
of Biddeford 4s
Town of Yarmutli, GOLD 4s due 1926
**
1914
Herrimnc Co., N. H. 4s
“
0.
4s
1916
City of Zanzesville,
“
1909
Cleveland City By., Gold 6s
“
1946
Union Pacific R. R. Gold 4s

City
City
City
City

Prices

on

application.

Correspon-

dence Solicited.

Pipe

Engineering. Electricity, Physics and Chemistry. Special facilities in Steam and Hydraulics.
posiilous tilled
194-page Catalogue, showing Address
J. K.
bv graduates, mailed free.
Registrar
MARSHALL,

DR. W. R.

EVANS,

DENTIST,
....willremove to

—

Boom 23, V. M. C. A.

Building,

received at

sewer in Payson street will be
the office of the Commissioner of Public

Works,
City Hull, until Wednesday. August, 17th,
1898, at 12 o'clock m.. when they will he publicly
opened and read. The successful bidder will
be required to give a bona in a sum and with
sureties satlstactory to the Commissioners ot
Public Works.
Blanks on which proposals must be made,
specifications and further Information can
be obtained at the office ot the said Commissioner, who reserves tlio right to reject any
or all bids, should he deem It for the Interest of
the city so to do.
Bids should be marked
"Proposal for Sewer” and addressed to
GEO. N. FERNALD,
Commissioner of Public Works.
Aug. 10, 1898.
auglodtd

swan &

Iarrett,

186 Middle St.. Portland, Me.
dti
]lya

DR. FILLEBROWN
tin. removed to Y. M. C. A. B«ild!n«r, Room
30, Tueidays, other days by appointment.
Take Elevator. Boston office 157 Newbury

St.
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RESOURCES OF SANTIAGO.
Points of

Interest

to

Prospectors.

Sugar and Coffee Plantations—Iron-Poor
Means of
a

Communication—Industry

at

Low Ebb.

The woods and forests of Eastern Cnba
abound In every variety of hard woods,
the prinolpal being
mahogany, cedar
rosewood and “majagua.” a wood known
the world over as the strongest and most
durable of all woods, of a greenish ashy
hue and an exceedinlgy
close grain.
Most of them, In fact nine-tenths of the
woodlands, are virgin forests which it
would take years and years to decimate
and which have so far escaped the do
struotive hand of man owing to the lack
of transportation facilities to the sea
coast.
The “yaya," or laneetspar, grows by
the thousand acres, and so does the lignum vitae, so much sought after for the
sheaves and of
manufacture of block
heavy balls used In bowling alleys.
Palm leaf in great quantities is exported to Europe and the United States
for the manufacture of hats, and “palmlche” finds a ready market abroad for the
n?an facture of oil.
Honey and beeswax are other very
important articles of export, and modern
hives on the plan of the French and
Dutch hives would amply repay the in■

Press.)
(Correspondence
ProvSantiago De Cuba, July 31.—The
ince of Santiago de Cuba and especially
bethat part of it East of a line drawn
Luis and
tween Sagua de Tanaom, tian
interest to
Santiago is today of vital
thousands in the United States.
The natural resources of the country
of

thelAssooiated

and its fertility, its products and its industries are of paramount importance. The
richness of the soil here, as elsewhere in
the island, entitles it to consideration
The
from an agricultural standpoint.
the manufacture of
raising of cane and
chief sources of wealth in
sngur are the
the Provinca In the immediate nsigh-

vestment.
Some parcels of tortoise shell find their
as a
way weekly into the market, and,
rule, are shipped to Paris.
Next in importance to Its agricultural
borhoed of Santiago are the following
products, Santiago de Cuba’s iron and
sugar estates:
manganese mines demand universal atSanta Ana—Owned by Francisco Auz, tention.
The great iron mountains and
anwhose
nverago
an American citizen,
mines of Santiago are owned and loporat300
ed
by three companies— The Juragua
nual output is 40,000 bags, (each
Iron Company, tho Spanish-American
pounds.)
and the Signa Iron Company.
Hatillo—Owned by J. Bueno & Co., Company,
The Juragua is the oldest and largest
annual
bags.
Cabans:
output, 60,000
company operating here. This company,
Union—Owned by Saniago Kousseau, of which Major HenJ.of the Pennslyvania
Steel company, is president, was formed
a French citizen; 60,000 bags.
Its
and the property acquired in 1S81.
Sabanilla—Owned by Lino Salozar, a DllipiUOUta Ul iJDSOUlilOl
the
of
The
tons.
output
3,000,000
Cuban; 25,000 bags.
;total
mines is controlled by the BethSanjSebastian—Owned by Brooks & Juragua
the Pennsylvania
lehem Iron Works,
Co., British subjects; 40,000 hags.
Steel oompany, and the Maryland Steel
Triumfo—Owned by Mr. Whiting, an company. Its maximum monthly output
is 40,000 toDS. Siboney is the shipping
American citizen; 5,000 bags.
port of the Juragua Iron company's
Mejorana—Burned and destroyed by mines.
'_
the insurgents.
m
The SpanishTAmerioan
company,
San Luis owned by Angel Norma, a which Charles F. Rand, of 'New York, is
president, acquired its property in 18.i9.
Spaniard, now abandoned.
been 400,000
In the vicinity of Guantanamo the prin Its shipments so far have
tons—to (Philadelphia, Baltimore, Engolpal estates are:
land, Scotland, Wales,
Belgium and
San Miguel, Santa Ysabel, ConflueDte, Germany, whore it has b eon sold in the
Its maximum monthly
Los Canos and Soledad. The average an- open market.
Daiquiri is the
output is 29,000 tons.
nual crop of these estates is estimated at shipping port of the Spanish-Ameriean
60,000 bags each. There are many smaller Iron Company. Both these mining companies shut down, owing to the war, on
estates.
1898.
They will resume work
These estates are all on the South coast, April 21,
at once.
chain
on this side of the Sierra Maestra
The Spanish-AmericaD Company gives
of mountans. No sugar cane is grown on employment to 632 men and the Juragua
Company to over 800.
the North coast in Santiago Proivnce.
Iron Company,which started
The
Manzanillo further westward on the with aSiguaboom in
big
1890, built a broad
“Censouth coast, boasts of many large
guage railroad nine miles long and extarles,” or central sugar estates, where tensive buildings and shtds, shipped four
In 1894, aggregating 18,000 tons,
the eane grown on nsighobrlng lileds is oargoes
and have not been heard from since,
cartloads
and
so
ground,
mnny
brought
abandoning their property and closing
of cane being delivered against so many down their mines. Sigua, about seven
of Daiqniri, was their port of
pounds of manunfactnred sugar, the miles east All
their buildings, sheds,
shipment.
grinder, or owner, of the estate making and wharves, valued^ at $2,000,000 were
his profit out of the immense amount of burned down
by the insurgents, and
cane brought him of which he beeps a their railroad beds and trestles, evidently
badly built, have all been washed
percentage of royalty, the “Oolono,” or very
away In the last three year3 by heavy
small planter, finding it to his advan- rains. Their machine shops have al) been
tage to have his cane ground on a royalty destroyed and were at one tin e used as
the Cubans.
They brought
basis Instead of laying out a large sum of salt works by
the salt water long the railroad tracks
money for machinery, etc., unwarranted for a distance of a mile, boiled it in the
by the smallness of his holding or cane company’s vats and boilers and thus obcrop. Ten years ago every sugar estate tained the salt!
The price of ore today is about $3 a ton,
planted and ground Its own cane, but today almost the entire crop of the island Is but when the Juragua Iron Company
(colonists), and began to operate it was worth in the
planted by “Colonos,”
‘■
The largest neigh torhood of $7 a ton
ground by the Centarles.
Media
are:
Manzanillo
at
“Centralos”
One thing must be said in favor of the
and Spanish Government in this
San
respect,
Bamon,
Tranqnilidad
Luna,
Santa Teresa.
Their mining laws have been exceedingly
Guantanamo, Santiago and Manzanillo liberal encouraging and offering every
are the three
important sugar shipping facility to the opening up of this new
All the machinery reoeived by the
field.
ports of Bastern Cuba:
in importance, agriculturally, mining companies was exempted from
Next
cocoa
coffee and
come the
plantations, duty and all the coal imported and used
with which Santiago Province is thickly by them was entered free
mention
covered. Coffee and cocoa plants are genDaiquin deserves special
erally grown on the same “tineas,” or and recolleotion as being the great slave
shrub
coffee
frail
requir- emporium Eastern Cuba in the days of
plantations, the
ing for its growth the shade offered by the slavery. They were landed at Daiquiri
The and thence inarohed np to a village called
tall and over-hanging cocoa Iree.
coffee shrub yields one crop a year, in the Vinent, where they were parcelled off
tree
The
cocoa
of
October.
mouth
yields to the different planters. The walls of
are still
its crop in November, but, as it is not the old slave pen at Vinent
regular and uniform, three harvesis are standing.
the
made annually, the first in
November,
The ignorance and denseness of
the second in January, and the third in flower of Spain’s nobility who once flourMarch. This triple harvest is farther ren- ished in Santiago province is manifested
dered imperative by the presence of rats, in the fact that they never knew or suswhich destroy the fruit as soon as it ri- pected the existence of ore i n their propLarge quantities of erty, calling the ore veins that ran
pens on the trees.
cocoa
have been shipped annually to through their estates the “callo negra”
Spain and France, at prices varying be- or “blackroad” without fora moment
uuuuiou
twetiU Clil ituu
pci
wondering at or investigating its nature
free on board; —but, for many years no
As is well known the Santiago ore, with
coffee has been exported from the Island its low percentage of phosphorous ranks,
of Cuba, liardly enough is now raised together with the Swedish, and the Spanfor home'eonsumption, muoh coffee being ish Demerara mineral as the “crack ore'*
Imported at different ports, especially of the world.
Mantnnzas and
Clenfuegos.
The Pompo
Company —of
Havana,
Mining
The reason for this lies in the fact that
Mangnese ore—is a relatively new conof
a
is
tobacco,
like
Cuban
Cuba coffee,
cern
and
only shipped before the war
It has, however,
rare duality and aroma, raised and select- about 400 tons of ore.
ed by experts and of ne es-ity, bringing excellent prospects, as it oan easily comiind
a
would not easily
a prico which
pete in price and quality with the JapanOn the ese or any other Manganese or in
the
market, for the product abroad.
to
from
sells
$21
$25
coffee
per
world.
f'elds.Cnbin
The price of hauling the [different ores
buna led poun.is.
in bygone days the “Cafetales,1* (coffee from the mines to their shipping points is
the
of
be
the
used
to
pride
relatively insignificant.
plantations),
For the greater part of the way the road
Spanish grandees, their original owners,
who llvea on their plantations in groat is down grade on the slope of a hill, or
Six
retinues.
mountain. The motive power employed
style, with their steis an
months in the year the plantations would is simply gravity.
which is
An endless rope or cablo to
be the scenes of feasting and merrymaking, neighboring gruudeeas coming over attached one full and one empty “hop“voantes”
from milts around in their
per" or ore oar keeps in constant motion,
and on horsepack,staying in one “tinea” the loaded down grade oar pulling the
then pushing on empty oue uphill and so on ad iniinitum.
a fortnight at a timo,
to the next plantation, carrying their last At the foot of the grode, the bottom of
host with them, until the complete, round
the car is made to slide out, the ore falls
of the “cafetales” was rfmde.
through a pocket into the car beneath
car
and
the
The Spanish owners therefore spent their and
empty
lives in gayety and debauch, paying little and continues its unballted as upward
the
to
esthe management of their
attention
course drawn by
descending heavily
tates while they yielded a handsome livladen car which follows it.
But gradually their plantations
This economizes motive power and rening.
ceused to produce these kingly incomes ders mining in Cuba comparatively cheap
and their fortunes began to dwindle.
The miners live in villages
and easy.
Thrifty and shrewd Frenchmen, driven built aiid set aside for their use, in the
mires. Barover from Hayti, formed a strong colony
immediate vicinity of the
the bachelors,
in Santiago in those early days, aDd they racks are provided for
took advantage of the lax and shortsight- huts or little houses for those who havo
ed Hiriulogos. They loaned their money on families in which they are
provided by
the plantations, had themselves appoint- the Company with considerable comfort.
in
d overseers, foreclosed their mortgages
A “tionda”, or store, is opened
and
and became the owners of the rich ‘‘cafe- the village whore meals, provisions
tales,” most of which to this day are clothing can be had for a nominal sum.
Of fifty
owned by their descendants.
The wages of the miners Is SI. 00 per
emit will be found that forty day—the greater number of those
“oafetales,
are owned by Frenchmen.
ployed are “Galloges" (North Spaniards
A very common parasite creeper which from Galicia) who are, as a rule, honest
clings to the tough and sturdy mahogany hard working servants.
The mining village of the Jnragua
trees, choking>nd killing them inch by
inch until after twenty years, the treos Iron Company is called “Firmoja” and
are dead
and
decayed, is still called that of the Spanish-American Company
“the French Overseer.”
is known as Vlnent.
The entire iron district is parcelled off
Maize, yams, sweet potatoes and other
with
little
clear up to the “Gran Piedra,” the higheverywhere
vegetables grow
In six months they est peak of the Sierra Maestra and owned
Care or supervision.
and by private individuals. Most of tho titles
bear. Coffee shrubs need the shade,
The result is that are held by Spaniards, some small parcels
these plants off or it.
cn most coffee t plantations those vegeta- by Frenchmen
A curious feature is that the land .fee is
lles are grown, jwhich amply feed and
sustain the planter,who,after six months, separate from the mining rights,
both
is on a self-sustaining basis, with a good- titles rarely being held by the same individual.
If
clean
as
find
coffee
ahead
ore
on
profit.
you
ly
crop
anybody’s
is
Tobacco
extensively at lands you can announce the mineral
grown
Palma Soriano, San Luis, Baire,Jignanv property and he cannot work it without
and Guiea, most of which has hitherto buying the mining rights from you.
As its name indicates “El Cobro" about
been shipped to Germany, the balance to
the Spanish Regie.
Guiea produces the 15 miles from Santiago,is the heart of the
best leaf, although, of course, of an infe- copper fields of Cuba.
These copper
rior grade as compared witn Vuelta or mines are extremely valuable and havo
Partides tobacco. Baracoa, on the north been worked since early in the century.
They were ownod by two companies,
coast, is the home of the cocoanut and
plantain in its wild luxuriant stute. 'Hie onq, English,the other American,but havo
abandoned now for almost thirty
of
been
these
has
fruits
to
the
north
shipments
They were forced to shut down
lor many years warranted two steamship years.
lines exclusively engaged in the fr.,it by the Cobro Railroad company that held
charter
run
between
trade to
Baracoa and Now the
rights, and with which they
The mines are exYork. The plantains ana bananas are got into a litigation.
extensively used in the manufacture of ceedingly deep and very damp. One of
the features of these mines is a gigantic
vinegar.
_

DU

_

Wi»uuuv.

.I

Cornish pump nut up at a tremendous
succeeded
expense, but which never quite
in p-imping the mines dry or in living up
no w
to expectations. The mines are In
exhausted and still possess a rioh treasui

For

Blocks,

Paving

Curbstone

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

MUSIC AND DRAMA

BIDS OPENED.
and Paving

Grout.

AS YOU LIKE IT.

of burled wealth.
The county commissioners opened these
fertile soil with its
This rich and
wealth of agricultural and mineral le- bids yesterday for paving-blocks, curbsouroes, where droughts, iloods and frosts
undeveloped stone and paving grout:
are unknown, is practically
W. S. WHITE.
owing to the total absence of transportaby Byron
tion facilities either by rail or by roads.
Douglas’s excellent company. The disPaving blocks, 90 cent* square yard.
In the wholo province of Santiago de
45
cents
foot.
lineal
curbstone,
6x15
and
Cuba thero are 80 mile3 of railroad,
tribution of characters was as follows:
18x18 curbstone, 75 cents lineal foot.
not a mile of road deserving the name beOrlando,
Mr. Byron Douglas
tween any two towns or villages exceptGrout, $2.25 cubio yard.
Uuk®,
ilr. George Alison
ing narrow paths scarce allowing a horse
BROS. & HIGGINS.
FERNALU
I'redenck,
Mr. George Alison
or a
mule to pass through the woods
Jacques,
97
cents
Mr. Scott Cooper
yard.
across streams and over the mountains.
square
blocks,
Paving
Oliver,
Mr. Franois Byrne
The railroads are: The Sabaniila and
6x15 curbstone, 85 cents lineal foot.
foot.
cents
lineal
LeBeau,
1-2
Mr. Lester Wallack
jMoroto Road, whioh starts at Santiago,
12x18 ourbstone, 58
Charles,
Mr. Robert Lowe
hence to a place called Crtsto, ten miles
Grout, $2.40 cubio yard.
Adam,
Mr. Charles Burringer
distant where it branches oil in a V, one
HAMPSHIRE
NEW
AND
Touchstone,
Mr. Walter Thomas
branch running to the Pompo mi nes, the MAINE
Mr. Howland
Kustaoe,
GRANITE CO.
other to San Luis where it ends, total
Mr. Marble
Dennis,
distance covered kO miles.
This road is
cents
yard.
89
square
Mr. Doming
Paving blocks,
Louis,
owned by American capitalists.
40 cents lineal foot0x15
curbstone,
First
Tollman
Mr.
The Guantanamo railroad starts from
Lord,
toot,
12x18 curbstone, 65 cents lineal
Second Lord,
Mr. Thorne
Caimanera and runs to the Solcdaci sugar
oubtc yard.
Mr. Frauds Byrne
Corin,
estatu, which is its terminus, passing i Grout, $1.50
Mr. Lester Waliuck
Silvius,
through the town of Guantanamo, and
D. F. GRIFFIN & BRO.
Mr. Robert Love
William,
with a branch to Jamaica. Total mileage
yard.
Miss Laming Bowr.n
of this road is 30 miles, which is owned
Paving blooks, 83 cents square
Rosalind,
foot.
lineal
6x15 curbstone, 35 cents
MBs Virginia Johnson
Celia,
by Cuban capital and managed by EngMiss Agnes Proctor
12x18 curbstone, 55 cents lineal foot.
Audrey,
lish oilicials.
Miss Myrtle May
cubio
$1.25
yard.
Grout,
railroad,
Phoebe,
The Gibara and
Holguin
covers
etc.:
two
These were for lator,
To dwell upon the story would be un
points
running between these
30 miles. It is owned by Cuban capital.
aifiont to the intelligence of playgoers,
W. S. WHITE.
These three roads are the only railroad
but perhaps it is permissible to observe
lines in the whole province.
$1.53 per square
Excavating,paving,etc.,
bethat it was taken from a kind of novel,
Telegraphio communication exists and
yard.
tween the different interior towns
Setting 6x13 curbing, 53 cents lineal Interspersed with brief poems, published
principal villages over Spanish govern- foot.
It was written ty
in the
year 1502.
ment lines pnt up in the rudest fashion,
Setting 12x18 curbing, 88 cents lineal
Thomas Lodge, a gentleman and soldier
the foot.
many wires resting on trees without
vestige of an insulator. The dependence MAINE & NEW HAMPSHIRE GRAN- of that age and is full of very animate d
that can he placed on suon lines is uuuand delightful
descriptions, while the
IT E CO.
ous.
and
much wisdom
shows
dialogue
It would be natural to expect Santiago
Excavating, paving, eto., 51 cents per
knowledge of the world. From this
de Cuba and Havana to bo communicated square yard.
AW
by land wires; but as a fact the only telUUUJlUfi,
story, amplified by new characters, wa3
&3btiug UAltf
raphic comnmioations between the Eastevolved
great comedy
Shakespeare’s
an
over
is
lineal
ern and the Western capitals
12x18 curbing; 22 cents
and its pastoral version is the offering
English cable between Santiago and Cl
foot.
for the weak.
enfuogos, where the message is transmitGEORGE S. STAPLES.
t-d to or from Havana by land.
ine piay cukbh
me entire
action ox
is
behind
woefully
Industrially,Santiago
paving, etc., $1.45 per place in the Forest of Arden and the
Excavating,
are
the times.
Manufacturing plants
set is a marvel of Arcadian beauty
limited to four or live cigar and cigarette
Gxl5 curbstone, 20 cents lineal stage
frith its
factories, a rum distillery and an ice
wonderful trees, overhanging
out
between
two
and
factory which turns
13x18 curbstone, 32 cents lineal folhsge, etc., the most
praiseworthy
three tons a day while sold at the modest
foot.
work of that excellent scenic artist Max
price ot §45 a ton. Little ioe is thereTo carry out tho :dia of a
fore consumed by the general publio who
D. F. GHIFFIN & BRO.
Alexander.
otherwise would foffor an excellent marthe curtain was not
cents
56
pastoral
performance
per
Excavating, paving, eto.,
ket for a less expensive product.
lowered between any of the acts and
Experiments have been made at inter- square yard.
lineal
Setting 6x12 curbstone, 18 cents
oonttnually before the auditorstwas this
vals to establish soap, oandle, soup pasto,
a
veritable feast for tho
and match factories; but on such a small
forest
scene,
lineal
cents
24
12x18 curbstone,
scale that they were never able to pay exas to make one almost
so
reallstlo
eyes,
foot.
penses and closod out. Such are the preslies forget that walls and dome were around
The award has not been made, but
ent conditions of one of the riohest disisland.
tricts in the
between the lowest bidders, the Maine and above him.
With a wealth of natural resources, rloh
love if
But to the oast. Rosalind’s
Granite Co., and D.
in agricultural and mineral soil,Santiago & New Hampshire
constitute the chief
adventure
action
and
&
Bro.
enF. Griffin
de Cuba awaits American brains and
Incidents of the play, and Miss Lansing
terprise and capital to make it one of the
beautione
of
most
well
as
is deserving of
as
the
Bawau’s interpretation
HARBOR NOTES*
richest,
ful. spots in the world.
She won
the greatest commendation.
The last cargo of provisions landed at
of Interest Picked Bp Alone the honors by her grace, her charming
Items
the
Cuba
before
de
blockade,
Santiago
Shore.
and the fine modulation of
was that of the German steamer Polaria,
uppearance
consisting of 13,000 bags of rice, and 100
voice with which she read her lines It
eases of oorn meal.
was pleasant on the water is fortunate that she had appeared before
Yesterday
These practically were the only provissteady breoze called the in this role for it is hardly possible to
ions in Santiago during the blockade and front and the
out.
sailboats
with the short time allotted
conceive
and
siege.
yachts
The rations issued to the soldiers here
The U. S. S. Montauk is to be moved for rehearsal that she could have achieved
wore:
Her scenes with
a
success.
down the harbor today and placed at an- so sigDal
One half pound of rice.
chorage between Cushing's Island and Celia, her bandinage in herjdialogue with
One.loaf of bread made of rice flour.
One horse for every four battalions,
Fort Gorges.
Orlando, were all effective, and at the
each battalion consisting of six companThe two fine steam yaohts, the Scythian end the recital of the epilogue abides
of
130
men.
each
company
ies,
and the Endymion, arrived in the har- as a pleasant memory On her Rosalind,

If you are standing on a railroad track,
the cars
and a man shouts, “Look out!
time
are coming!” you don’t lose any
don t even
getting oil’the track. Lou
to see whether the man is telling

stop

♦
T
q

f
a

|

^Setting*"
f°Setting

o

T
a

X
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holds the policy.

It

Took Flace From His Late Home

on

Cumberland St.

1 The funeral of Corporal Carl W. Libby of the Portland Light infantry, 1st
who died at ChickaMaine volunteers,
mauga,

was

held

at

his late home

on

Cumberland street, yesterday afternoon,
Thrre was a large attendance of relatives and friends of the young man. The
funeral services were simple, but impresand were conducted by Kev. Mr.
sive,
Ayres of the First Baptist church, who
spoke lovingly of the young man and referred to his high character and steadThe pall bearers were taken
fastedness.
from the members of the infantry now
at home and the employes of L. A. Mercier’s store, where Mr. Libby was a clerk
before going to the front.
The
floral offering were profuse and
consisted of a “Gates Ajar” from E. E.
Moulton and 43 friends, a crescent and
scar irom

u.

ruercier,

u

pinuw

irum

from
star and crescent
family,
James B. Henley, crescent from Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. Swett, orescent from Miss
Elizabeth A. Murray, wreath from Mrs.
Vesta Libby and Dorville Libby, pillow,
were the words, “Brotherwhich
on
the

from the clerks in Mr. Meroier's store, and bouquets from Mr. and
Mrs. Eliott, Mr. and Mrs. JT. E. Hudand Malcolm Irving, Mr.
son, Gordon
and Mrs. George Hudson, Mr. and Mrs.
Hamblen, Mr. and Mrs. Kenney, Bernard

comrade,”

Mrs.

Bowen,
B. Mitchell,

and Mrs.
Brackett,
Herbert Merryfield, Miss
Murray, former comrades
Mr.

Elizabeth A.
of the Portland Light Infantry, Miss
Louise A. Turner. Eben P. True, Mrs.
L. Wallace, M. C. Hamilton, Aunt May
and Mrs. Randall.
detaohment of soldiers from Fort
A
to Evergreen cemotery
Preble went
where the Interment was and performed
the regular military
sounded at the grave.

service, taps being

|

Agents

J
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cinity is not known.
GRANDVIEW.
The great sale of house lots
View is a marvellous success.

Of.
In the municipal court yesterday morncase of the state against Frederick F. Pidgeon, who was arrested last
week for passing a check of the value of

CrTTrnTTmHHmiT^

irnnrnm i»' mi

of $500 for his appearance at the September term of the superior oourt. In default
of bail the respondent was committed to

upon the sale of

so

many lots.

U. S. CIRCUIT COURT.
Before Judge Putnam.
Putnam ordered a defor
injunction entered this morncasj of Symonds
the
in
ing
Rolling Mill
vs. Hortborno Manufacturing company.
of
motion
U.
S. District Attorney
On
Virgil C. Wilson and Samuel L.
Dyer,
Bates of Portland, and Arteas E. Stearns
of Kumford Falls were admitted to practice in the United States Uirouit Court.

Monday—Judge

cree

I

jail.
The

which

auainst Albert W. Bean
begun in the municipal court
decided.
morning, has been

case

was

Saturday
Turnkey Emery testified that Bean was
drank at the time of the arrest. Judge
Robinson was of the opiuion that a clear
intoxication had beeu made out
case of
and he sentenced Bean to 30 days in jail.
These other cases were

George Higgins.

disposed

of:

Intoxication; fined

$3 and costs.
Clarence
and costs,

Hill.

DOWN WITH

Intoxication;

fined 83

YELLOW FEVER-

Capt. Butler Stricken While at Santiago.
The report has been current that Capt.
Butler of the Portland Signal Corps, is
sick at Santiago, but
it was supposed
that he had a light
form of malarial
fever.
Yesterday morning, however, his

rapidly

recover.

OBITUARY.
R. C. PENNELL.

Lewiston,

August 15.—R. C. Pennell,
Lewiston man, died this

prominent

morning at his summer home
Point, at the age of 76. The
bis death
was
He
for
Mills
been clerk
He

was

a

at

Merc
of

cause

was
neuralgia of the heart.
naymaster of the Continental

has
many years and of late
of the Lewiston water board.
mi sician, and for

prominent

pears organist of the Pine street CongreH.
gational churoh. His sou, Hon. W.
Pennell, is agent of the Hill mill in this

3lty.

Mr. Lowe did excellent work in the
wrestling act with Orlando, and his character study of the foollish country fellow
in the 3d act was one of the very notable

presentation.
Bryno in the dual role of
Oliver, showed his versatility,

until further notice.

FRORfi

?

Sorham and

Berlin, N. H„

and Intermediate Stations.
Leave 8.30
(

m.,
Return 4 p.
Round Trip Faro 81.00.

a.

m.

Also From

ISLAND

POND

and

-TO-

Portland and Old Orchard Biach.
Leave Island Pond 4.30 a. m.
Return from Portland 6.00 p. m.
Round Trip Fare to Portland Sl.SO and to
Old OrcliardBeach 81.90.
Kates to and from intermediate points at cor*
respondingly low rates.

oiuuu

ni

For
8.30

•

\

.AYege table Preparation for As-

similating ttieFoodandHegulaling the Stomachs aniLBawels of
■■r • ■

Promotes D^estion,Cheerfulness andlfest.Contains neither
Opium’,Morphine nor Mineral.

NOT NARC OTIC.

fiasepe of Old jOr&USEELPnSZHER
pumpkai WAlbc.Scnna

*

SlMfeSJtednimSad*

Slppeirmnt
dSCataatSeda*

fiimSeed
Clanf’f'J Sugar
'Walvyrem. fiamr.

Apetfect Remedy

/

a, ui>|

A.oo auu

u.o'i

CCPy OF WRAPPER.

—r-.Vi//f/tIL

IForlnfeats ndChildren.
Always Bought

MONHECAN

I

Thirty Years
*

Boothon

STEAMER SALACIA,
Friday, August 19,

Leaving Franklin Wharf at 7.30 a. m., weathpermitting.
FARE ROUND TRIP Sl.OO.
O' C. OLIVER,
CHAS. R. LF.WIS.
President
augl5d4t Treasurer.
er

Day Steamer for
International S. S. Co.
Until Sept 19th, 1S98, Steamer will
R. Wharf on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 7 a. m.,
leave R.

THE CENTAUR COMPANY,

NEW

on

board.

H. P. C. HERSEY,

DAILY

EXCURSION,

To South

Harpswell.

Kound Trip Ticket including first-class
Sliore Dinner at the
erryconeag only

$1.00

ll

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT 00,

YORK CITY.

Special
a

Stove?

♦♦♦*

|
£

On and after may lltli (lie
fare will be FIVE CENTS to
and from Forest City Landing,
Peaks’ Island.
Steamers leave Custom House

Wharf.
in
tabic
another
See time
column.
C. W. T. GODING,
Gen. manager
mylldtf

|

«

PEAKS

|

saatl WOOD A BISHOP CO. tS?1’

Nothing that is £iJ&st as Good.

|

|;

:

ISLAND

ON

<• ♦ o ♦

There

IVotice.

§;
|;

i/usf /ef us write you if your dealer selse. £
tries to sell you
something
3
J
£

|

Agent.

Take Steamers of Harpswe l Steamboat Co.
from Portland Pier. See time table in tuts paper.
Casco Hotel Co.
Ask for Dinner Tickets.
Proprietors.
jly7dtf

Mil

be

Squirrel Island,

bay and Christmas Cove,

jylldtf

A Hundred Reasons Why,
which we can’t tell
you here.

can

via

FARE §1.00.

THEN BUY A

imperial CLARION.
The Foremost of Them All.

.TO.

Meals served

gVSust Have

>-

Sunday Trains Leave
Montreal, Quebec, Toronto and Chicago

EXCURSION

iwwwMwwwwwwwwimimMiMMmimvmmm

3

o.jy

for BOSTON.

Facsimile Signature o£

i;

uuu

The Kind You Have

for Constipa-

tion, Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.

(EXACT

a

p. m„ Lewiston and Auburn, Gorham and
Berlin, 8.30 a. m. and 8.30 p. m.
aug2dtf

Str.

Belle.

Island

FARE FIVE CENTS.
TV*n

hits of the

PORTLAND

p. in. For Montreal and Chicago 8.10 a. id. and
8.30 p. in. F’or Quebec 8.10 a. in. and S.30 p. m

TTEW YDHK.

$7.85, and whioh is alleged to be a forgfools,
County ; Attorney Libby Shaktspeare’s most intelligent
ery, came up.
and avoiding broad farcical
appeared for the government and Wm. Touchstone,
Mr. fun, depicted
grave humor very accepthe respondent.
for
H. Looney
Mr. Barringer’s Adam was welt
Looney waived a hearing and entered a tably.
and at times he spoke his lines so
plea of not guilty for his client There- given
Robinson announced that as to win genuine applause, while Scott
upon Judge
as the melancholy moralizer and
probable cause had been found and ho Cooper
was fair;
ordered Pidgeon to recognize in the sum should ho splenetic railer,

|

Aug. ill and each Sunday thereafter

High Class Insurance, $

?

should characterize the comedy peasant
girl, while Miss Myrtle May acted the
shepherdess in an ingratiating manner.
Mr. Thomas was quite good as one of

ing the

^
♦

Regular Trains

tral ilgure, his work was buoyant, and
he showed himself an adept along lines
of comedy laid out by the great dramatist.
Miss Agnes Procter gave to tho part of
Audrey those touches of fiesh rural symplicity and unreserved sincerity which

Disposed

Cases

Pidgeon and Bean

The

COURT.

wife, who lives in this city, received a
telegram to the effect that her husband
is down with jellow fever at Santiago.
Capt. Butler has many friends hero who
at Gland
bopo that he may make a successful
Saturday
fight against the disease and that he may

afternoon the Cape ;electrics were crowded
with people and they succeeded in
to Portland’s
carrying over 2000 persons
balloon
ascension
The
new suburb.
success and Messrs.
was a pronounced
& Draper are to be congratulated

Dodge

MUNICIPAL

Sunday Excursions

J

for Lewiston and Auburn, 7.00. 8.10 a. m.,
l.so, 4.00, 5.20 and 8.30 p. m. F'or Gorham.

a
Kennebunk.
stage picture and shares
delightful
The fishing schooner Henrietta Francis, with Miss Rowan honors of the highest
brought in 27 swordfish; Nellie S. Davis order.
Bride arrived with good
Mr. Douglas's early training with EdRover’s
and
Booth served him in good stead as
win
fares of fresh fish.
Orlando, and throughout the play, a cen-

THE

♦

run

ly rest.

poise;

for

33 Exchange St.

laurels can safe-

Tho beautiful character of Celia, who
the promptings of her
in obedience to
York, with a largo party on board, came heart gives up a father’s love and all the
a
fascinations and
and
sloop Mildred from Ports- attractions
in, and the
mouth, bound east; sloop Nimbus from cjowd of titled admirers, reoeived a most
bound east; schooner yacht meritorious and intelligent impersonaBoston,
Nautilus from Boston, from Cape Por- tion
by Miss Virginia Johnson. She
sloop yacht Lizzie W. Hunt from dressed the oharactor in a way to make

A CARRIER PIGEON KILLED.
Mr. George Miller yesterday found the
crushed body of a carrier pigeon out on
division
of the Maine
the Mountain
Central, near Thompson’s Point. On
the dead bird was a silver
the leg of
ring lettered as follows: “7135, U. S.
It was probably a bird used by the
N.
navy, but bow it came to be In this vi-

Miss Rowan’s summer

CHEAP

«

J

DOW & PMKHAZi,

^Setting

bor yesterday morning.
The schooner Charlotte A. Beal arrived
yesterday with 4000 lobsters.
The big schooner yacht Lasca, of New

i

the truth or not.
?
hire is £
Hut when we sav, ‘'Lookout,
have
incent
«
you
liable to lick up every
Lou are apt to y
vested in property!”
and
sav,
“-Vlaybo
^
shrug your shoulders
that’s so, and maybe it isn’t. Lou can t .
•
me.”
scare
,,,
We »
We don’t want to scare anybody.
simply want to put them on the safe side a
by insuring their property against Are. 1
Our small commisiou for writing the ♦
policy is only a drop in l! e bucket com- T
pared with tne safety oi t ie man who i

f°°etting

CARL W. LIBBY’S FUNERAL.

i

*

In the atmosphere of the Gem theatie
last night there
was a soft
calm of
rural beauty which hung like a
spe 1
over the pastoral performance of that delightful play “As You Like It,” which
received its initial production

...

EXCURSIONS.

«tsHmAr

that

brought

the

FARES

Kelley and Miss Dorothy Kent, that was
DOWN leave* Portland Pier
comedy juggling act imaginable. Her to
Week Day*
all the more enjoyed because it was unthe juggler, assumes tho role of a clown,
and
a. ni.
expected. It is a most refined and dainty but he does some very remarkable things For Bay View Landing, 8.00. 9.00, 10.00
1.30, 2.15, 5.00. G.15. *7.00, tll.00 p. m.
Mr. Alison as the Duke, created a
act and was rewarded last evening by
10.20
a.
9.20.
8.25.
m.,
in the juggling ilne, one of the best being Return—6.20, 7.25,
The supporting cast several well
able impression.
Miss
deserved
encores.
1.50. 2.35, 4.:o, 5.20, •6.80, *7.20 p. m.
the swinging of a glass full of water in
SUNDAYS.
was thoroughly adequate and tne musio Lisle
ever
a
of
source
surprise, all
Leigh,
imaginable rbapes, while the glass For Bay View Landing. 8.(0. 9.00, 10.00.
of the quartette won deserved encores. assumes the
title role, and achieved a
rests on the inside of an ordinary hoop.
*11.00 a. ni., 12 m., *1.30, 2.15, *3.00, 4.00,
The
costumes were appropriate and the distinot
triumph last night. Mr.MoCul5.00, 6.00 p. m.
and Mattie Temple are the
Clark
Harry
were
Return 7.36, 8.20, 9.20.10.20, *11.20 a. m., 1.00,
movements of the shepherds
pleas- lum appears in a remarkably clever and
do singing,
team to appear.
second
•1.50. 2.35, *3.2(1, 4.20, 5.20, 6.30 p. ni.
They
ing features of the production.
* N.it run in stormy or
droll impersonation
of the up-to-date
foggy weather.
The
dancing and ventriloquist acts.
All in all, the long heralded play was president of an insurance
t Saturday night ordy.
Peter
company,
audience
the
JOHN
amuses
highly,
TEMPLE, Manager.
jlylOdtf
talking hand
most successfully produced, and it was Amos Dunn.
Miss Temple Is a perfect model of
while
audience
of
the
well received by
largest
Miss Genevieve Reynolds, returnod to
Carlosa is rightly
in her dancing
first nighters yet gathered together at this the company last night, und was accord- grace
He also nine,
named the king of the ladder.
summer resort.
ed a most cordial welcome by her many
takes the make up of a clown, but there gi lhe seats were full yesterday afternoon
The prediction is made that the atten- friends.
Other
new
members
who
is nothing clowinsh In his act, unless it before the Fadettes began tlioir concert,
dance
during the week will exceed all made their initial bow before a Portland
in the
bo
tho danger he is in of falling to the and at the 4 30 o’clock concert
records
and
this will be only Byron audience, were
>lr. Thomas M. Reyfl
or from the
single ladder which he Ctfsino hall there was a large attendance.
Douglas’s deserts, for the efforts which nolds, Miss Dorothy Kent, and Miss Besraises on a table and runs up and down Surely this week will be a notable ore
ho bus
bestowed on this very elaborate sie Taylor.
All are particularly attracdo
it, for Riverton.
as easily
as if every one could
have
been
and commendable production
tive
personally, and possess a graceful whereas ho is the only man doing the act
laborious and
great should be his re- stage pretence. There will he a balloon in
He has been doing this
MARRIAGES.
tho world.
ward and that of his ontire company.
ascension and parachute
jump every
nine years, i t has boen a perfeot sucoess
of
the
front
theatre
from
in
afternoon
In Bath, August 11, Joseph Deiisle and Miss
McCULLUM'S THEATRE.
during all that time, and if. it were an Matilda
Daupulc.
immediately after the matinee, and Wedhave imitators
easy thing to do he would
In Watervide, August 11. Frank Bunker and
“Niobe,” the charming comedy in
nesday evening an ascension and jump
but he has none, and yet he has Miss Rachel Boyd.
three acts, by Harry and Edward Paulgalore,
In Bangor, August 10. Wm. P. Shaw and Miss
will bo made with a display of fireworks
nover had a serious accident in uli that Editli S. Farnsworth.
ton, was presented by Manager McCol- after the
Wednesday will time.
performauce.
introduces
JUazziotta
In
Milo, August 11, William A. Crosby and
many
at
McCullum and his talented company
be firemen’s night at this theatre. ManMiss Inez M. Holbrook.
0
musical novelties, his mechanical musical
lum’s theatre last evening before a large
August 10, Albert S. Allen and
In
Jonesboro,
ager McCullum has reserved HOo tickets birds
the greatest so far as novelty Miss Hattie Farnsworth.
All
audience.
being
and most
appreciative
for visiting firemen who will arrive WedIs concerned, although the music from the
the members scored most decided and eranesday afternoon and attend the evening
-.EAT i-. S.
and
partially filled glasses is received with
phatio hits in their respective parts,
for
the
Tickets
are
on
sale
performance.
thunders of applause. The entertainment
the production is one chat is bound to
entire engagement at Stoinert & Son’s
In this city. August 14, Catherine Weeks,
closes with the greatest laugh that River- mred
rank as one of the most artistic and enr,-> years, 9 months.
music store.
all Us season.
It is an
ton has heard in
IuBath/August 12, David N. Hill, aged 80
joyable of the season. The stage setting
years. 3 mouths.
RIVERTON PARK.
was
original sketch, depicting negro lifo. It
very handsome and novel, and the
In old orchard, August 11. Caroline S. Bow60 years.
furniture and bric-a-brao used to dress
It only takes a single word to tell the was written by Mr. Carroll himself, one den. anod
In Bangor, August 11, Alonzo F. Tibbltts,
his
the of the actors, who with
the soene
entertainment that
the
partner, aged 04 years; 12th, Capt. Michael Boyce, aged
was
in splendid taste. The story of
eiectrio lights and chandeliers with their Howard Comiquo Novelty company is Hinds, and tho mule, create a continuous »2 years.
j„ orono. August 11, Mrs. Martha DeRocber,
brilliant trimmings and varied colored giving at Riverton park this week. It is roar of laughter which ri.-es to the dignity aced 6i> years.
Deas
of
shouts
the
In Islesboro, August 7. Airs. Mary Cummings
linale
of
the
words
two
approaches.
story
globes, illuminated the stage with a soft, good. If we take
53 yeats.
has had of Bangor, aged
warm
light that was most elleetire it will say exceedingly good. From start cidedly this week’s entertainment
"
John J. 'McGowan will taka
of
The attendance at
and artistic. Another novelty of the per- to finish the interest is kept up and the no rivals this season.
[The funeral
place from ills late residence, 1 a2 Sheridan
formance that is sure to prove a feature laughter, during the comic acts, and there the matinee yesterday afternoon beat all street, Tuesday morning at 8.30 o’elock.
and the
The records for Monday afternoon,
[Requiem high mass at the OaUiedgg1 of the
this week, is a song and dance specialty, <i].0 many of them, is continuous.
immaculate Conception at a o'clock.
introduced in the third act by Mr. J. A. entertainment starts off with the greatest same experience was repeated in the eveMr.

Corin
while
favor-

__

HOFFMAN’S

DR

KISOKTXAKgtfPfi.

450

BUTT tRFLIES.

American Species at the Museum ol
Natural History.

The collection of butterfl ies presented
to the American Museum of Natural History by Dean floifman of tho General The
ologlcal Seminary is being put in place.
Tho North '‘American buttorflies are all
arranged. Of the 550 known species of
this collecthese 450 are represented in

Crockery
now

being

ened

at our

Goods

op-

....

These ocoupy seven cases.
Of each
there are four specimens,
each
mounted upon a plaster block, the male
and female, and tho upper and under
tion.

species

side of each. Mr. Buttenmullor, head
of this department, says there is no liner
collection of its kind. Certainly no collection of any kind displays greater variety

Cur. Congress & Prcbla,
i

attracting

s

many visitors.

of hue, moro exquisite texture or delicate
tracery, than do the costumes of these
“airy fairy’’ natives of our own iaDd.
MaDy of these speoimens were obtained
with difficulty, and are rare and of great
value
In the first

swallowtails,

Prices.
attracting many
buyers at our
is

bale

Removal

yellow spots.

of

which has sea green wings crossed with
black bands, with red spots on the hind
xatJse uumc uuiu uuo ouuiiu.
ah
Wings.
tbe caterpillars of this species are protected by a scent organ. When alarmed, from
a narrow slit
just back of the head a

-OF-

fork-like

Housefurnisiiings,
Cor.

Exchange & Federal Sts.

A GAIA WEEK

IN PORTLAND
l

Will Be the Week of the

AUG. 22-27.
Rigby

Park

nnmorous

and

The attractions at
be

more

than

greater

ever

before.

All

the best horses in the country
The cattle and

will be there.
stock entries

exceed those of

any previous year.
The “Midway” will

furnish

lots of fan for the money.

prong

extends,

a

magnificent

exhibit.

Through-

out the week Portland’s chief
business

thoroughfares

will be

brightly illuminated with colored lights and decorated with
banting.

projecting

a

odor,

When the kidneys

Portland City hall will contain

are

sick

they

rates

over

all

transportation lines.

oqt for trouble, it will surely

Lbok

Urinary trouble, kidney trouble and
many miseries.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are made for kidneys only.
The

tractions.
__caug9p2w

|

TO HIS TRADE.

I

...

Wk frequently
&

f

|

com#
“

hare customer* ©

to us with copy and cay

Pat it in attractive form aa&

make the

|

price reasonable."

g

|

|

.) In autA case# the work is always u
d satisfactory and brings esoaUen* c.
(?)
m

g
i

resalt*.

<i
«

THE THURSTON PRINT.

PORTLAND, ME.

every form of kidney ill.
experience of Portland people
cure

proves this.
Here’s a case in point:
Mr. C. Stetson, of No. 180 Franklin
street, says: “My story is not a long one,
but it is complete, and I am glad to testime I had a lama back,
not 6uch as I have seen described in
newspapers over or under remedies that
are put up to cure
backache, mine was

tify.

EVERY,..
MAN

by Bitter Memories.

He is

a

severe

judge. He writes:

; “When I die, the world will say ‘Ouf—
were Napoleon’s words in [anfaugh)
ticipation of his death. Bismark Is dead,
and not a sigh of relief has been called
forth by his end. Why? Because he has
been so long dead. When he was at the
summit of his giddy asoent, the master
who was his pupil, the man for whom he
had saturated the Continent with blood
and orushed millions of human creatures
without pity, kicked him aside into the

a

fn.li*

rHiHolrtrt

nf

toao

1 tli

Justice and liberty were discarded.
They
ble.
have now In their place the Emperor—the
You hear them clear through the back.
his
the
nobility,
Emperor
Emperor and
and his army, and they hear the Emperor
You feel them clear through the body.
himself in the face of the world
declare
They grumble when overtaxed.
the delegate of God. If the Emperor orKnow how the kidneys grumble?
ders a son to shoot down father and mothIt’s a simple thing; your back will tell er he is bound to obey. Would he obey if
put to the test? The question alone is an
yon.
Nevertheon the whole people.
Baokaohe Is the first grumbling warn- outrage dootrlne of obedience is officially
less this
Such
is
the Gerand
accepted.
ing.
preaohed
The kidneys give it and if you heed it many created by Bismarck In the Palace
of Versailles.”
not.

They
Watch the papers for list of at-

Drips

(From the London News.)
M. Clemenceau sends from Austria his
views on Prince Bismarck’s life and work.

Jnotaliofa fnr

grum-

come.

Excursion

Vitriol Evoked

Pen

whioh effectually quells
He fell, never to rise, and the abyss
the appetite of the most voracious enemy. abyss.
took no pride in its prey. The penanoe
white
and
the
are
2
In case No.
yellow
of the former crusher of humanity was
butterflies and the Parnassians or mounto outlive himself and to see him whem
tain butterflies. Among these is the fahe taught to revolt against his father, the
miliar cabbage butterfly, or Pieris, the
mild Frederick, appylng the lessons he
caterpillar of whioh lives upon the cab- received
against the preceptor. The unThe Parnassians, or mountain
bage.
decided to govern without a
ruly
disciple
the
butterflies, are found only upon
and to show Germany that the
mentor,
highest points of the Rooky and Sierra
man was a miserable wreck
Their providential
Nevada mountains, to Alaska.
that lay across his path and must be got
are
annd
generally
colorings
markings
The wings, being in part rid of. But the example would not have
protectiva
denuded of scales, are transparent, and been complete if the living
corpse had
the bright spots with whioh they are taken
refuge in silence. He did not undeoked resemble those npon the rocks in
dignity of holding his
their high native haunts, and they are derstand the
and
and safe tongue. His vain recriminations
thus rendered inconspicuous
The
from ravenous butterfly hunters.
the
enhanced
only
complaints
angry
orange-tipped or Euoboloe prima is found triumph of the ungrateful master.
only in the waste plaoes of Arizona, and
“Now all is over. That incarnation of
to obtain these little oreatures it was necessary to make a wearisome trip across tumult, of furious brutality, and of craft
The lemon and
a hot and arid plain.
that was Bismarck is swallowed up in the
orango batteries, the Catopsiliae, vary in
be a little
oolor from sulphur yellow to deep orange, night of the tomb. There will
an d are found only in Mexico or near its more noisa and ohattrr over the e vent,
borders.
called
and then the name, and what is
Cases Nos. 8 and 4 oontaln the different
will b? relegated to
of
Bismarck
thB
fame,
species of Colals, the most prominent
We have seen him
among which are the yellow and orange the justice of history.
dog-head Colias, so called from the re- —a brazen
liar—falsify documents to
semblance in the markings of the foreforce on a war by a cowardly
trick; we
wing to a pug dog’s head. These live have seen him
over massacre that
gloat
The
the
and
allied
clover
plants.
among
silver spots, or fritillary, are, on the he willed and manifest savage joy at the
npper sides, a deep reddish orange color, sight; we have seen him tread under foot
and the under side of the hind wings are
let loose pillage
The Diana, every human sentiment,
marked with silver spots.
among these, is eonsplcnous becanse of and inoendiarism, insult the vanquished,
whose only
heroes
the different colorings assumed by the shoot the intrepid
male and female. In the male the basal crime was to defend their mother country.
half of the wings is a deep,smoky brown, During the heavy orgies that Busch dethe outer edge beiDg a reddish brown, scribes the ogre cracked jokes at the namewhile in the female the wings are jet less sufferings of a great oapital. In the
black, the forewings having blue patohes riotousness of his bestial domination one
finds argumentative reason and the vile
and the hind wings a few light spots.
Case No. 5 shows different kinds of calculation and greed of a usurper, who
comma
butterflies, or Folygonias, so is determined that every pound of flesh
called from the odd shapes of the wings. shall be worth its weight in gold. The
They are also known as the Silver C.from upshot of the drama, in Hanover, the
a
peculiar mark which each wears. robbery of the Guelph fund; at VerThese, too, are protected by their color, sailles, 2 000,000,000 squeezed as an afterwhioh resembles the bark of the trees thought on the stairs out of Jules Favre,
and the
among whioh they live. Some specimens and then the dismemberment
would
of this species in a nelghboirng case, but five milliards which he expected
of
France
the
blood
exhaust
are
not of this collection,
mounted upon
drop by
bark and twigs, and illustrate how per- drop. He regretted that he did not exfect is their concealment when motionless tract ten milliard when six months later
even though in
began to revive. And his
open view of the enemy. he saw we
Case No. 6 exhibits the wood nymphs or ferocious jokes.g Jules Favre said to him:
satyrs. These, dressed in russets, dark “The men still bear up well, but famine
“Is it
browns, some nearly
black, are tbe tells on the women and obildren.
Quakers of the collection.
They live possible, exclaimed Bismark, that there
obildren
left?
I
are
the
and
any
thought
you
their
among
grasses,
caterpillars
are characterized by a
peculiar halting must have eaten them all long agd"
that the
“Suoh are the recollections
gait. The theclas or hair streaks are so
There
called from a peculiar tail-like appendage news of Bismarck's death evokes.
to the hind wings, which resembles a hair are still others. In the palace of Louis
In the seventh case are the small blue XIV., within twelve miles of besieged
Jintfopflioo nr T irnsonac
nml fVwa ol-innorc
faris, the German Kings gave themselves
or Hesperians.
Many of these come from a Caesar. The German people, in arms,
under foot,
California. They are the earliest butter- which had trodden us
lay
flies on the wing,coming with the first of down on the blood-stained earth to let the
the pussy willows. The Lycaena exills is Caesar walk on them. Destiny has been
the intoxication
since at work. After
The
comes the awaking and reaction.
GREAT GRUMBLERS.
masGerman people thought themselves
ters of Europe. They were not masters of
Grumbling Will Cease If Portland People themselves. They exalted Iniquity in
boasting of those mountains of gold they
Will Follow This Citizen’s Advice.
tore from France. The millions that did
not share in the plunder now clamor as
nauseous

auglMGC

will

oase

Clemeaceau's

so

Its paterpillow,
yellow, crossed with black transverse
bands, Is the enemy of the parsley beds.
Another conspicuous member of this class
is the Papilio Ajax, or zebra swallowtail,
rows

BISMARCK AND THE FRENCH.
Over IDs Grave

are the Papilios, or
called from their resemblance in form to a swallow upon the
wing. Among these is the bleak swallowtail, which is marked with transverse

I^«w Cash

of the smallest butterflies in the
Between the caterpillars
United States.
of the Lyoaenae and the ants u singular
kind of mutual benefit arrangement exists.
The caterpillars, which are very
small, seldom an inch in length are
guarded and followed by ants,who resent
measures
warlike
with
and
open
These
any attack upon their friends.
secretes
which
caterpillars ha ve a gland
a saccharine fluid.
That is exuded in
tiny drops upon the leaf, and so prominent a “sweet tooth” hare the ants that
if necesthey piotecc their benefactors
sary. with their lives.
Among the skippers all are similarly
marked, yet, like the others, each has its
The Eudauus
characteristic markings.
proteus is distinguished by its two long
tails.
Among the butterflies in this case is
habit of
one example of a not infrequent
the female to depart utterly from the general charaotristics of Its kind and imitate
another of an entirely different variety.
Hero the female Diadema misippis wears
the garb of tbeJDanaus chrytippus, while
its male companion is a velvet blue, with
a large white patch on each wing.

For

a

long

just where the strain is brought
to bear on the small of the back. It grew
tired if I stood long, and sometimes ached
muoh worse if I stooped. I had it so
long and it was so annoying that I was
soreness

glad to accept any chance that seemed
likely to remove it. The right thing came

East Baldwin, August 15.—The farmers
in this vicinity are very busy
picking
their oucum bars.
They expect a J good
crop.
2 The corn factory here will most likely
do a good business this fall as the corn
is looking iln». It will be started up by
the first, of September. Graflara
Bros,
ara rushing the corn business to
get a sufcicnt amount for the fall paok.
J. P. Chadbourn has his house full of
boarders.
Tom Kiohardson who has been very sick
and is reported to be improving.
Mr. Kichardson has erected a building
for the maufacturo of water motors, for
he has several orders to fill.
whioh
People that have seen his motor say it is
a fine thing.
F. W. Wood has his full crew making
boxes at his factory.

RAYMOND.
East Raymond, Aug. 15—A very enjoyable society occasion was a reception,
in;honor of their marriage, given by Mr.
and Mrs. F. H. Witham, at the Grange
Ball, East Raymond, Thursday evening,
Aug. 11. The hall had been beautifully
decorated for the ocoasion. ?At one end
was the word “Welcome,” while beneath
was the masonic emblem, 'enclosed in a
circle. These were made of evergreen,
while the walls were festooned with the
same The reception was entirely informal and was given to the relatives of Mr.
and Mrs. Witham, and the Masons of
Raymond. Over 50 were present, the
invited guests present being the following: Mr. and Mrs. Henry Harmon, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry S.
Forbam, Mr. and
Mrs. Erastus A. Plummer, Air. and Mrs.
Thomas Morton, Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
E. Hayden, Mr. and Mrs. John H. Hayden, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel H. Chipman,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Lane, Mr. and
Mrs. James E. Tripp, Dr. and Mrs. Lester H. Jordan, Kov. and Mrs. Alfred H.
McLeod, Mr, and Mrs. Daniel S. Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Hawkes and
niece. Among the relatives present from
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. S.
out of town were:
Richards-and Miss Richards, Medford,
Ellen
J. Small, Gray ; Mr
Mass.; Miss
The
and Mrs. Charles H. Cole, Gilead.
presents were numerous and oostly. A
fine collation of ice-cream and cake was
served. There was music, singing, etc.,
and a general goon time was enjoyed by all. After a few appropriate remarks the gathering broke up. every one
being well pleased with the manner in
Mr.
whioh they bad been entertained.
and Mrs. Witham have hosts of friends
who heartily wish them many years of
happiness and prosperity,
a Riverside Grango had an ice-nream supper at their hall, Friday evening, August
12. there was a large attendance and a
good time. Quite a large number are expected to attend the Pomona at Wescustigo the 17th Inst.
of
Fire Inspector Lyman W. Hanson
Portland, together with his wife and son
are spending a few days at their summer
cottage here.
Mrs. O. P. Jordan and daughter, Miss
Mains, are visiting relatives at South
Windham and Peaks Island.
Mrs. Mary J. Witham is viBiting relatives at Cumberland Mills.
Rev. G. G. Hamilton of Everett,Mass.,
preaohed'at the Union chapel, Sunday,
August 7, and will preaoh there again
the 21st. He is a very popular speaker
and drew a large audience.
Mr. Wm. S. Cole, Miss Luoie P. Cole
and Miss Edna C. Merrill attended the
Unlversaiist services at Gray, Sunday,
August 7th.
Frank R. Leavitt and Bert F. Harmon
attended the First Dlstriot Republican
Convention as delegates.
The Demoorats at their couous nominated Daniel S. Robinson as their candidate
for Representative.
The new post-office at Mountain is now
in active operation, the mail going by
way of East Raymond to Gray.
The hay crop is splondid in this town
being a great deal more than last year.
In fact crops of all kinds are looking
well.
Miss Albertena Jordan is home from
Haverhill,, where she has been stopping
for a number of months.
The annual mission concert of the F.
W. B. society was hold at the church

Sunday evening, August 14,and
in every way.
programme:

cess

Portland, Saturday.
BALDWIN.
West Baldwin, August 15.—Tho Eighth
annual camp meeting of the Second Advents of Western Maine, closed at this
place Sunday with perhaps the largest attendance
that has ever been upon the
there
It was estimated that
grounds.
were between
two and three thousand
it
was
and by 10 o’clock a. m.
present
difficult to
find
accommodations for
horses. The meetings this year have been
I ho
attended.
well
interesting and
i
sermon in
tho afternoon by Rev. It.
Woodward of Per 'and,received tho closest
attention, keeping the large audience
in a
quiet and holding their attention
He dwelt at length upon
great degree.
and
tts
Spain
the present
war with
probable results upon the future of the
United States, predicting that this country would have something to say in the
of the great Eastern quessettlement
tion.
On children’s day this year there
were not as many present as usual owing to the threatening condition of the
weather, but those who came felt repaid
as a fine programme
for their troublo
was carried out.
The ball gamo Wednesday between the
East Baldwins and the team representing West Baldwin, resulted in a victory
The game was unfor
West Baldwin.
usually interesting and very well played.
The following is the soore by innings:
W. Baldwin,
48300000 0—9
00003500 1—8
E. Baldwin,

MRS. ROMERO BURIED.
Mexico City, August 15.—The body of
Mrs. Romero, wife of tho Mexican miniswas brought
ter at-Washington, which
here by her husband, has been buried and
the funeral was attended by people of the
The minister
heighest official circles.
will soon return to Washington,

Cumberland St., corner
aud hath, modern
Inquire at No. 212 CTJMB ER-

LET—House 251

TO Chapel street, 9
conveniences.
LAND ST.

rooms

16-1
_

RENT—Two story frame house, 62 Gray
throughly renovated In all its appointments, nine rooms ond bath; sunny and conBENJAMIN
SHAW, 51 1-2 Exvenient.
16-1
change St.

171011St.,

rOK SALK,

LEX.

Forty words inserted nnder this head
oneweek for 35 cents, cash in advance.
LET—A very desirab'e
rf\0
A

house at 90

Myrtle

St„ 15 rooms, arranged tor two families,
hack entrance Indenendent. In good repair, a
sunny house, will be let low to the right parties. Inquire at SIIAW’S DRUG STORE 31
Myrtle St. Also two furnished rooms at 29 Falmouth St., Oakdale; use of Flat o.
inquire at
101

house.

WANTED.
Forty words inserted under this

head

week for 23 cents, cash in advance.

one

unfurnished
vy ANTED—Large
cove in western
•

board.

room with alpart of the citv; also table
W. H. X., Tress office.
15-1

WANTED—All
BOARD
and hoard in
private

unfurnished

room

a
family in tlie westpart of the city.
References furnished.
Address with terms, HISS M.. Tress office.

ern

16-1
Yir ANTED—To buy a medium priced house,
in good location, one arranged for two

families preferred.
Tress office.

OAKES,

Address

care

13-1

HTANTED—Hotel help for a first class hotel
''
in Portland: 10 table girls. 2 men. assistand aud vegetabls cooks, 25 kitchen and pantry
girls, dishwashers, scrub and washwomen.
Also housekeeper for widower's family. Apply
Immediately at MRS. PALMER’S Employ-

Office, 3691-2 Congress

ment

LET—At 84 Green street, rent of ten rooms
A and bath room, bay window; at 35 Pearl
of five rooms, bay window; at 125
rent
St„
Washington St., shop or bakery, has brick
oven. Apply to J. DUNPHY, 8 York St. 16-1
rro

street.

12-1

small manufacturing
tit ANTED—To buy in
»*
town a good paying business with a fair
stock of goods. Terms cash. Address M.,Lock
12-1
Box 97. Woodfords, Me.
a

rrO LET—Unfurnished front room, second
A floor, steam heat, gas, bath; private family.
16-1
437 CUMBERLAND ST.
18G GRANT ST.

rrio LET—Flat, 5 rooms,
A price $10 per month.

13-1

LET—At 153 Cumberland street, a first
class upper rent of eight rooms, with bath
tub and hot water connections, also hot water
heat.
Everything it, fine condition and up to
date.
Apply to TRUE BROS., 394 Fore street,
foot of Exchange street,aug2dtf
ENTIST’S OFFICE TO LET-The Dental
Parlors now occupied by Dr. D, W. Fellows. 211-2 Free street, comprising 2 operating
rooms, reception room and work room; possession August 1. Also offices over 88 and 90 Exchange street. CHARLES MCCARTHY, JR.
or BENJAMIN SHAW.
jly'JGdtf

TO

~

TO XiSiLSlS.
The property on the corner of India and
Commercial Sts., known as the “International
House”. That part of the building to be leased
contains thirty-five rooms, is in good repair and
Is heated by steam. It Is In close proximity to
the Grand Trunk Railway passenger station,
the Foreign, New York and Boston Steamers,

ANTED—Farm, 50 to 75 acres, suitably di- and has been successfully run fur vears as a
Y*r
•
vlded, good buildings, near schools, iwilh- small hotel and boardiug house. Will be leased

in 10 to 20 miles of Portland. Would pay $200
down or exchange equity in good rented property near Boston.
Address, with particulars,
LOTON W. BRYANT, Reading, Mass.
10-1

Y^ANTED—Set of light

doubleiharnesses in

good condition. Box 459, City.

10-1

WAN TED—Case of bad health that E-I-P-A-N-S
will not benefit. Send 5 cents to Ripans Chemical
Co.,New York, for 10 samples and 1,000 testimonials.

of years to the right parties. Apply
AUG. P. FULLER,
432 Fore St., Portland, Me.
jly26dlm

for
to

a

term

RENT—An exceptionally well located
modern house. No. 217 and No. 219 Brackett street, containing 10 and 11 rooms, with
baths, and all other modern Improvements;
special inducements to desirable families. Real
Estate office. First National Bank, FREDER10-1
ICK S. VAILL.

FOR

ON

THE

BANKS

OF

THE

Singing—Duet.
Reading,
Singing,
Recitation,,
Singing,

A. B. Hunt of last class of Bangor will
the pulpit at Sebago
Union
occupy
church the next two Sundays.
The church fair is to be at Potter academy hall a week from Thursday.
Philo B. Clark and wife of Rumford
Falls are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Davis and camping out at Peabody pond
J. C. Babb and F. W. Hill and others
for
intend to build a boarding house
the benefit of aoademy students about
been subseven hundred dollars having
scribed towards the dormitory building.

■

FOR

SALE OR TO LET—House No. 280
State street. Possession given August 1st.
Apply to JOHN E. PROCTOR, Centennial
13-1
Block.

pOR
A

new house, 10 room*
latest style, heated
by hot water, floors maple and quarted oak,
one of the best located
and most attractive
houses between
Portland and Woodfords.
Price $4,200; easy terms.
W. H. WALDRON
& CO., 180 Middle St.
13-1

class
FORandSALE—First
bath, finished In

SALE—Two story frame house situated

FORin Deering on electric line, 8 rooms and
bath, admirably arranged, lower floor finished
in cypress with hardwood floors; designed for

use of builder (who now occupies it) one year
ago. Lot a out 60X100. BENJAMIN SHAW,
511-2 Exchange street.12-1

A THOUSAND RINGS
To select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
Rubys anil all other precious stones. Engagement and Wedding Rings a specialty.
Largest
stock in the city.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler,
Monument Square.
marl9dtf
SALE—Fine gentleman’s road wagon.

FOE

light, late style whalebone, piano box,body
24x60 inches, whipcord trimmed spring cushion,
carmine gear, good as new, no use for It, sell
low. G. H. FISHER, 11 Noyes street, Oak-

dale^12-1
self inking Gordon printing
piOR SALE—A
In first
condition.
low.

class
Price very
Address Bo* 1669, Portland, Me.
12-1

press

SALE—Two brick houses, three storied,
FOR3 flats
in each, with water closets and Se-

mansion

on

the high-

8ALE—One 15 horse power boiler and 10
FORhorse
power engine. For 'further particuaddress P. O. Box 634, Freeport, Me. 10-1

SALE OR EXCHANGE—A nearby farm
FORlocated
within five minutes walk of depot,

post office and electric cars, suitable for a gentleman’s suburban residence; would exchange,
foi cl$y property; also other properties forexchange. Real estate office, First National Bank,
10-1
FREDERICK S. VAILL.

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS
This is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the
market
Call and see it McKENNEY, the
Monnment Sq uaro.
mariodtf
Jeweler,

SALE—Building
offers
Deering Land
FOR
favorable
desirable building

lots at Oakdale. The
for sale
company
terms
lots
William, Pitt and Fessenden streets, Oakdale.
Apply to CHAS. C. ADAMS, Treasurer, 31 Excnange street, Portland.
on
on

je6tlocteow*

peering nice, cozy. 9ix roomed
house ana stable: lot containing 5.000
on
square feet;
sunny side of the street; price
$2,000, only $300 d6wn, MARKS & EARLE CO.
a

HOUSE—A

9-1

Park street; hot
and cold water in pantry arid bath; electric be.'Is, speaking tubes; everything desirable; will pay 13 per cent on price asked.
MARKS & EARLE CO.9l_

\TEW three ii.t house

on

WEDDING RINCS.
hundred of them to select from. All
styles, all weights, all prices in 10, 14 and 18
Kt. Gold.
Largest and best stock cf rings
in the city, a thousand of them. McKENNEY,
One

the

Jeweler,

Monument

Square.

Juneldtf

SALE—21-2 story house No. 35 St. Lawrence street, containing 13 rooms and bath;
has fuvnance heat, cemented cellar, Sebago
water, gas, water closets, lilted for two families: lot 50x100; for further particulars inquire
of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 421-2 Exchange St.
aug9-4

FOR

musical
}POEjustSALE—Elegant
received, pianos, music

instruments

boxes, regiviolins, mandolins, banjos, guitars, harmonicas, cornets, cases, violin bows, superior
violin and banjo strings, popular music books,
etc.
Please call.
HAWES, 414 Congress
street
aug6-4
nas,

SALE—Examine the fine editions of 10c
sheet music for sale by HAWES, 414 Congiess street; aiso music uuui.s, pupuuu soups,
superior strings and musical instruments of all
kinds.
aug6-4

IpOR

SALE OR LEASE—Brick house 105
Winter street, thoroughly built, 12 rooms,
beside bath and linen room, fourteen closets,
cellar plastered and cemented, containing 'aundry, storage rooms and water closet, furnace
heat, two open fires, lot 50x100 very pleasant,
P.
overlooking fine gardens and State street.
<J. MANNING, 234 Middle street.
jly29,tf

FOR

KEY. THIRDLY.—My boy, do you know if you go fishing on Sunday you will lose your immortal soul?
MUGSEY McGUIRE—Say, Mister, does yer know dat if yer stan’ dere a talkin’ at me, you’ll scare away de only bite
I've had today?
SUMMER

LOST AND FOUND.
ladies’ pocketbook
containing
was lost from Congress street car
Fort Allen park.Thursday afternoon. The
finder will confer a favor and obtain reward by
leaving word where same can be found at 4S
Union street.12-1

LOST—A
money
or

SALE—Our “Made
FORthat
will not rip in

mSCEIXAKEOtrS.

RESORTS.

Forty words
one

inserted under tills head
week for 35 cents, in advance.

inserted under this heed
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words
one

at

WAN TED--FEMALE HELP.
heed
Inserted under tills
week tor IS cants, cnsh In Advance.

Forty words
one

NEW GLOUCESTER.
Waitresses, and other help foi
Gloucester. August 15.—Quito n
Hotel.
Fiv1 mouth
Only those
has
of
meadow
hay
not
yet
quantity
been got in on account of the unfav. with references and experience
orable weather.
need apply. Call daily at 3 p. in.,
Among strangers in town we note Mrs.
at hotel ©llice.
augi2dst*
and
True
of
P.
family
Wm.
Malden,
MAINE TOWNS.
Mass., at Mr. Chas. Estes’s; Miss Lilly
still
need more hands on oui
Portland, at the Misses titaNTED—We
and nelce of
I'
sewing machines, and can assure theii
L. H. Greely’at Wm.
John
fttirt of Interest Gathered by Oorrie Stevens’s;
KING MANUFACT
having steady work.
F.
Hilton
Mr.
of
Harry
LewisGreeley’s;
UKINO CO., Manulaeturers ladies’ muslin un
pendents of the Press.
ton, at his father’s. Mr. Albion Keith of derwear, 148 Middle St.
16-2
Portland, spent Sunday at his old homo.
STANDISH.
A most terrible accident occurred here WANTED—Girl to do housework. Must b(
IT good cook.
Mr. Jacob True of Boston,
Apply No. 40 HIGH ST.
on Sunday.
Sebago Lake, August 15.—Mr. and Mrs. conductor
16-1
for
years on the Fitchburg Deering.
Ceoil Mosby and daughters of New York, railroad,
arrived here on Saturday eveto solicit orders in Fortlady
and
WANTED—A
Lamb
daughter ning with his family, intending to pass »»
Mr. and Mrs. Avery
land and vicinity. To the right person s
here with their brother
from Paris, and CoLMerriman .are added their vaca'ion
good salary ond expenses will be paid.
ApplyJ
and sister, living in this village. Late between lands p. m. at 1I4 roarl g{
cl'f
to our summer visitors.
afternoon, Mr. Elbridge True MBS. ROBINSON.
Sunday
15-1
_
Rev. and Mrs. A. J. Small of Derby, and his brother, Mr. Jacob True, started
about two
WANTED—AGENTS.
Vermont, were in town this week. Mr. to drive to the old homestead,
one-half miles from this village.
and
Small was formerly pastor of the CongreWhen they had nearly reached the house,
gational churches of Standlsh and Sebago the horse took fright and threw them
Mr. Jacob True’s head struck
Lake.
both out.
sharp rook and he was instantly killed.
To sell our new one dollar outfit, consisting
Ralph Trumbull is recovering from his aMr.
Elbridge True had quite a serious of identification, baggage registry, and special
serious illness.
horse
same
the
at
the M C
time with
thousand dollar policy issued by the United
Mrs. Emma D. Miller of Winter Harbor railroad station on Saturday the day be- states Casualty Co. Liberal terms. UN1VF.R.
in town, en route to fore. The horse took fright, overturned SAL IDENTIFICATION AND RECOVERY
spent Wednesday
42 Church St., New Haven, Conn.
■’
the carriage and threw him a distance of
Mountains.
White
the
family have the deepest
__agndiw*
ten feet. The
a
is
driving
thriving
Steamer Louiso
sympathy of all in this sudden and
on the lake.
business
passenger
terrible affliction.
Miss Annie Kimball of Waterford has
KENT’S HILL.
been visiting Rev. and Mrs. C. P. Cleaves

Agents Wanted.

Airy local Ion,
kinds of

deering-

in

style, pries or terms.
property tfxchangred.

PLEASANT quiet boarding place at a
farm on the snore of a beautiful pond.
Portland references.
Address GEORGE N.
COLBY, Denmark, Me.
16-lOt

A

CUMMER BOARD—Parlies wishing hoard
address BURNELL FARM, Box 4. Gorham.
No applications answered without refer-

Me.

1-3

euce.

good country hoard in a fine locality for
fishing, gunning, rowing, fine views, pleasant drives and plenty of shade trees.
Broad
piazza. A quiet place lor rest and comfort.
Address, J. B. and F. W. PLUMMER, Raymond, Me.
jel6-12

FOR

WAITED.

Touses

All

WANTED— SIX’UA

CO.,

&

DAliTOI
1-2 Congress street,

choir position in PortlirANTED—Church
* *
laud by former New York cathedral basso.
Address during August, "SIGMA,” Box 412,
1G-2
Camden, Maine.
doing
WANTED—Situation
work. Address or call

Waltham and Elfrin Watches.

A

large stock

Styles.

Square.

marl9dtf

general liouse9 SALEM
1C-1

WANTED—Situation by young man of 27.
Ten years’ experience in wholesale and
Wholesale business
retail grocery business.
preferred. Six years as proprietor. Can furnish

best of relereuces as to
dress G, Press office.

reliability,

etc.

Ad15-1

young lady
WANTED—A
homo evenings.
writing to do
would

at

like typeWould

take dictations and attend to correspondence
of office where it would not be advisable to
hire stenographer by the day. Owns typewriter.
City references. Address DICTATION, Press

Office.__»
WANTED—By a lady stenographer and
tvpewriler of experience a permanent position would also like a few more customers to
do typewriting at home for. Backing onveiopes
and writing postal cards a specialty. Address
12-1
S. M., care Portland Daily Press Office.
WANTED,
young man who understands
Two
and is willing to work.
years experience.
Graduate of Gray’s Portland Business College. Good references fur-

Situation by

bookkeeping

a

Address
liegan, Maine.

CHAS. F. ALLEN.

aug8d2w*

Press

Office.

man to learn

business.

Address

retail furuiBUSINESS,
\2-\.

TlrANTED—First class journeyman

ova^ixr111 MITCHELL
ATrn:n-HT<'T^l)ut s,cil,e(1
apply.
7
ouy.

Bltoti.,

MONEY

Trousers.

buttons come
and S2.50 per
pair. Also white drill overalls, blue drill overnils, grocers’ frocks and outchers’ frocks at

slioeneed
Temple street,

workmen

12*1

off, for $1.00, *1.25, Si.50,

$2.00

HASKELL & JONES’, Monument Square.
jyds-4

SALE—New house on l'itt street, Oakdale ; contains 7 rooms and hath, hot and
cold water, wired for electric lights, connects
with sewer, has large lot. and w ill be sold ou
easy terms. Apply to CHARLES C. ADAMS,
No. 31 Exchange street, Portland.
jly27-4

FOR

investigation
SALE—Farm in' Bethel, Maine, 120
BUSINESS
office will lead to your getting into good
good land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and
first come, first F'OR
field,
open
paying'business;
OPENING—An

at

niv

acres

an

two

served; now is ihe opportunity for live man. barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
CHAS. WARREN DAVIS, 176 1-2 Middle St., well supplied with wood and water; also about
200.000* feet of pile timber. About two miles
11-1
(Room 1.)
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A.
farm; will be sold ou favorable terms
negotiated—si.ooo, $1,500. or Capen be
exchanged for Portland property.
may
*5,000., or more at 5 per cent interest. We MISS SARAH
BIDEN, No. 394 Tore St
fiave funds of clients to invest in first mortMe.
Portland,
marSPtf
Parties
desiring
gages on real estate security.
loans ran obtain same by applying at the real
SALE
OR
LEASE-A
lot
of
at the
land
Bank
National
estate office. First
Building, pOR
A
West End, corner fores! and Congress
FREDERICK S. VAiLL.10-1
streets, containing about 4.224 feet Apply to

Mortgages

(VSAiNSPRINCS, 75c.
The best American Mainsprings, made by the
Warranted
Elgin and Waltham companies.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
for one year.

imirtOdtf

Monument Square.

want to call your attention to the
I do landscape gardening, fall
and
grading, clean windows, ao scrubpruning
bing. clean and lay carpets. All my work is

1BACTS—I
following:

done in a satisiactory manner; it will pay you
to give me a call; refer by permission to CarBros. LOUIS KLINEBIClv, No. 9 Boynton Court. Telephone 750.
aug2dtf

eer

first and
LOANED oil
second
real estate, life insurance
bonds
and
collateral
good
policies,
Notes discounted; rate of interest
securily.
5 per cent a year and upwards, according to
securtiy. W. P. OAiiR, room 5, second Hour,
Oxford building, 185 Middle street.
jlyl6-4

MONEY
mortgages,
notes,

WANTED—All
and bags to

persons

In

want

of trunks

call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
as
we
manufacture our goods
grocery store,
tlierefore
can
and
give bottom prices.
We frame
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
11-3
pictures.

E.

HaRLOW,

V'OTICE—We will pay the highest cash prices
lor household good3 or store fixtures of
any description or receive the same at our auction rooms for sale on commission.
GOSS &
tu-S
WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free St.

Eighteen years successful practice in Maine.
(PS “E* H B B E Treated without p.i: n or
ILu
'A
Q yM si detention from business.
Easy;safe; noknifo. vure
g | 4u
B w B ty? iku£ U Guaranteed! or No Pay.

FI
xJJritL,. Dr.C.T.FISK
jffcl| JJ® ^

332 Main Street, Lewiston, Me.
All letters answered. Consultation B** SB &■
FREE! Send for free pamphlet. Q | 3_iL,5JI
At U. S. Hotel, Portland; Saturdays only.

919

Congress

street.

jan25dtf

OR LEASE—Brick honse 776
Congress street, 12 rooms and hath room,
hot water furnace heat, nice condition, location
unsurpassed, good place for physician or private family, or for letting rooms. If taken on
lease steam heat will be furnished if desired.
Inquire of JOHN F. PROCTOR, 93 Exchange
9-2
street, or E. HASTY, 12 Green street.

pOR
A

SALE

FOK SALK.
To a desirable purchaser only,
that valuable tract of land,
about 20 acres, known as tltc
Base Ball and Circus grounds,

City

of Detring, about one mile
from Portlanii City Stall; electric cars pass every few minutes.
llure opnoriunlty
for a
Syndicate; but few pieces good
unimproved property remaining unsold near the cifv.

563

Sltow-

MALE HELP WANTED.

WANTED—Young

TO LOAN—On first and second
mortgages on real estate at as low rate of
interest as can be obtained in Portland; also
loans made on stocks, bonds, personal property or anv other good securities.
Inquire of A.
C. LIBBY & (JO., 42 1-2 Exchange St.
augl3-4

rear

ST.

Jjr23,Tu,Thur,Sat,tf

nf new model Watches will be sold on easy payAll
All
ments at reasonable prices.
Prices. McKENNKY, the Jeweler, Monument

,.

under this head
words inserted
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Portland, Me.

WATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.

nos

Forty
one

nished.

a7R
9

Strong”

seam or

New

Saturdayw™th

EXCHANGE—Hotel in thriving villags
3 acres oi land, 30
near Portland, Me..
rooms, partly furnished, only hotel ill town,
livery stable; a good
summer
good
trade,
largo
Hotel and land cost
chance for a live man.
for good real estate
We
will
exchange
$10,000.
No objection to farms.
in or near Portland.
16-tf
DALTON & CL'., 478 1-2 Congress St.

lars

Choir
Children
Mrs. U V. Foster,
Rev. and Mrs. McLeod
Miss Edna C. Merrill
Choir
Mrs. Lydia Jordan
Choir

i

change

FOR SALE—Elegant

Choir
Pastor
Juvenile Class

SEBAGO.
Many people of Sebago attended West
Baldwin campmeeting yesterday.
Rev. 0. H. Young of West Baldwin will
hold meetings at Convene soon.

house.
rooms and
hath with abundance of closet room, steam
heat, laundry, cemonted cellar, slate roof, very
centrally located. Owner desires to sell al
once; will make price right and terms easy.
LxInquire of HENRY S. TRICKEY, 12116-1
St.

lands ot Deering; was built for home of
merchant at cost of $20,000, and perfect now as
when completed; about 25.000 feet of land; electrics pass ihe premises eight times hourly: a
forced sale; price $6,000. W. H. WALDRON
& CO., 180 Middle St
10-1

Following

Benediction.
The singing was especially fine. The
choir for the evening consisted of Messrs.
Wm. S., and Ira N. Cole, Mr. Samuel B.
Nash, Mrs. Lillian R. Witham, Miss LuThe collection for
cie P. Cole organist.
the evening amouuted to 110.19.

brick

substantial
FORNo sale—The
H
452 Cumberland St.

full rental 8624
per annum and all occupied, will pay 16 per
cent above all outlays; a choice investment;
price $3,600. W. H WALDRON & GO., 180
Middle St
11-1

WABASH.

Singing—Missionary Hymn,

Prayer,
Singing,
Offertory’
Singing,
Dialogue,
Reading,

head
Forty vonb Inserted onder thl»
week for 25 cent*, cash in advance.

ene

bago water, central location,

was a sucwas the

last. I went to H. H. Hay & Son’s
Kent’s Hill, Angust 15.—prof. w E
drug stora on Middle street and got
SCARBORO.
Russell ;and family of Gorham with
Doan’s Kidney Pills. They removed it
Scarboro, August 1—The following Mrs. Stone and Miss Stone, are spendand I have not had a symptom of it
to ing the summer here.
a wheel run
young ladies went on
Prof. Russell of Gorham normal school
since. That’s the whole story. Its com- Riverton last ;week chaperoned by Miss
Mabel and Prof. Newton of Kent’s Hill semb
Lida E.
Libby: Carrie Snow,
pleteness is its whole recommendation.
are
taking a bicyole trip through
“
Doan’s Kidney Pills, 50 cents per box, Gilman, Bertha Libby, Mattie Hill, Ruth nary
Jones.
Flora
They also spent Oxford county.
Libby,
all
sale
sent
for
by
dealers;
by mail on Eriday at Cape Cottage and attended Mn- “Prof. E. E. Peacock nnd Prof 4 w
Caldwell recently visited the Hill
receipt of prioe by Foster-Mllburn Co., Culluin’s “Ensign.”
Dr. A. F. Chase has just returned from
E.
Libby entertained
Miss Ruth
Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the United
a business trip to Boston.
friends form Pine Point Tuesday.
States.
Hon. Jos. A. Looks of Portland presiMrs.Goorge E. Gilman and Miss Mabel
Remember the name DOAN’S aDd take left Saturday for a week's outing at Loug dent of the board of trustees of the semi
at the Hill
was
nary,
no substitute.
Island.
at

looking after the improvements to be made in Sampson hall.
is receiving
extensive reRearce hall
pairs. Deering ohapel has been refrescoed
the
whole
and
interior of tho building is
being put in excellent condition.
Prof. H. E. Trefethen retu rncd from

TO

TO LET.

Architect Fassett

BALDWIN.

one

auglO

BKAJAIIIA SHAW,
51 S-U Exchange Si.

dlw*

330

shares Alien SarsaCo.
Ey3a;;o an offer.
Address Box 2383, Boston,
Mass.
augis !2t

parilla

MARRY

PJ5E,

NELLIE,

will buy you such a
pretty Ring at
Mclvenney a. A thousand solid gold iiiims
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
r precious stones.
Knsagemout ami
if
Wedding Rings a specialty. iougest slock in
city. MelCENNEY, The Jeweler. Mmnimcut
bquarc.
mar22dtf
And

I

doings at fryeburg..

EARNINGS*

RAILROAD

Keports of Boston & Maine. Bangor &
Aroostook and lira nd Trunk.

Chautauqnaus Spent

How the

and

FINANCIAL M9 COMMERCIAL

Saturday

the last quarter
fERECIAX. TO THE I HESS. J
and 12 months of the Boston and Maine,
Fryeburg, August 15.—We had known
quarter ending June 30, are appended:
for a few days past that there was someIncrease
1897
1898
thing mysterious going on. Last evening
$4,994,070 $4,787,910 *116,753 it wus revealed to us.
Gross,
Tho printed proOp expenses, 3,408,760 3,297,538
*J,531 gramme said that Pundita Ramabai of
1 495,909
1,490,387
Net,
8S.531 India would lecture, but it had been an274,747
Miscal inc,
236,241

23,,.3 nounced that she could not fill the engage5,6.1 ment, so the manager Ernest H. Abbott
17,301 with the aid of a few friends had prepared
an entertainment
utilizing the talent on
186,357 the grounds. Mr. Robert A. Woods acted
1-4.5.6 as master of ceremonies, and whenever he
0l,b82
he made the people
58,810 announced a part
“complicated enjoy] ~j, 4 J~ laugh. After the
ment of this varied entertainment” ioe
12o,180 cream and home-made candies were sold,
*4,693
the sale
to go to the
1,176 the proceeds from
*5,871 school house fund.
Dr. Underhill, the musical director,
stated that “owing to the crowded con000,COO

Total net, 1,732.151
1,750,125
Int, rentals
1,364.412
taxes,
1,348,750
400,. Go
Surplus,
883,401
30:
Year ending, June
$19,556,037 19,642,945
Gross,
Op expenses, 18,556,813 13,680,790
„„

6,062, loo

6 000 473

Net.

897,319
6,<50,4.o

Mlscol inc,
338,508
r Total neL
6,638,892
lnt, rentals*

J.

V

5,426,272
1,333,201
69,779
1,263. ,423

5,301,086
1,237 896

taxes

Surplus

fund, 68,601
ifcdnking
Yordlvs, 1,269,295
7-

l)lv of 6 per ct
com and
on

1,234,002

pref stock, 1,234,002

Bui in excess
or sinking
funds and

*5.871

29,421

35,203

dividends,

•Decrease.
Ths report of the Bangor & Aroostook
for the quarter ending June 30, shows:
1897
1898
Gross"
$801,972 $179 370 $*22,602

Charges,
Surplus,

*28,875
3,898
*25,476

63,773
70,966
**7,133

92,6*8
74,304
18,345

« t_

The earnings of the Grand Trunk for
the first week in August show an increase
of $16,945 over the same week last year.
SALACIA

OUR

eriue

on

More,” with violin obligato by Miss
A tableau and reading
Eva Goodwin.

WON.

Nicholas
Nickelby,
“Squeers
School” was well done, and Miss Cooko
“To All Eternity,” which Mr.
sang,
Woods said of course she didn’t mean. A
59ries of tableaux followed, whioh was an
from

exhibition of athletic skill by Dr. Cummings, assisted by Dr. Meylan. This was
feature of the programme.
a
leading
The old and modern,mcthods of running
btUlbDt

IWUi

ywoiv.wMu

"-—"D>--

high

tlie Penobsco*.

of statuary soifamiliar to usall.the Dying
Gladiator, The Wrestlers, and The fcjhopherd, were presented in a perfect manner.
this

looked

upon a very
beautiful Evangeline in tableau, and Miss
and
Catherine
Salaeia
Since the steamer
Torrey sang the song by that name. Then
began taking Sunday excursions down
came an exhibition drill with wands by
river there has been a great deal of specuthe class in physical training, showing
lation a3 to which was the faster boat,
what our athletio gentlemen can teach
has
there
afternoon
but until Sunday
It was
as well as do themselves.
others
never been an opportunity for a contest
This varied and
a
very pretty 6ight.
between tho two boats. That afternoon,
closed with a
entertainment
however, they left Nortbport within a unique
America, which was represented
tableau,
Salaeia
each
of
other—the
few minutes
from New
beauty
a little German
lirst and the Catherine about 15 minutes by
York, who is here under the ohaperonage
behind her.
of lira. Abbott.
As soon as tho Catherine had swung
People are continually arriving and all
the
the
on
excursionist
wharf
clear of tho
of
the new comers are delighted with the
Salaeia saw great clouds of black smoke
those who have been here before
issuing from the funnels of the Catherine place,and
Mrs. Freeman of
are so glad to get back.
and they knew that a race would follow.
Portland has returned with her two chilfor
a
was
out
Catherine
that
the
The fact
Williams and her mother
race didn’t appear to fret Captain Oliver dren. Miss Mary
visitors.
of the Salaeia. for the only attention he of Portland are almost daily
baok
smile
and
paid to it was a glance
are spending the summer at the vilThey
no
he
after
which
a knowing smile,
gave
T. F. Johnson of Portland apfurther attention to the pursuing boat lage. Mr.
until she had nearly overtaken him and pears and disappears at uncertain interthe passengers on her were crying out for vals.
the Salaeia to give them their room then
Mr. and Mrs. N. Waterhouse and family
ho announced that it was about time to
that the Salaeia are at their cottage -his year
rounding
co. and the result was
went.
out a quarter of a century that they have
The Catherine made a great fight, but
this spot without missing a season.
before V erona visited
it was no use and long
Bev. George D. Lindsay has. returned to
campground was rsached she was out of
which
the race for good.
us after a brief absence during
It is doubtful which was prouder of the time he delivered a lecture at Good will
victory, the passengers or the boat’s crew. Farm
in
Assembly, married a couple
After

(Bangor News.)

Quotations of Staple Products

we

in the

Leading Markets.
New York Stock ami Money Market.

Ji'j 'aelearan
NEW

stocics

„uu

Bonds

(By Telegrapn.'
The follomg ware to-day’!- closing euotartom

certincates
Silver £0%.

Ba

6S%(&59V4.

IE

Aug.
127V,
127%
111%
111M

13

r27Vi
do conn,
127%
re e.lliy2
''e» 4’s
New 4’s coup..112
Denver & if, G. let.llOva
Krie geu 4». 74%
Mo.Kan. & Texas 2ds. 65Vs
Kansas Pacific consols.
Oregon Nav. lsts.....112
quotations of stocks:

Aug.

«

YC.EK.Aug. 15.

Money or, call was steadier lVi®SJ | e: cent:
!oanl% prime mer canals papei at3Vi®s
rercent. Stirling 'exchange steady,"with actual
bisiuess in bankers bills 4 S6Vi»4 86% for
demand and 4 84j£4 3414 for sixty
days; post,
ed rates
4Vii£4 t6Vi. Commercial bills are
4 83,®4 83Vi-

fcSllver

Aug.

New 45. re*

Cosing

i.

last

110%
74%
63%
112

13.

Aug 16,

Atchison."**
Atchison .. f".%
-7
Central
Chcs. fi

Chicago is

Chicago’

}*Vi

?Ss/,
17/

raoluc.
Ohio. ... 24/*

Alton...159

Burlington

S

115%

Oulncyll4%

108
161
io°/i

Oaiialvo.108.

Delaware ^.Hudson

Delaware.Lackawana, & TVesUuO
J3/s
Denver at Bio Grande.....Ene.nevT ..•••>•• #■•••••»•••
*101st ;>retcr
1 nqiA

873/0
lf)73/i

Lake Krie& West..«l°
Lake Shore.194
Louis &
Manhattan P>9vated .10?

Railroad bonds firm.

, AS

Nash.,55'*

Hides.

Tho following quotations represent tbe paying prices In this market:
Cow and ox bides... 7
c
lb
Bulls .and stags.a c
Calf skins, trimmed,.. 9o
do uutrimmed.
8Vie
Lamb skins.50 to 80c ca
Befall Grocers’

ras.r

ftar.ss.

I t rtland market—cut loaf 7: oonfetlon ea y
pulverised 8n: powered, 6*i graauiat.ee
eoifee cruslied 6c: yeiiow <»•.
Vi

Minn A
New
New
New

yyisi
1
A
6

®

Mexican cJautral...
Michigan Central.

nqi.A

St Louis of. 99%

Jersey

Central..

S,/*

81VM

YorkCentral. lI9J*
York. Chicagoii St Louis 14%
70
do pf
S4Mi
Northern Pacific com
do
do
pfd. 73%
Northwestern.138%
srC

*4’*

<9

Meteghan.NS.
ber to J 11 Harnlen & Son.

£znnrr».
It

Adrossoan.Scot.
spoolwooa.
Portland

Bark Normandy—800.000
I

l®4
J7h

'9®^®
S4
lo*
161 A

ao
prld.ibd
St Raul. Minn. 4! Maun.... ..161%
Texas RaclBe. !»%
Union Faolllc cfd.63%

Bin

S[t
20%

prld..26%

are

Flour.
Grala|
Sui Kfine A
Cora car
42S43
do Dag lots .. ..^ 44
low grades.3 Con3 75
Meal Das lets
Sprine Wneat ban@42
ers.ei and stS86©416 Oats, car lets
34036
Oats, bag lota
Patent Spring
@36
Wneat... 5 1586 25 Cotton Seoo.
tar lots. 00 00323 00
Arinin, str’tm.
bag low 0000024 00
roller.... 4 15(®4 25
clear do.. .4 00 a.4 15 Sacked Br'c
car lot*. 14 00® 16 00
tLonis si’a
4 1624 26
baa lots IE 00017 oo
roller...
clear do..40004 16 Middling 80000017 00
bag ots. .800017 00
wnt’rwbea.
Dtttckts.. 4 60a4 76 Mixed feed.... J700
Flsu.
Coffee.

(Buying* selling price) Ulo.roastea
11016
Cou—Largs
lavuSMocha doB5@28
Molasses.
Shore .... 4 BOA 47 I
‘orto Klco.28080
email do. .2 0008 21
Sar badoei
Pollock .... 2 2608 2:
28020
Haddock.. .1 7602 m fancy.32036
Tea.
Hake.2 0002 2;
U erring, box
imoys ■ ...... 23030
Healed....
8014, ’ongous.. .... .26050
Mackerel, bi
..30036
Snore Is 822 00®32
orrnoso.35065
snore 2S 816 00031
Sueur.
6465
tandardGran
Large bs $11014 ta
x Cline duality
rrocuee
6 466
6 90
Cane Cranoemes
ihxtrac... .•
crate.. 3 60®3 60 Yellow Extra C....|4%
0 00,
Maine.
Seed
Pea Beans.l 66®i UO TImothy.
3 6503 76
Yellow Kyes.l 7601 80 Clover West, 8%@9
do
Cal Pea.... I 6001 6o
Y.
»,
9%@10
Potars. tms
00000 Alslke,
10010%
NewPotatoesl 60S 66 Bed lop,
15017
Provision*.
It'd sweets Z 7503 00
do Yellow 4 75ss5 00 Pork—
13 26
do Vineland,
heavy
0®$
Onions. Ber 0 00(6.0 00 mediuml2 00012 25
snort cut and
do Egyp n 2 0002 26
clear
Chickens'.... 16018
Turkova. Wes. 130x5 Beef—llghtlO 2501076
Northern do....16017
heavy... 11 60012 no
Ernests Vi of 6 75®
lojsiz
bowls...
....

1"“

100

98

Adams i Express..I03
A raencan Express.... .*

B|
ld3%

Boston Prodnoe Market.

BOSTON. Aug. 16. 1898—The tallowing
to-day's quotations of Provisions, eta.:

ere

FI.OUK.

Spring patents, 4 60S6 25.
alia straight. 3 25*4 76
Winter patents. 4 00*4 60
Winter, clear and straight, 3 30 a 4 25
Extra and Seconds 00.
Pine and Supers —.

Spring,;clear

heifers at 3 60®4 26; Western rangers at 3tC
@4 60; Texans 2 611*4 00.
to choice
Hoes—receipts 35,000; weak; fair
al
3 1.0*4 06; packers 360348 87%; butchers
2 75*
8
97%;
at
pigs
60*3
3 86*4 00; light
1

strong, ranging
Sueep—receipts 10.000:
a

from

<05 26; lambs 4 00 7 00.

Marisoc*.

Cliy Telegrapm

Aug *5. 1898.
NEW iYORK-Tbe Flour market-receipts
27.667 bbls; exports 6,932 bbis; sales 8,000
packages: dull, easier.
Lara, tea ana
Apples.
xiour quotations—city mills patents —; winter
Eating appl’83 0003 50 Vi bbl.uure 6% @6% patents 4 0cKffi4 40: city nulls clears —; winter
do eom’na. 4% «.n
do common $2&3 00
straits 3 75*4 20; Minn, patents at 4 60*4 80 ;
Baldwins 0 0000 00 Balla.compd 5V406
whiter extras 3 00*3 00; Minn bakers at 3 40
lO01l%c
pails, pure 7%@7% *3 60; winter low grades 2 76*3 00.
EvapVA
Lemons.
8%A S‘u tijKye ea y; No 2 Western 44c.
purollf
6 0006 00 Hams....
Messina
9
@9%
Wheat—reoelpts 160,950 bush: exports 83,
aoeov’ra
California
2S3 bush: sales 790,oi.o bush futures and 18/Wnterville and preached at Bichmonnd.
till.
Oranges.
i.OO b .si! spin; spot auiet; No 2 Roil at 78%c i
0 0000 00 Kerosenel20 ta
8% o biiuoat lo arr ve.;
Miss Eva Lindsay arrived today from Florida
California, 3 7604 00 JJgonia. 8%
Corn—receipts 79.760 busb; exports lb7,790
Old Orchard.
Centennial. 8%
do seedlngs 3 2603 50
sates 66,000 bush futures, v 6,000 busb
Pratrs Astral ..10% bush;
stags.
Late arrivals: Mrs. Z. O. Wentworth,
snot spoi. steady; No 2 at 39 fob afloat.
018 In half bbla lo extra
Eastern extra..
UOats—receipts 83,800 bush: exports 135
Fryeburg; Bertha M. Freeman, Portland; Fresh Western.. @17
Raisins.
LuisU; sales OO'O bush spot; spoil quiet-.No 2 at
Musotl.60
lb
bxs6©6%
Held.
Mass.;
Mrs. H. N. MansUeld, Athol,
3 at 27c; No 2'white .at 33c; track
Louden lay'rll 760200 28c; No
flutter.
white
_l..
32(goSc.
Lena E. Thayer, Foxboro, Mass.; Mrs. C. Creamery.tney..l8®19
Oval.
Beel steady; family—; city .extra India Mess
Retail—delivered.
B. Pollard, Southington, Conn. ; A. J. GlltKuge vr'mt. @18
Cumberland 00008 00
Choice.
5
Lard steady: Western steam 5 65.
Chestnut*..
Cheese.
Baynes, Yarmouth; A. H. Stookbridge,
@6 00
Pork quiet: mess $9 60*10 00; short clear
8 00
Framtlln*..
lot’ry
8%
09%
N.Vk,
Cumberland
S.
C.
Cole,
50.
Yarmouth;
Vermont... 8% fe 9% Leliiuh....
@600 11 60@13 60; family $12*12
Butter steady;Westorn creamy.at 14%@19c:
4 60
10% Pea..
Centre; L. J. Griffin, Yarmouth; Marcus Bags.....
do at )l(0l4c; Elgius at 19o: state
p.m.
factory
F. Brooks, Portland; Marie L. Houston,
5.55
dairy I3@l7c; do crem 14%kBl8%c.
Grain Quotations.
8.51
Cheese inactive—large white at 7%@7%c;
Portland
TRA38
do small at 7%c.
p.m.
CHICAGO BOARD OF
5.10
steady; State and Penn at 14%@15%c;
jaggs
Saturday’s quotations.
fresh 14%c.
15.—Sunday was a

Bridgton, N. Britigton, Harrison
VIA. M. C. and B. & S. R. R. R.
a.m. p.m.
Trains leave Portland M.C.E.B., 8.45 1.25
11.33 4.10
Arrive Harrison,
a.m. a.m.

lieturning, leave Harrison

5.20 9.25
a.m. p.m. p.m.
8.10 12.12 7.42
to Waterford.

Fryeburg, August

Arrive Portland
Stage from Harrison
J. A. BENNETT, Supt.
aug!2dtfB. & S. It. K. P.

after dinner carriages
began to arrive on the grounds and a constant procession of teams continued. The

Portland & Worcester line.

residents from the surrounding villages
and
towns were improving this opportunity to hear Dr. Lyman Abbott of
Brooykln, N. Y., whom it had been an-

POP.TIM'D & liOCIIESTEI! It II.
Station Toot of Preble St.
On and after Monday. June 27,1898, Passenger
uains will Leave Portland:

perfect day.fShortly

the

Chautauqua

nounced would

preach on

grounds today.

The Auditorium was well

Western

WHKAT.

Sept.
Opening...66%
(Sail

Closing....

66%

boro and Saco Kiver at 730 a, m., 1230 and
p. m.
For Gorham at 730 and 0.45 a. m.. 1230, 3.00,
6.30 and 630 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Wocdfurds at 730, 0.45 a.m.,
12.30, 3.00, 5.30 and 630 p. 111.
The 1230 p. m. lratn irom Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with “Iloosac Tunnel Koute"
lor the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
for Providence and New York, via ‘‘Providence
Line" for Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line" with Boston and Albany K. Ii, for
the West, and with the New York all rail via
6.3D

“Springfield.”

Trains arrive at Portland from

Worcester

and 5.48 p.

m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
1.30, 4.15, 5.18 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Arrive from Rochester and way stations 0.25

10.50

a.

a.

nu,

m.

Leave for Rochester and way Stations. 6.15 p.
m.

For through tickets tor ail pointa West and
South apply to 1J. u. PALMER, Ticket Agent,

Portland, Me.
je25dtfJ. W. PETERS, Supfc
STIC A VI

lillS,

Quebec

to

May.
June.
June.
June.

Liverpool.

From

11 June
18 June
26 June
Cauiornian,39 June

Laurentian,
Parisian.
Carthaginian.

Montreal at 9 a. m., connecting with Grand Trunk trains leaving Portland the previous evening.
Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers
Steamers sail from

only.

The Saloons and Staterooms are in the cenpart, where least motion is teit. Eleotricity is used for lighting the ships throughout, the lights being at the command of the
Musio
passengers at any hour of tire night.
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and btaterooms are heated
tral

by Bteam.

peculiar purple

mist

appeared

over

toJJTO.OO.

A reRates of passage *52.60
duction is made od Round Trip Tickets.
and
Cabin—To
London
Seeond
Liverpool,
Londonderry, *34.00 and *36.20; return.
and
*09.00.
*60.76

Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, lnoludlng every requisite for the voyage *22.50 and *23.60.
For tickets or further information apply to
T. P. McUOWAN. 420 Congrats tit-, J. B.
KEATING. 61M> Exchange St.. ASHTON’S
TICKET AGEFCY, 931 1-2 Congress St.. IL
& A. ALLAN, Montreal, 92 Stalest. Boston,
and 1 India St., Portland.
jlyhldu

stars

appeared

in the

casting a long ^silvery “reflection in t.:e river, while the distant
peak of Mt. Washington was seen towering in majestic grandeur in the distance.
New arrivals are:
Marcus F. Brooks,
Marie L. Houston, Caro
F. Colburn,
Nellie H. Foster, Portland;
Martha T.
southwest,

Liverpool Steamship_Montreal
28 May
12 May.
California.
4 June
19 May.
Kumidlan.

26
2
9
16

that

all, resting like a veil over the top of old
Kearsarge, with the deep blue mountain
beneath, the effect was sublime. Just as
the gold disappeared from the sky, a deep
red light was reflected on the clouds higher up, and as the choir was singing

two very brilliant

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.

Slontreal and

was

“Walt and worship while the night,
Sets her evening lamps alight,”

ALLANLINE
From

changing constantly, and when

light

Hawes,

*

Ella M.

Chamberlain,

Elean

B.

Dec.

32%
32%

OATS.

July.
Opening.

Closing...
| "OhJL.

Openlr g..........
Closing.. .... ,«c.

Sept.
20%

20%
Sept.

8 96
9 10

Dec.

66%

63%

65

63Vs

fipnfc.

Dec.
32%

32%

32%

32%

Sept.
20%
20Vs

Dec.

Opening...,.1
POBK,

Opening...
Closing.

Sept.
,9 15

Daily Press Stock Qontations.
Corrected by Swan Si Barrett, Bankers, 180
Middle street.
STOCKS.
Bid. Asked
Par Value.
Description.
110
303
Canal National Bank....100
100
102
Casco National Bank ..100
32
30
Cumberland National Bank. ..40
10U
Chapman National Bauk.
98
10U
First National Bank.100
131
109
Merchants’National Bank.... 75
99
97
National Traders’Bank.100
102
104
Portland National Bank.100
136
130
Portland Trust Co.100
85
80
Portland Gas Company. 60
104
3 02
Portland Water Co.100
13o
130
Portland St. ltailroad Co. ,100
128
130
Maine Centfal R’y.100
4S
60
Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. 100
Portland

__

v

whlfa

Nfl

nt.

it

Dryjsalted

16,700 bush; barley 11,400 bush.
Shipments—Flour 9,6uo bbls; iwheat 48,100
bash; corn 066,200 bush; oals 420.600 bush;
rye no,000 bush; barley OO'J bush.
AueSat 8Bc: Sept
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat
c; No 1 hara nominal at
6> 14lie*2Vse: Dec
at
No 3 Northern
1
Northern
7314c;
75Hc;No
rye

—

BONDS.

Central..
Union Pacific.... 2714
Maine

Union Paoillc pfd... ,54
American
r»ugar.
Amerioau
common.jlss
Sugar, old-.a.114%

Bell.2-cVi

Con Mass.^pld.,,,,,..

common^..

c.

MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 4 16®
4 26; secondjpatents at 4 60@* lu; first clears
at 3 U0&3 40; second clears 3 60 a 3 10.
Cotton Markets.

i.fcyTelegraph.'
AUG. 15, 18S8.
NEW YORK—Th© Cotton maruot to-nav
closed easv; middling uplands atOc; do gull
at 6V4c; sales 1360 bales.
UHAKLE8TQ N—The Cotton market to-dai
was quiet; Middling 5V4c.
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
quiet; middling 6 ll-16c.

MEMPHIS—The

Cotton

market

to-dav

was

Blbc.
I
NK.W OKLEA NS—The Cotton market to-day
6%c.
middling
quiet;
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-dav was
nominal; mladlmg 6c.se. Jj
rjVAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
easy; middling 6%i.
easy; middlings

European Markets.
By T.iesn-aoto
120
LONDON. Ang. 15, 1828.—Consols closed at
10.1 110 13-16 for money and lioVa for aocount.
108
LIVERPOOL, Aug. 16. 1898-,-Cotton market
102
Is easier—American mldling at 3 7-l<id; sales
llo
8,000 bales, lnoludiug 600 bales lorispocula103 tlon and export

113
Portland 65. 1907.
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 102.
Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.106
Bangor 6s. 1899. K. K. aid.101
Bangor 6s. 1906., Water.114
Bath 4VsS, 1907, Municipal.101
102
Batli 4%. 1921, Kefnnding.100
105
Belfast 4s. Municipal ••■•••••••.102
102
Kefnnding....100
Calais 4s 1901-1911
•
107
Lewiston 6s, 1901. Municipal .100
10,>
Lewiston4s, 1913, Municipal •—103
«aco 4s. 1901. Municipal ..102
135
Maine Central KK 7s.l912,cons.rntgl33
107
■^Cos. 100
..
105
4s cons, mtg-103

do

Ka

No 2 Barley
white at 2o@27c; No 2 rye * >e:
at Ke^e+fic: No 1 Flaxseed S9V4c: prime Timo9
Moss
thy seedljat 2 60.
pork 0n®9 10. Bard
at 6 37Va®5 30; short rlD sides at t> 16^5 40.
meats—shoulders 4lX@4%c; short
clear sides 6 661a5 76.1
Butter firm; eroamry at 13ys@lSV4e: da rles
12@16c. Eggs steady—fresh at 12c.
Receipts—Flour, 9,000 hbls;l wheat 78.800
hush; corn 666,000 bush; oats 446,900 bush;

910

••

Bismarck, N. D., August 15.—Lieut.
Governor J. M. Devine today took the
oath of office to suoceed the late
Gov.
Briggs, There were no ceremonies,

leOdU/).

uoi

6314

MacGregor, Emma Tuttle Eames. Boston
Ideal Ladies’ Quartette;
M.
Marlon
Hideout, Bartlett, N. H.; Eva May Lind
soy,
Waterville;
Augusta A. Afflect,
Hartford, Conn.; Miss Edith Bradbury,
..
104
2Us,l900.exten’sn.l03
Knoxville, Tenn.; Mrs. K. C. Harmon, Portland & Ogd’ggHs, 1900. 1st mtgl04
log
Mrs. B. F. Buzzell, Frye- Portland Water Cu’s 4s. 1927.103 104C.
Woodfords;
burg; Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Gilson, North
p.osron ntoc* MarKet,
Conway, N. H.; M. H. Berry, Cbamprey,
the
closr*’
Tne following were
quotaMrs. Philip Emerson,
North Conway;
rlous of 8M1CKS atBoston:
East Fryoburg; Wm. C. Gordon, Boston; Mexican centra, 45...
Top. & Santa.fa It, new. laVs
Ely E. Burnell, East Hiram; Anizi San- Atchison.
Boston & Mains.104
born, Sabattus.
. 138
dopld
GEN. DEVINE TAKES OATH.

Freights to Liverpool dull.
CHICAGO—Cash auotatlonsil
Flour steady.
Wheat—No 2 spring wheat 00c; No 3 do 70
®70g72%c; No 2 Red :.t 71 % c. Com—No 22 ai
at
33c: No 2 yellow 33% *33%c. Oats—No

—

OATS.

Closing.*o

Rosin steady.
Spirits Turppentlne steady.
Rice steady.
Molasses steady.
Petroleum dull.i

Sept.
Coslnz..[32%
Opening... 32%

Immediately after supper we repaired Closing...... ......
Opening.... .......
to the river bank,;where ohairs were proCOEN
restful
of
most
for
and
one
the
vided
all,
and inspiring vesper services was conducted by Kev. George D. Lindsay. The
sunset was a most splendid one, even for
The
this place of beautiful sunsets.
peculiarly shaped clouds whioh attended
the sun, as he dropped out of sight behind the mountains, were all lit through
and
golden
through with a
fire,
This
wnich fairly blazed at the edges.

63%

COK.V

occupying chairs in the
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Dr. Abbott spoke without notes, Opening......
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 aisles.
p.m.
His Closing...
Matthew 22, 37-38, as a text.
For Manchester, Concord and points North at taking
Monday’s quotations,
theme was love and a grander sermon we
730 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
vssxx
For Rochester,
Springvale, Alfred, Water, have not heard for many a day.
Sept.
tilled, many

Dec.
64%

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FOR
FROM
Majestic.New York.. Liverpool... Aug 17
Kensington_New York. .Antwern. ...Aug 17
Scotsman.Montreal.. Liverpool
Aug 13
Laurentlan
Montreal—Liverpool...Aug 18
Liverpool.. Aug 20
Yorkshire
Montreal.
Pretoria.New York.
K.Wilhelm II..New York. .Bremen.Aug 20
New York..Liverpool. ..Aug 20
Campania
Normandie_New York. .Havre.Aug -.0
Irrawaddy ....New York. Trinidad.. .Aug20
Button.New York. .Pern’buco.. Aug 20
Furnesia.New York..Glasgowh Aug 20
Maasdam_New York..Rotterdam.. Aug-o
Travc.New York. .Bremen.Aug
Servia.New York.. Liverpool... Aug i-4
Aug
Noordland.New York. Antwern
Germanic_Now,York.. Liverpool... Aug
Abydos.New York. LaGualra Aug
Aug
F Bismarck.. .New York. Hamburg
..

...

points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence,

Lowell,
New York, etc.
Iteturning leave India Wharf. Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. CO YLE, Manager.
J.F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Sept 1. 1897.
Worcester,

International Steamship Co.
-—

Sch Woodward Abraboms, Snow, AValdoboro
Winslow & Co.
Sch Andrew Adams. Adams, Wiscasset. to
load part cargo for Domerara—Chase, Leavitt &
Sch Henry Wkhtngton, Baker, Kennebec and
Philadelphia—Merrill & Guptlll.
Sch Alfaretta S Snare, Lawson, Quaco and
New York—Merrill Ss Guptlll.

T.fvar»ir\rti Anrr

14

steamer

..

.Hamburg..Aug20

....

..

2j>
2-j

..

Canada.Boston.Livrepool. .Aug go'J
State Nebraska New Y'ork. Liverpool...Aug
Dominion.Montreal... Liverpool ...Aug -'

Rotterdam.. ..New Y'ork..Rotterdam..Aug 2/
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool... Aug
Gascogne.New York.. Havre.AUg *«

rr^:—

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Campobeilo and St. Andrews.
N. B.

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LOE.

From Boston every

Wednesday and Saturday,

From Pliilaseipiiii every

CORRESPONDENTS.

BOOTHBAY HARBOR. Aug 16-Sld, sells J
Manning, Sprague, North Boothbay lor Fbila-,
delphla; Sarah Mills Bangor for New A’ork;
Willard Saulsburv, Jordan.Bangorfordo; Lady
Antrim, Swett, Portland tor Rockland; Fred A
Emerson, Johnson, Boston ior Rockland: Alice
Jordan, Howard, and Lena Maud, ior shore
fishing.
KOCKPORT, Auk 14—Ar, sell Chas D Hall,
Falkinburg, boston, to load Ice ior Portsmouth.
Sid I6th, sch Laura T Chester, Beal, Boston.
B

FOIl

Easiport, Lubas. Ca’ais, SL Jd'h, N.3..Haiitax. N.S-

Summes* Arrangement.
steamer
On and after Monday. May Oth.
will leave Portland on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 5.30 p. m.
RAtiirnin<» l«*vva sir. .Tnhn and En.«tnnrt Rilinn

Wednesday ar.ii

Saturday.

From Central Wharf. Boston. 3 p.m. From
InPine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. It. It. and
UUULil U

WUb.)|

J

WIIKUUUU

l»«w

days.

Through tickets issued and baggage checked
gg$r*Freight received up to 4.00

to destination.
p. m.

w*

commission.
Passage $10.00.

Hound Trip $13.00.
Meals and room Included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent. Central wharf, Boston.
MB. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St* Flake Building, Boston,
ass.
oct22dtf

Numidian

|

For Tickets and Staterooms apply
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
other information, at Company’s Office
Railroad Wharf, foot o£ Slate street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
marl8dtf
U. P.C. HERSEY Agent.
at

the

for

Mew York Direct Line.

North
Songo Kivor, Naples, Bridgton,
The LONG
ISLAND SOUND BY OAYLtGHT.
Bridgton, liarrison and Waterford.
'famous dally excursion route through the
and Sebago’s chain of Lakes.
Winding
Songo
TISHEE
Till PS PER WEEK.
Through Two Busli Channel to Seguin (Outside). On and after June 27tli to make close
conNotice Is hereby given that Black Ledges nections with steamer for above places, take
The
steamships Horatio Hall and Man(Roaring Bull) Buoy, black No 1.1st class nun, M. O. K. K. (Mountain Div.( train for Seba- hattan alternatively
Franklin Wharf,
leavb
Lake, leaving Union Station daily at Portland,
reported Aucust 3d as one-eighth of a mile to the
Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays
to

?o25

steamer
leaves
Returning,
p. m.
Harrison 7.45 a. in., North Bridgton 8.00 a.

m.,

Bridgton

8.30 a.

ni.,

Naples

9.15

a. m

Con-

necting at Lake Station with 11.45 a. m. train
Information and
for Portland and Boston.
tickets obtained at Union Station.

C. L. GOOUIIIDGfi, Mgr.
jneGtf
Memoranda.
after
Newport. RI, Aug 13-On Wednesday,
E &
lightering about 126 tons of stone from sch
(j W Hinds, acround in Dutch Island Harbor,
her
off
in
succeeded
getting
tug Henry T Sisson
the shore, where she lay in a very dangerous
to
her
and
brought
position between two rocks,
be
Crowley’s yard. Newport, where she will sebottom
her
w;as
hauled out to see whether
Commencing: Tuesday, Juno 28, 1898,
riously damaged. The sell went ashore the 7th.
for
New
Calais
York,
from
She.was stone laden,
aud was floated Just In time.
Bath, Aug 16—The barge Gibson will be
launched Tuesday, at noon, from tile yard of leaves Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesdays
Kelley. Spear & Go, and the lour-iuasted sell and Saturdays at 0 a. m. Touching at squirrel
Rachel W Stevens on Wedneseay at 11.30 from Island, Kookland, Camden, Belfast, ilucksthe New England Co’s yard. The latter launch- port and Wiuterport.
Arriving at Bangor
about 7 p. in.
ing will be quite a social event.
in
arrived
Brown,
Ice
Bangor
Mondays aud
The tug
King, Capt
Retaining—leave
New York Friday uoon, with the sell OH Brown Thursdays at 5 a. m., making above landings
from
the
ice
Kennebec,
of
and
a
with
at
in tow.
cargo
Touching
Sandy Point for
Northport
making the passage in 45 hours. Tile tug will freight or passengers on signal. Arriving at
to
B
line
six
aud
Boston
barges
Portland
0
in.
to
about
bring
return
p.
Connection.—At Squirrel Island for Booth
the Kenuebec to load ice.
bay Harbor, Heron blind, Christinas Cove and
Domestic Ports,
At Rockland
for Vinalahveu
Pemaquld.
NEW YORK—Ar 14th, sells James B Jordan, North Haven and Stonington.
WarFROM
Ebenezer
PARKS
FOBTLANU
lO
Haggett,
Hemple, Fernandlna;
ren, Brunswick; Meuawa. Kendall, Amboy for Squirrel Island.75o, round trip, 81.25
for
do
11
Stubbs,
Belfast;
Bangor: Henry Crosby.
Rockland or Camden. .81.35,
2.35
F H Odlorue. White, Kennebee; Phineas IIGay. Belfast,.... 2.oo,
3.50
Bryant, Boothbay; Charlie A Sproul. Lloyd, Bangor. 3.00
3,50
Block Island; Calvin S Edwards, Davis, New
Weather Dermitting.
London; Emily. Lamson, do; Cora C Meador,
O. C. OLIVER, President
Meatier, New Haven; Alice J Crabtree, CrabCHAS. R. LEWIS. Treasurer.
jeS5 dtf
tree. Greens Landing; John Booth, Emmons.
Long Cove; Ella Francis, Foster. Rockland;
Richard Hill. Whittemore. Tliomaston.
Sid, seb Ernst T Lee, Calais.
Ar 15th. schs Storm Petrel, Ellsworth for
STEAMBOAT CO.
Newark; Lucy Hammond, Sand River, NS;
Mattie J Alles, South River for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 14th. tug Juno, Kemp, PortOF CASCO
land; sells Race Horse, White, Weymouth. NS;
Charles Cooper. Tibbltts, Baugor; ChasAHunt,
James
Jasper,
Freeman,
Deer
Isle;
Wright,
Macblas; Pavilion Johnson, do; Sarah, Cole,
do; John W Flske, Nutt, Rockland; Eastern
B
Light, Kelley, Jonesboro; Willie, Allen, Grnees (apt. Ciias. II. Ilotv,
Landing; Chillion, Brewster. Eliot; George II
Bradtorn, Littlefield. LanesvlUe; Satellite, Mat- Will
thews, Ogunqult: Herbert. Perkins. Hockport;
Daily at 2.00 p, tn.
Harry W Haynes, Goodwin, New York.
For Orr’s Island. Card’s Cove, Quohog Bay
Sid, sens Bon Hur and Orizon, Bath.
Ar lDth, schs W T Emerson. Bangor; Hume, East Harpswell, Ashdale, Horse Island Har
Rockland; Emma W Day, Winterport; A H bor, Water Cove. Small Point, West PhippsWill more, Bessie H Gross and Wm E Leggett, burgand Candy’s Harbor.
Do@r |gjga
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
6.00 a. m.; Ashdale, 6.30 a. m.; Water Cove, 6.45
Sid, sell Stephen Bennett. Hillsboro, NB.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 13th. barque Levi S a. m.; Card’s Cove. 7.15 a. m.; Orr’s Island, 8.00
Arrive in Portland at 10.00 a. m.
a. m.
Andrews, Boston.
Cld. sell narah A Fuller, Brown, Port Spain.
Every Saturday will make round trip from
ATLANTIC CITB-Ar 14th, sells J D Ed- Portland leaving at 2 00 p. m. Return about
8.00 p. m.
munds, Fuller. Kennebec.
SUNDAYS.
BALTIMORE—Ar 14th, schs Henry Llppett,
FaulkN
Bertram
Charleston;
White,
Leave Portland Pier 9.30 a. m.. Orr’s Island
Howes,
Arrive Cundy’s Harbor 12 in.
11.15 a. m.
lngham, Washington.
Ar loth, sell Calvin FBaker, Kennebee: Darge Leave Cundy’s Harbor at 2 p. m., Orr’s Island
3 p. m. Arrive Portland 5 p. m.
A, Portland.
BANGOR-Ar 15th. sells Josle Hook. Dimer.
Boston; Charleston, Molnnls, do; Sarah Bill,
Hunt, do.
Office. 158 t-ommcrctal St,
Sid, steamer Ardanrlgh iBr), Smith, Glasson
Dock; schs Mary Willey, Williams, Boston;
Telephone 40-3.
augsdtf
Marjorie, Edwards, Philadelphia; R F Hart,
Leathers, New York; Fannie F Hall,-.
BATH—Ar 15th. schs Herbert O Atwood,
Philadelphia; Edmund W Perry. New York;
Three Marys, Baltimore; Bertha Dean, Bayard
nfiCPft
oav
CTcnaflamfiT nn
Barnes, A K Anuls, Marlon Wood, Horatio L wnwvu
wn ■
w ■ b>nmuun
w
Baker. Drcadnaugbt. City of Augusta, Florence
Custom Bouso Wharf.
Creadiok, Hugh Kelley, and Young Brothers.
and
Boston; S P Hitchcock. Joremiah Smith,
Henry Wlth’ngton, Portland: Lewis K Cottiugbam, Salem; J S Winslow, Pori land.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
BOOTHBAY —Ar I3tu. tug Clara Clarita,
Trott. towing barges J II Manning and Tlllid,
Summer Arrangements, July 3,
1898.
Gloucester Gutter for Newfoundland); schs
Pemaquid, YVheeler, Boston: Lady Antrim, For Forest
City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 5.45,
Swett, Portland; John B Norris, Holmes, do;
6.40. 8.00, 9.00, lo.oo, +10.30 11.00 a. m.. 12.00 in.,
Portland Packet, Gardner, do: Wm Keene, do.
12.30, *1.45, 2.15, 3.00, *3.43, 4.30 5 00, 5.45, 6.15.
Ar loth, schs Mary F Elliot, Tliomaston;
*7.00, 7.30, *8.00, 9.30 p. in.
Mary E Lynch, Damariscotta.
Return. Leave Forest City Landing, 6.20, 7.20.
Sid, sell Joint B Manning, Philadelphia.
8.30, 9.30. 10.20, *11.00, 11.30 a. m.. 12.20, 1.00,
B
HUi.KSPORX—Ar 16tli, sell M
Stetson,
*2.15, 2.45. 3.20, *4.15, 5.00, 5.30, 6.05, 6.30, *7.30.
Grand Banks; tug Herald, Ilersey, Boston.
8.20, *9.00, 10.15 p. in., or at close of entertainCALAIS—Ar loth, sch Cambridge, Portland.
ment.
Sid, lug Triton, Boston; sell G M Porter,NewFor Cushing’s Island. 6.40, 8.00, 9.00. *10.30, li.oo
port.
а. m., 12.30, 1.45, 2.15, aOO, 4.30.
5.00, 6.15 *7.00,
CAMDEN—Ar loth, sch H S Boynton. Boston.
C1G
o/lVio
lie,, f’
Doufa
fnj
A 5» nnlim
*8.00, 9.30, p. m.
Return. Leave Cushing’s, 7.00. 8.15,9.15, *10.45,
fishing grounds.
11.20, a. rn.. 12.45, 2.00, 2.55, 3.30, 4.45, 5.40, 0.40,
EAST PORT—Ar loth, sch E Nightingale,
*7.20, 8.30, 9.45 p. m.
Parrs boro.
For
Trefethen’s, Evergreen, Little and Great
Sid, sch George D Loud, Rand River, NS.
Diamond Islands, 5.30. 6.00. 7.00, 8.00. 9.00,
FERNANDINA—Cld 13th. sch LauraMLunt,
10.30 a. ra., 12.00 1U-, 2.00, *3.15, 4.20, 5.45, 6.15,
Cummings. Boston.
7.20, 9.30 p. m.»:
JACKSONVILLE-CId 13th, sell Austin D
Trefethen’s. 6.20. 7.00, 8.00,
Return. Leave
Knight, French, Providence.
9.10, 10.20, 11.50 a. in.. 1.05, 3.20, *4.35, 5.25, 6.55,
KEY WEST—Ar 14th. sch Aloha, Skolfietd,
*10.25 p. in.
8.30,
Biloxi.
Evergreen, 6.15, 6.55, 7.55,
NEW LONDON—Sid 14tb. schs Earl P Mason, Return. Leave
9.05, 10.15, 11.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.15, *4.30, 5.20,
Blake, Allvns Point for Philadelphia; Helen,
*10.20
б.
p. m.
50, 8.25,
Cotton. Boston for New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Sid 14th, sch R W Hopkins, Return. Leave Little Diamond, 6.30, 7.10,
a.
10.30
m., 12.00 m., 1.15, 3.30, *4.45,
8.10, 9.20,
Uicliborn. Boston.
5.35, 7.05, 8.40, *10.35 p. in.
NORFOLK—Ar 13th, sch G W Glover, Joyce,
Return. Leave Great Diamond, 6.25, 7.05, 8.05,
Washington.
9.16, 10.25, 11.55 a. m.. 1.10, 3.25, *4.40, 6.30.
Sid, sch Edward Smith, Lane. New York.
7.00. 8.35. *10.30 p. m.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 14th. schs Augustus
For
Ponce’s Landing, Long Island. 5.30, 6.00
F
Hunt. Blair, Boothbay; Annlo
Coulon, Baker,
7.00, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 111., 2.00, *3.15,
Bangor.
4.20, 5.45, 6.15, 7.30, *9.30 p. m.
Ar 15tli, sclis Abel E Bibcock, Luis G Rabel,
Florence. Lucy A Davis, John D Pjiige, and W Return. Leave Ponce’s Landing. 6.05, 6,40,
7.45, 8.50. 9.50. 11.20 a. m., 12.50, 2.50, *4.05,
5 Jordan, Kennebec; Alice C Clark, Bangor;
5.10, 6.25. 6.65. 8.15, *10.15 p. m.
Addie Jordan, Saco.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 9.00,
Delaware Breakwater—Passed out 13th, sch
10.30 a. 111., 2.00. *3.15. 5.45 p. m.
Wesley M Oler, Harriman, Philadelphia tor Car- Return.
Leave Marriner’s Landing, Long Istagena.
land,
10.00, 11.30 a. rn., 3 00, *4.15, 6.35 p. m.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 13th, schs Menawa and
New
Sunday Time Table.
Cumberland.
York.
**ld 14th. sell Menawa, Pendleton. Bangor.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 8.00,
E
Bertha
ROCKLAND—Ar 14th, sch
Glover,
9.00. 10.00.11.00 a.m.. 12.20, *$1.30, 2.15, *3.15.
Farr, New York.
3.45. 4.45, 6.15. 7.30 p. m.
Shi, sclis Nautilus, Tolmau, New York; Chas For Cush ng’s Island, 8.00, 9.00, 11.00 a. m., 12.20,
II Trlckey, Pearson, do.
2.15, 3.45, 6.15. 7.30 p. in.
Ar ) 6ti». schs Charles E Raymond, Pendleton. For Trefethen’s, Evergreen, Little and Great
Swan’s Island for New York; J H G Perkins,
Diamond Islands, 7.uo, 8.00, 9.30, 10.30, a m.
12.15, |2.00. *3.15. 4.20, 5.15, 6.15, *7.30 p. m.
Spencer, Boston; Nile. Manning, do.
Sid, schs C M Walton. Boston; Freddie W For Ponce’s Landing. Long Island, 7.00, 8.00,
Alton. Ca rid age. Now York.
9.30, 10.30 a. rn.. 12.15, *$1.30, 2.00, *3.15, 4.20,
ROCK FORT—Ar 14th, sch Charles D Hall.
5.15, *7.30 p. m.
Boston.
For Marriner’s Landing. Long Island, 9.30,
Ar 15te, schs Leona. Lane, Boston; Mianto10.30 a. rn.. 2.00, *3.15, 4.20, 5.15 p. m.
nornah, Morrm. u°; S las McLoon, Morrill, do.
#Not run in stormy or foggy weather.
SACO—Ar 15th, sch George F Glover, New
$For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island and
York.
Pouce’s Landing, Long Island, only.
SAVANNAH—Sid 13‘h, sch James W Bige- Tickets sold over this line to the Gem
Baltimore.
Theatre,
fc&SBS*1?VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 14th. schs Annie
Unavoidable delays excepted and subject to
Amslie. Strout, Philadelphia for Saco; Sarah L
notice.
without
Davis, I attershall. Port Reading for do; B F change
C. W. T. CODING, General Manager.
5®eve» New York for Portland; M rris
6 UiiLNash, South Amboy for Rockland; David
jly4dtf

STEAiER SALAGIA

at G p. m. for New York direct. Returning, leave
Pier 38, E. It., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 p. m.
These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for Dassenger travel and afford the most
between
convenient" and comfortable route
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way. $5.00; round trip, $8.00.
.5. F. L1SCOMB.General Agent.
ocwdtf
THOS. M. BARTLETT. Agt

Steamer Percy

leave PORTLAND PIER,

J. H.

ii.

W

PORTLAND,

MCDONALD, Man.,

EASTERN DIVISION
For Hiililoford, Portsmouth, Newbury,
port, Anje-bnry, Sjilein, Lynn, Boston, 2.00,
9.00 a. in.. 12.45, b 1.45. G.00 p. in. Arrive Buaton. 5.57 a. 111., 12.30. 4.00, 4.30. 9.t)0 p. tn. Leave
Postal for Portland. 7.30, 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00,
9.45 p.m. A rrive Portland, 11.45 a. in., 12.00.
4.30, 10.15 p. m., 12.40 a. m.
Ricidefo

d, Portsmouth,

Nswbnry-

Boston 5.57 a. m., 4.00 p. in. Leave BosPortland, c 0.00 a. in., 7.0», n.45 p. m.
Portland, 12.b, to. 13 p. m„ 12.40 a. ni.
Stops at North Berwick and Exeter

Arrive
toa for
Arrive
a.

only.

Western Division to North Berwick;
stops Klttery Jet. and Portsm on in on.
Western Div islon from North Bwick.
c.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P, & T. A. Boston.
b.

Je2r____dt_

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

FALMOUTH FQRESIQE S. B. CO.
On

BAY.

M

tUNDAY TRAIN'S.
For Sea boro Crousing, 7.10, 9.20, 10.15 a. m.,
2.00. 3.40.4.15, 5.10, 6.15, 7.15 p. m.; Neat boro
Bench, Pine Point, 7.10, 8.15, 9.20, 10.13 a. m.,
12.55. 2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.10, 6.15. 7.15 p. Hi.; Old
Orchard Beach, 5.20, 7.10. 8.15. 9.20, 19.15 a. UL,
12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.00, 5.10, 5.30. 0.15. 7.15p* in.;
s*nc«», BiiUieloru, 3.15, 9.20. 10.15 a. m.. 12.55,
2.00. 3.40, 4.15, 5.00. 5.10, 5.30, 6.15, 7.15 p. in.;
Krnuebunk, 12.55, 4.15. 5.00. 5.30 p. in.; Rochester, Farmington, Alton liny, 4.15, 5.30 p.
ill.; North Berwick, Dover, Exeter, Haver
hid, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, a 5.20 a. 111.,
12.55, 5.00, 5.30 p. m. Arrive Boston 8.40 a. in.,
5.28, 8.32. 9.42 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland
3.45 a. m, Arrive Portland 7.10 a. m.

Jr effect June 27 is'8
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND.
7 00 a. m. For Brunswick, Lewiston. (Lower)
Bath, Boothbay, Foplmm Beach, R ckland, Augusia, Waterville, Skowliegau, and Belfast.
8.30 a, in. For Danville jc., Rmnford Falls,
Bemis, I.ewlston, Farmington, Kangeley.
11.05 a. m. Express for Danville Jc., Lewiston, Waterville, Moosehead Lake via Foxcroft.
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Aroostook County and for
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen, St. Andrews.
St. John, and Halifax via Vaneeboro.
12.30 p. m.
Express for Brunswick. Bath,
Rockland, Lisbon Falls. Augusta, Waterville.
Tlie 365 Island Route*
Newport, Bangor. Bucksport, Bar Harbor. OldBeginning July 2nd. 1898, steamer Aucocisco towu and Greenville.
will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, as
I 10 p. m. For Danville Jc., Kumford Falls,
follows:
Bemis, Lewiston,
Farmington. Carrabasset.
For Long Islaud, Little and Gre.it Chebeag- Kangelev, Bingham. Waterville. Skowliegau.
Auue. Cliff Island. So. HarpsweiL Bailey's and
I. 15 p.m.
For Freeport, Brunswick,
Orr’s Islands. 8.50 a. in.. 1.60, 6.10 p.. m.
gusta. Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dover
Return for Portland—Leave Orr’s Island, via and Foxcroft. Greenville, Bangor. Oldtown and
above land'ngs, 5.50, ll.no a. in., 3.50 p. m. Arrive Mattawamkeagand to Bucksport Saturdays.
5.05 p. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,
Portland, 8.15 a. m., 1.00, G.oo p. m.
Augusta and Waterville.
SUNDAYS.
5.10 p.m. Fop Danville Junction. Mechanics
Leave Portland for Long Island. Little and Falls. Lewiston, Saturdays to Rmnford Falls.
8.00 p. ni. Express to i.ewlston.
Great Chebeague, Clift Island, anu So. HarpsII. 00 p. m. Night
Express, for Brunswick,
well. 10.15 a. m., 2.00 i). in.
Return for Portland, leave So. Harpswell. via Bath Lewiston. Augusta, Waterville, Bangor,
Aroostook county via
Lake.
Moosehead
Jenk’s landing, Little Chebeague and Long
Town, Bar Harbor. Bucksport Vance ooro,
Island, 11.45 a. m.. 3.45 p. in. Cliff Islaud, Old
St.
St John and al!
St.
Andrews,
Stephen,
3.45 p. m. Arrive Portland. 1.00, 5.30 p. w.
via Vaneeboro. Halifax and
Fare to So. Harpswell and return Sundays, Aroostook County
The
the
Provinces.
Saturday
night train does
35c, other landings, 25c.
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
ISAIAH DANIELS, GeiTl Manager.
or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bur Harbor.
junc3otf
12.56 a. in., midnight—Mt. Dessert special for
Brunswick. Augusta, Waterville, Bangor and
Bar Harbor.

PORTLAND AND SMALL POINT
SCENIC ROUTE

Rockingham

SUNDAY TRAINS.

Notice to Mariners.

southward of its position, lias oeen replaced.
By order ot the Light House Board.
SMITH W. NICHOLS,
Commander, U. S. N.,
Inspector 1st L. II. Dist.

27th, 1898,

DIVISION.

Trains leave Portland, Union Station, for
Scar boro CroAsin?, 7.10, 9.03, 10.00 a. ID., 12.00,
1.20, 3.55, 5.15, 6.20, 6.50 p. m.; SoArbort* Beach,
iue Point, 7.00, 7 10, 8.15. 9.06. lt.«
Vt., 12.00,
1.20, 3.30. 3 55, 5.15, 5.60, 6.2-1. d166 p- m.. Olri
Orcliaui Beach, 8.20, 7.00, T-10, 5 16 L40, tf.03,
10.00 a. m., 12.00, 12.80, 1.20, 1.43, XttO, .Vjflft, 6.15,
5.50, 6.05, 6.20, f>.50, 8.00 p. m; -aon,
orri,
7.00, 8.15, 8.40, 9.05, 10.00 a. m., 12.00. Ill', !.20,
3.30, 3.55, 5.15, 5.50, 6.20, 8.00 p. IT;.; U«un«l>tn>k,
K^nm-buiikport, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.30, 5.15, 6.05. C.20 p. m.; Weils Beach, 7.00,
8.40 a. 111., 3.30, 6.15 p. in.; l)*>ver, '*.omcrstvoith, 7.00, 8.40 a. in., 12.30, 3.30. 5.15 p. in
Kochc‘i**r, Farniineton, Alton Bay, W»lfboro, 8.40 a. 111., 12.30, 3.30 p. in.; JLakeport, Laconia, Weirs, Plymouth, 8.40 a. in., 12.30 p.
in.;N\«‘irs, Centre Harbu:, long Intend
(via Alton Bay and steamer), 8.40 a. ra: Worcester (via Somers worth and Ilochenet). 7. a.
in.; Mancliester, conc-mi, (~ta
Junction), 7.00 a. in., 3.30 p. n*.; North Berwick, Dover, Exeter, UavoiJh*.il, Linrrenfe,
L-iwvl!, Boston, a 5.20, 7.00,8.40 a. m., 12.30,
3.30, 6.05 p. ni. Arrive Boston, LAo. 10.15 a. ra.,
Leave Boston tor
12.42, 4.02, 7.15, 9.15 p. illPortland, 5.59, 7.50, 3.00, 8.30 a. m., 1.15. 4.15, 6.00
p. in. Arrive
ortlanu, lo.io, 11.50, 10.55 a. m.,
12.10, 5.00, 7.50, 9.30 p. 111.

For

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

PORTLAND and BANGOR

Market.

(By Tolegrapli.1
CHICAGO. Aug. 16. 1898.—Cattle—receipts
steers 5 2o4s6 bo:
til,O0(i; tairly active; choice steers
4 O0@4 76;
medium at 4 60«6 20: beef
cows and
Stockers and feeders at S0 '@6o0;

ALL HAIL LINE
-TO-

leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving lu
with earliest trains for
season tor conpectiou

alternately

Cleared.

MftIHE COAST NAVIGATION CO.

..

RAILROADS.

BAY STATE ABO PORTLAND,

Foreieu Port*.

Francis, fishing.

OUR

One, Sundays Included.

the NEW AND VALATIATi STEAVFK8

Steamer Enterprise, Race. South Bristol and rett, do for do.
Cld at St John, NB, Aug 13, schs Georgia E
Rockport: Beulan. Wasson, lliomaston;
V, IJow, Phipsburg via Cun- Barton.
Lizzie B, Belyea, do.
Sid fm St Thomas, WI. July 31. sell Grace
Sch Hiram. Hatton, Boston.
Davis. Ortman. Turks Island.
Sch Veneiia, Fearby, Eastport.
Ar at St John. NB. Aug 13, ech Jas E WoodSch Both Nyman, Rice, Gouldsboro.
house, Newman, Boston.
_Seh Rlva (Br), Rockland.
Sch S S Smith, Bangor.
Solis Nellie G Davis, Rover’s Bride, Triton
STEAMERS.
ard Henrietta

LIGHTHOUSE*L>TSPECTOK, )
First District,
\
Portland, Me., Aug. 16, 1898.)

‘BU

common.**§?£

Domesiio

Colby, Bouton for

OFFICE OF THE

Southern; Ry pld.
Union Pacific.

3 2:

Dally

Cld at Hillsboro, NB. Aug ill, sell Hannah F
Carleton. Falkingliam. Newark.
Ar at Quebec Aug 12 steamers LaurenHan,
Main. Liverpool for M.outreal; Yorkshire, Bar-

(Br), MeNichol, Montreal.

102%

Homestakr.
*
Ontario.
Psoitis Man.133
Pnlmau Palace.•-8®
Sugar
93/8
W-iateml Union..

3 80.

WESTERN

East Bootlibav.
Steamer Percy
dy’s Harbor.

ar

,qq

peoMMDGa”'.v.v.::v.::::;':'.ioo%
60

ive stock

Steamer State of Maine,
Eastport and St John, NB.

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Old Colonv.193

Chicago l

MONDAY. August 16.
Arrived.

FltOM
104%

at Ran!.r05%
..j64%
ao bid.
St Paul & Omaha. 83%

ao
Boston « Maine..
New York&New England ptd,

In Effect June

JreETWS

16%

Rocklsiand.102%

Wabash....

Wholesale Market.

PORTLAND. Aug. 16.
todys wholesale price! of
Provision.Groceries: etc.
Tbo t olio wing

Ont & Western.

BOSTON & MAINE K. II.

Co.

76%

RAILROADS.

....

—J S

<■

imports.
Sclir Annie—9Z,800 ft lum-

/4

STEAMERS.

S Slner, Fernald. Providence for Clark s Island:
tflla May, Cooper, Koclcport for FallKiver;
Witch Hazel, Arnold, Boston for Providence.
Sid, sells Helen Montague and Ada Herbert.
Passed—Sells Mary K Crosby. Cumimngs,
Labrador.Montreal....Liverpool...Sept 3 Exeter for New York; Leonora, Nettie ChamMaranliam.
5
Sept
Dunstan.New York..
pion and Abbie G Cole, bound vvesLGardiner for
Ar 16th. sell Ella Clifton, South
orders.
York;
MINIATURE almanac.AUG. 10.
Fussed—Brig Areola. Hillsboro for New
sells O M Marrett and E Arcnlarlus. Koekland
sunrises. 4 s3ihIg-Ii
water I- 0 30 for
for do: Henry
Hlgn wal9r
Kennebec
Sunlight.
sets
0
44
Boston;
Sun
j-10 Su W Whitney. Blnehill for Newark; Edltli Allen,
Moon rises. OJOOl Height.0 0—
oo
Bangor for Washington.
WASHINGTON—Cld 13th, sell Charles DavFlnkham, Norfolk.
enport.
M ARI3STTC
WISCASSET—Ar 16th, schs Maude Sherwood, Boston; Andrew Adams, Portland.
PORT OF PORTLAND.
Boadicea.New York.. London.Aug 27
York .Liverpool.. .Aug 30
Saale.New York. .Bremen.AugSO
'Teutonic.New York.. Liverpool.. Aug 31
New York..Antwerul.. Aug 31
Friesland

Cymric.New

2“7i
169

■

Mencan dollars 46.
Government Bonds steady.l

no

ing the discobolus, putting the shot and
kloking (8 feet) and those old pieces

ths Portland Steamer Beat the Cath-

How

the orchestra was
dition of the house,
concealed under the platform.” A piano
duet from Bethoven was followed by a
‘reassuring sons” by Miss Torrey; “Sigh

<;uotanou>

of Bonds

Sunday.

Comparative figures;for

New Yoris

and After July 19 Steamers will
leave Portland l'ler

For Great Diamond Island at 7.10, 9.00 10.30
and 12.10, 2.15, 3.00, 4.30, G.15 p. m. For Falmouth 9.00 and 12.10 a. m.,
3.00 and G.16 p.
m.
For Priuee’s Point, Yarmouth, 9.00 a. m.
and
3.00
m.
For
Cousins
and
p.
Littlejohn’s Islands, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 and 4.30 p.
m.
For Chebeague and Bustin’s, Wolfe's
Neck, So. Freepon and Porter’s Landing, 9.00
a. in. and 4.30 p. m.
For Mere Point and Harpsvvell Center, 4.30 p. m.
RETURN—Leave Great Diamond 7.30,10.50 a.
Leave Falmouth
m., J.45, 2.35 and 5.40 p. m.
G.oo and 7.50 a. m.. 1.05, 1.25 and 5.oo p. m.
Leave Prince’s Point, Yarmouth, 7.35 a. m„
l. 10 and 4.45 p. in.
Leave Littlejohns mid
Cousins Islands 7.20 a. ill., and 12.65 and 4.30
p. m. Leave Chebeague 7.10 a.m. and 12 45 p.
m.
Leave BustiiTs Island 6.45 a. m. and 12.20 p.
Leave South Freeport 6.-5a. m. and 11.55 a.
m.
m.
Leave Porter’s Lauding 6.10 and 11.40 a. in.
Leave Mere Point via BustiiTs and Freeport at
5.15 a. m. Leave Harpswell Center via Bustin’s
and Freeport 6.00 a. m.
a. m.

Tame Table*

Sunday
On
west

and after July I9tli steamers will leave
side of Portlan t Pier lor Great Diamond

Island, Mackwortu s Islan !, Falmouth,Cousins,
Littlejohn’s, Chebeague and BustiiTs Islands,

Wolfe’s Neck. ho.
p. m. For Porter’s

Freeport at 10.00 a. m., 2.00
Landing 2.00 amt G.OO p. m.
RETURNING—Leave Porter’s Landing at
9.00 a. in. and 4.00 p. m. lor Portland via all
landings, ho. Freeport at 9 15 a. in', 4.15 p. m.
Wolfe’s Neck at 9.20 a. m. and 4.20 p. m.
BustiiTs island at 9.30 a. m. and 4.30 p. m.
Chebeague Island at 9.45 a. m. and 3.45 p. m.
Cousins and Littlejohn's Islands at 9.50 a. m.
and 3.50 p. in. Falmouth at 10.20 a. m. and 5.o0
..

i»V

...

1.

•,_t

.,

...

..

.W

5.25 ]>. m. Diamond at 10.45 a. m. and 5.35 p. m.
Arrive at Portland at 11.25 a. m. and 6 00 i>. m.
For Iiarpsweil Center at 10.00 a. m. ami 6.00
p. m. weather permitting.
Returning leave iiarpsweil at 8.00 a. m. and
3.00 p. in.
Arrive in Portland at 11.25 a. m., 8.00 p. m.
Unavoidable delays excepted and subject
to change without notice-

BfiNJ. M. SKABURY, Gen. Manager.

White Mountain Division,
8.45 a. in. For Brldgton, Fabyans, Burling,
ton, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago. St. Paul and Minneapolis.
1.25 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Tia
Rail and Songo River. North Conway. Fabyans.
Lancaster. Cole brook,".Quebec, Lunenburg, SL
Johnsbury, Newport, Sleeper to Quebec.
For Sebago Lake. Coruish, Brulg6.55 p. ni.
ton North Conway and Bartlett.
For Sebago Lake,
8.3U p. in.
Fryeburg,
North Conway, Fabyans, Lunenburg, S-. Jolinbury, Montreal and to Toronto and Chicago
daily except Saturday. Lancaster, Colebrook,
Lime Ridge, Quebec. Sleeper to Montreal.
7.20 a. m.
7.25 a. m.
12.30 p. m.

Paper train for Lewiston.
For Brunswick. Lewiston. Bath,
and Bar Harbor.
8.CO p. m. For Lewiston.
Mountain Division,
8.30 p. m. For White
Montreal, Toronto and Chicago.
II 00 p. in. Night Express for all points.
12.55 a. m. Mt. Desert special for Watervilie,
Bangor and Bar Harbor.
Arriva's In Portland,
From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans, 8.10 a. m.
a. i«„
daily, Lewiston an t Mechanic Falls, 8.30
Waterville, Rockland ami Augu ta, 8.35 a. rn.,
atigeloy, Farmington. Bemis. Rmnford Falls,
Skowliegau and Lewiston, 12.15 p. m., Bangor,
Augusta and Rockland, 11.50 a. in.; Beecher
Falls, St. Jolmsburv, Bridgton, 12.13 p. ill.; Express, Mattawamkcag, Bar Harbor, Buoksport,
Greenville, llangor, 1.10 p. m.; Lewiston. 3.25 p.
m.; Lancaster. Whitelield, Fabyans, 6.00 p. m.;
Skowliegau,Watervilie. Augusta ami Rockiaud,
5.20 p.m. daily : St. John, Bar Harbor. Aroostook Countv. Moosehead Lake aud Bangor,
Jiuinford
5.o0 p. in.; llaugeiey. Farmington,

Augusta, Waterville. Bangor

Lancaster ami Fabyans, 7.42 p. m.: \L*iUaw;;m*
kuag. Bar Harbor ami Bangor, l.F' a. in. dally;
Halifax. St. John. Bar Harbor, Bangor and
Augusta. 5.08 a. m. daily.
Sundays—Lewiston, 0.58 a. m.. u.13 p. ni.; Bar
Harbor. 12.25 11. in., and Watervdlc. 5.20 p. in.
GEO. E. EVANS. Vice Pres, and Gen. Man.
F. E. BOOTHKY. G. P. & T. A.
iC.Tnitf
_

Portland & Rumford Falls

jlylSdtf

Desert ani Machias SIS!. Go

Portia:id, Mt,

Sir. “Frank ione*."
Beginning Friday, duly 29ih. 1898, will
Portland Tuesdays and Fr days at 11.00

leave
p. in.,

arrival ol train leaving Boston at 7 p nr, for
Koekland, liar Harbor, Maehlasport and intermediate landings, iteturniug leave Maehiasport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m., arriving in Portland about 11.00 p. m.
on

Passenger

and

best.
marlfidtf

vice the

freight

rates tile
GEO. F.

lowest,

ser-

EVANS,
General Manager.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Paper train for Bangor.

R’y.

[in Effort Jimc 27, ISOS.
DEPART l‘K So.
From Union Station
8 30 A M. and I.lo P. M.
for Poland. Mechanic Falls. Bneki'eht. CanFalls and Bonds.
Jiumtord
ton, Dlxhoid.
From
Union
8.30 a. in. MO and 6.10 p. m.

Station for.Mechanic Fails and intermediate
stations.
m. train runs through
to liuinford Falls.
between
ears
Portland, Rumford
Through
Falls and Bends.
for
all points iu the
Bemis
at
Connections
Baugeley Lakes.

Saturdays only, 5.10 p.

Summer Excursion Tickets

on

Sale.

BRADFORD, TiafDc Manager,
Portland, Malnei
L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent,
Rumford Falls. Maine.
Jel8 dtf

R. C,
E.

MONTREAL anJ
Steamer

QUEBEC

From

lo LIVERPOOL.

Montreal_From

STEAMERS.

Quebec.

Portiani & Soothbay Steamboai Go.

Aug. 13. daylight jAug. 13, 2.30 p. m.
1
20,
20, 2.30 p. in.
27,
I
27, 2.30 u. m.;
After
and
Summer Arrnngoments—On
I Sept. 3, 2.30 p. m.
Labrador
Sept 3,
June 18!tl. ISilS.
I
10,
10, 2.30 p. in. !
Scotsman
GOING WE SI.
East Bootlibay
UTK. ENTERPRISE leaves 7.10
a. m., touchB for Portland Mondays at
ing at So. Bristol tUhristrnas Cove. Heron IsHarbor and
Boothbay
Point,
land. tOccan
TO 1,1 VICiil’OOE VIA. QUEENSTOWN'.
Squirrel island.
at
6 a. m. for
From
Damariscolta
From
leave
Wednesday,
Liverpool.
Portland, touching at above landings.
Steamer._Bos ion.
Portland
for
at 0 a.
leave
Peinaquld
New
Friday
July 28. S. S.
England, Aug. 11, 5.00 p. ni.
m..toucmng at above landings except Dauiaris25, alto
Au:; 11, S. S.
m.
Scotsman

Yorkshire
Dominion

**

**

*•

*•

•*

loo^i^oisr

Canaan.Aug.

p

COt Li.

GOING EAST.
Tuesdays and Saturdays, leave Portland at 7
a. m. for Dainarlscotta, .touching at Squirrel
commodation.
Island, Bootlibay Harbor, tOcean Point, Heron
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Lon- island. t Christmas Cove, So. Bristol and East
donderry and Queenstown, $35 to $40.00. * Re- Bootbbftv.
turn $60.50 to
$70.00, accordin'? to steamer
Thursdays, leave Portland at 7 a. m. for Psinand accommodation.
aquld, touching at above landings except
Sreei’age, to Liverpool, London. London- Damariscolta.
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and BelfastOn Saturday will return from Damariscolta
$22 50 to $25.50 according to steamer.
to Last Boothbay.
Apply to J. B, KEATING, T. 1*. MeG^WAN.
t Passengers conveyed by team.
J. J. JKNiSUN,
C. ASHTON.
Portland, or
Tuesdays and Saturdays passengers for PernDAVID TORRANCE & CO., Gen. Agents, a quid conveyed by ferry from So. Bristol,
Montreal.
ALFRED P.ACF<
jeiSdlf
jenuli
HATES

PASSAGE.
First Cabin, $00.0) and upwards.
Return
$114 and upwards according to steamer and acOF

LITTLE DIAMOND CLAM BAKE.

AD VKItTISiS ALEUTS

JUKAY.

Owen, Moore & Co.
Dow & Pinkham.
For Exchange.
New Wants. To Let. For Sale, Lost, Found
end similar advertisements will be foun under
their

appropriate

heads

on

page 6.

Cottagers and Guests Enjoy Their Annua L
Feast.

of
The residence of J. R. Libby, corner
was entered
Park and Dan forth streets,
kitchen
a
lately by burglars, through
but
window. The house was ransacked
taken.
of
value
nothing
will close
The coal and wood dealers
died day.
Wednesday ior their annual
showers and
Yesterday opened with
skies cleaied and
the
later
but
clouds,
it was very .pleasant.
Yesterday was the

f That Was Decision of Aldermen Lasi
Sight.

which alwaye hascharaoterlzedjtheee
sions.
The 4.20 boat of the Casco Bay compa ;
ny carried a large assembly of friends o
the cottagers who waie warmly welcomed
to the island, and along the shore wen

Air Society in

room

9, City Building,

>Vili

'AfloitJ

The clambake was decidedly a success
one, and enjoyed by every one. I

UinvtiUft

UU Up

v.*

aeliciousiy cooxea anu, wnac is verj
Ladies’ Veteran Firemen’s auxiliary at important, most expeditiously served b]
93 Free street, today at a
Mrs. Sawyer’s,
corps of waiters made up of the younj

duy

to the petition and tbp committee will recommend the acceptance of the

position
street.

_

praise for their painstaking efforts.
Among those present were: Mr. ant
Mrs. John Small, Mr. and Mrs. Jamei
IPrindle, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Raymond

John B. Kehoe and party spent Sunday at Cundy’s Harbor.
Major Charles Collins was better yesterday and It is thought will be able to

E. H. Paine, Mrs.Dr.Weeks, Miss Weeks
Mrs. Harding, Mr. and Mrs. Albus R
Cobb, Mr. Blackman, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
win Marrett, Geo. Smith, Mr. Mayberry
Judge Bonney, Charles Hawkes, Mrs
Caroline Richards, Mr. and Mrs. Fallor
Arthui
Charles
Hawkes,
of Salem,

sit up soon.

Douglass, Aug.

PERSONAL.

Frank Andrlen,

Hamburg-American
friends in Portland.

head checker of the
line, is visiting his

QUARTERMASTERS’
Washington,

DEFENCE.

August 16.—Since

the

declaration of war the quartermasters
large
department has purchased sixteen
has
vessels and eleven small vessels and
of
and
boats
chartered sixty-six ships
of
various kinds for the transportation
Porto Rico,
troops and supplies to Cuba,
Honolulu and the Philippines. Upon this
tbe
devolved
duty of
department has aleo
with
equipping the entire volunteer force
It has also had
all articles of clothing.
and
garrison
to provide for all camp
equipment, arrange for camping gounds,
It
water
and
sewerage.
water supplies
purchases and supplies all the artillery,
and
cavalry and draft horses, mules
wagons, ambulances, harness and forage
and grain for the animals. Thousands of
them
these animals and equipment for
have been purchased during the brief war
and
of
hay
and about 1,000,060 pounds
grain are now needed to feed the animals.
All the transportation cf troops by rail
is under the direction
as well as by ships
of the quartermasters’ department, ttoine
criticism has been passed on the quartermasters' deportment, but the officers believe that in the short time allowed them
a great deal has been
accomplished in a
most

satisfactory

manner.

CONDITIONS AT CHICKAMAUGA.
Chickamauga National Park, Ga., August 15.—It is probable that the third
division, first army corps, ordered from
Chickamauga to Lexington, will get
away Thursday and Friday of this week,
it is not known that the second division
first corps will get away as the camping
ground selected at Knoxville does not
and General Mcseem to be satisfactory,
Kee is looking for a site further up in
The suggestions of the
East Tennessee.
past few days as to crowded and inadeThomas are bearat
Camp
quate hospitals
ing fruit.
Improvements can be noticed in all,
and the patients are now receiving much
better attention
The hospital of the third division, first
A recorps, is uncomfortably crowded.
been erected
serve hospital, however,'has
near by and
patients will be removed
from the division hospital to it until the
fever stricken in the former hospital have
There are now in
more breathing room.
The
the third dlvisiun 326 patients.
now
are
doing everything
surgeons
but
need
they
possible for the patients,
more room and more health.
WHY NOT MAINE TOO?
Chickamauag National Park, Ga., August 15.—The First Vermont Infantry,
camped here, was today ordered to Fort
Ethan Allen, Vermont, and received its
The regiment
marching orders at noon
The
will probably leave here tomorrow.
reason given for the change is the sickThe order came as a
ness prevailing.
great surprise.
LAST OF SANTIAGO

TF.OOPS.

Miss
Miss

H.Greeshalge
Edith
Greenbalge, Miss Emery
Alice Gibbons of Rochester, N. Y.,
P. Fuller,

Miss Mabel Ferris of Toledo, Ohio, Mrs
W. F. Moses of Bath, Mr. and Mrs. Oli
ver Hay and family, Burt Coloord, Coun
oilman Smith, E. S. E. MoLellan, Geo.
E. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. C. W.T.Goding,
John Thompson, Mist
Mrs.
Dr. and

Weymouth,
Curtis, Mr. and
and Mrs. Lowe, Miss
Myrtle May, Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Winslow, Mr. and'.Mrs. Wm.
Denny, Major and Mrs. Walker, A. W.
Mr. Phillips, Mr. and Mrs.
Lowell,
Abner Raymond, Miss
Frank Loveitt,

Mr.

Mrs.

Gertrude

Halse,

Hope.R.

Mrs.
Goddad, Miss
Smith,
Miss Kelso, Miss Howland ol
L, Miss LeValley of Providence.

INJURED JUMPING

FROM

TRAIN.

It was reported in this city yesterday
that a young man named Coolbroth, residing at Steep Falls was injured on Sunday by jumping from a moving passenger
A party of five young men went
train.
from
excursion
Central
on the Maine
Falls to Fabyans. On the return
his companions alighted from the
Coolbroth to all appearances was
train.
unmindful that ho had reached his destination, or that his companions had left
him, until the train had commenced to

Steep

homo

haul out from the station. He hurried to
the rear car and without making known
to the train hands that he desired to stop,
leaped from the platform to the road bed.
with violence to the
He was thrown
ground and received a bad out about the
The train was stopped
baok of his head.
ana tho train officials went back to ascertain the extent of the injury. Medical aid
the young man and
was summoned for
the train proceeded without further delay

toward its destination.
IN MEMORY OF CHARLES H.
LOVELL.
At a recent meeting of the class of 1896,
Portland
High school, the following rose lutions on the death.of their classmate,
Charles H. Lovell, were passed:
has pleased an All-wise
Whereas. It
call away from life an
Providonce to
honored member of our class, Charles H.
Lovell, a volunteer in the service of his

as

Vsnal

Examine
Electric

;

■

Devoted Chiefly

Oratorical Efforts of the Third Ward

Bud Passed to

of the island. The directors of th<
association on Littls Diamond, constl
of arrangement!
the committee
tuted
and to them is due a meed of the greates ;
men

Mayor Randall and the committee on
laying out now streets, viewed the proposed new street at Peaks island yesterNo one appeared in opafternoon.

PROTESTS OF ALDERMAN ROUNDS

Representative—An

was

7.30 p. m.

DESPITE THE AT TIMES VIOLEN1

to

looking “spio and span” in their nev
uniforms, which they donned for the firs
time in honor of the event, and lost nc
time in enlivening the scene with de

ful

--

Session of Board

long tables neatly arranged, whili
be seen smoke ris
near by
them could
ing from the palatable ingredients whlol
find a place in every well ordered bake,
Merriman’s band was in attendance
three

Feast of the Aswas appropriately observed
and
sumption,
Catholic churches.
by services at the
lightful selections.
ring while at
A lady lost a diamond
The exchange of greeting over, seats
once notified
at
She
Fort Allan park.
the table were taken and tho savor]
at
a
lantern
Officer Johnson, who, securing
food was
partaken of by from two tK
found the
at the Grand Trunk yard,
three hundred
guests, whose actioni ,
missing valuable and returned it to the spoke louder than any uttered wordi ,
owner.
and
attested their appreciation of wha i
will he a meeting of the Fresh was set before them.
There
at 3 o’clock today.

**

annual clambake given by th
The
oottagers of Little Diamond island ha
loDg since taken its plaoe among tb s
fnnotions of the suminei
notable social
season, and that given yesterday was ii
to the high standari L
every respect up
occa

8R!EF JOTTINGS.

Bl)IlD.~

WELCH MAY

Order

Preset; ted

Appoint
Feasibility of City’s Owning
Committee

to

Eight Plant.

There was a special meeting of.the city
counoll last night. The transaction of the
business occupied
about
ten minutes.
The rest of the two hours and a half of
fho

cnodnn

wag

mnlnlv

'InwntnH

Vvrr

fhn

members of both branches to listening to
the member from the Third ward. AlderBounds has seldom been so much in
evidence as he was last evening, his excitement at one stage of the proceedings
man

ported

possible by

permits have been granted for
buildings such as that in course of construction by Mr. Weloh. After the granting of the permit by the committee of
which Mr. Bounds is ohairman, he took
the ground that the permit violated the
ordinance and presented the order for its
revocation, but in the meantime work
had been going on and the structure is
now nearly finished, the oontraotor being
Mr. J. C. Ward who is also the Inspector
of buildings. It was Mr. Ward who was
many

answered its requirements.

Mr. Coombs
the erection of the stable of the
Maine Provision and Cold Storage company on Fore street and the Isaiah Frye
same
laundry on Preble street in the

Recalled

adopted by

Mr. Welch. This,
said Mr. Coombs was not an application
It was a question of good
for a license.
faith between the city and Mr. Welch.
Mr. Coombs said that the gentleman from
Three misapprehended his remarks about
the expenditures on the building.
manner as

country, therefore,
Resolved, That the deep sorrow, felt at
the news of his death at tne front, is evithe gentleman has
“I don’t know as
dence, not only of the true worth of his
the board how the any right to come here and make slurs
character, but of the endearing personal Ward was telling
him the high requalities wnich won for
building was being built when Mr. on any member of this board," intergard of a large circle of friends.
“He has made his
Bounds
began his participation in the posed Mr. Rounds.
xixo
xuuv
iJj
ueuuu, wo xiuvo
JAbaOiVbU,
and classmate whose genua friend
manlinese,
unfailing
oourtesy,
ine
marked ability, and uprightness in prinwill
be
always
warmly
ciple und practice
lost

laughed.
Finally

of
the records when Mr.
the reading
Coombs asked City Clerk Dyer for a copy
of the permit which was haDded to him,
and it wsb being read when Mr. Rounds

the matter came to a vote. Mr.
Rounds went on reoord for the passage of
hi s order.
Everybody else voted against
It, but Mr. Merrill, who was excused,

proceedings.
the exterior walls of that building being built of stone, brick or iron?’’
he demanded.
“Are

speech

onco

and sat down and I don’t see
speaking now when the

any call for his
lllDUlUOiO

U1

U1UO

wiuuuooiufj

VIUD

matter.”
“It think the gentleman from Three
said Mr.
does not know ine personally,
“if he thinks I come here to
Coombs,
sneer

at him

or

any man

who

has

been

eleoted to a position ofitrust by his fellow
citizens”—
said
Mr.
“Let mtake the book,”
Bounds us he reached for a copy of the
ordinance. “Somebody’s lugged off mine
I want to ask the gentlewhich I had.
what those two sections of that ordiOf .course if he drew ’em
nance mean.
both he knew what he meant when he
Mt\ Rounds read the condrew ’em.”
man

flicting seotions

anu

Mr. Coombs

ex-

that he had written in
proper
formwhat he had been requested to write.
As to theconflictingjsections the fact that
might not have been enacted at the

plained

they

same

time would

explain

“I’M

Rounds,
TAKING CONSIDERABLE

TIME

put in

that

order to correct a
This question came
mistake.
np first
John F. Randall
about that same lot.
had a stable there and we were told that
would be the last wooden building in the
Mr. Randall told the
flro limits.

city
marshal to go ahead and teur it down if
he wanted to, but nobody had tho
back
bone to do it. Now a lady wants to bail d
not 200 feet from there and the inspector
of buildings says shs can’t, but
being so
averioious he has told the committee this
one is all right and now we And he’s the
It may be all
contractor.
but we

right,

aint got to tho age yet when
can
you
putrefy wood and make it as hard as

ai

Strondwatcr.
GROCERY

STORE

OF

ANDREA

HAA'ES ENTERED SUNDAY.

Cine to the

No

Thieves—Peering

Fire

Early yesterday

forenoon

City

the usual conditions

Gilson, addition

Marshal

The last break that ocourred In this
section was about two weeks ago when
the store of Fiokett & Milllken was
entered and a similar theft made. The
officers hare not been able thus far to looate
the parties
connected with that
affair, although the boat which the parties used was said to hare been lying at
anohor a few days ago near one of the
islands in the harbor.
The Are alarm system of Deering will
undoubtedly be extended during the Doming fall to North Deering, and about a
mile beyond Morrill’s on Forest avenue
in the direotion of Riverton to a point
the residenoe of Arthur Frost. The
for the location of
material
necessary
near

these extra boxes

has been ordered from
Are alarm oompany of
Newton, Mass,, and the work will probbaly commence early in September.
the

Garaewell

Rev. J. R. Clifford, pastor of the Clark
Memorial church, Is to enjoy his vacation
during the latter part of September with
his family
In the woods near Norcross.
During his absence the pulpit will be
well known pastors of Fort-

oooupied by
land and

vicinity.

Deering Grocery oompany.
Street
orew

Commissioner

have

Glenwood

Hawkes and his

just completed the work
and

Griffin Bros.
of
contractors, Messrs.
Portland, is progressing rapidly. The
now plowed up as far as Falmouth street and will be in readiness on
the lower end in a very few days for the
laying of the granito blooks.
Rev. Win.
Bluett of Sussex, N. B.,

street is

in

was

the

city yesterday

as

the guest

Mr.; Allan Kirstead, Spring street,
ef
Woodfords. Mr.Bluett was an old neighbor of Mr. Kirstead when in St. John,
md is now in the state on a lecturing
lour.
Mr.
H.

Thompson of the firm of C.
Thompson & Co., Woodfords, grocleft last evening for Boston, where
C. H.

irs,
re is to enjoy a brief vacation.
Miss Graoe Sherman of Roxbury.Mass.,
the
s
guest of Mrs. W. C. Jefferds,

memorial in the lower board
calling the
attention of the
municipal officers to the
ract that a steam
engine was being run
by the Eye and Ear
without a

couth street, Woodfords.
Thera is a movement on footito close
,he grocery stores of Deering on 'l’hursiay of this week to enable the clerks to

Infirmary

license and that the
engine was offensive
to some of the residents in the
vicinity.
A hearing was ordered tn* t-1... nnvt mant.

Ing, the Infirmary to have permission to
ran the engine in the
meantime.
Nellie S. Evans petitioned lor
damages
For loss sustained by an overflow of the
sevrer at the Casoo house on Fore
street.

vitness the firemen’s muster at Portland
in that day.
City Marshal Brown has placed speoial
loliceman C. H. Thompson on duty Sun-

OFFICERS ELECTED.
City Physician Smith was granted leave
3f a^f.enoe during the time he is in the

hrough

lays

of the poor.
Before the meeting
adjourned Mr.
Bounds made on effort in behalf of Mary
Jane Frazier who wants to build a build-

carts

were

well rendered.

The secretary reported a
membership
cf 52 and an average attendance of 47
The offerings of the primary class are to
in Deering, and
go to the Boys’ Home
contributed by
cne half of the amount
the adult department will be given to the

Soldiors’

Aid fund.

MAY CLEAR FOR CUBA.
J. W. Deering, collector of port, has received the following instructions from
Washington: On compliance with the
laws and regulations, vessels may dear to
Cuba and vessels of t ie United
ports in

States to ports in Porto Rico.

Instantly
a

Relieved

Warm

by

Bath

tho

Clark

a

exalasive store,

ands

thous-

are

of

dainty,

attractive, desirable little

things scattered
through
thirty big dethe

partments of this store,
apcuiuuy

Maine,
and a single anointtewith

CUTICURA,purest oT^olgreyest

lients ;tand
cures.

Tli:

is tBe"most

speedy,|peOTan#:^ideconomlcaittreatment ifor tor-

turtogSH$figuring#t4tching,
burning, bleeding, scaly,
pimply a^d crusted skin,
scalp and blood humors,
with'teopalr. v

ishes prevented “by OUTICUR’b4c6&*
the only preventive of
clogging of the pores. CUTICUUa OftAB. 1>e$9CWt»
of its delicate emollient propertied,'- la the most

cooling and pwofytnsf^apnUcation
for summer rashes, tan;
soothing,

well

as

undue or
for many

suob^rt^. btl^&^anil

cEfeQEdFewMfspiratton,

as

appropriate

souvenirs of
of

a

summer

peculiar

in

fitness

of your visit in Portland. Illustrated books and booklets,
as mementoes

pictures

of

interesting

many

of the

streets, build-

and monuments

ings
the city and
glimpses of

in

well

chosen

the

pictur-

Inesque environments.
dian made baskets, photo-

graph frames, fancy
es, etc.

Artistic

box-

needle-

work novelties and many
useful and beautiful small
articles of

our

de-

own

vice and manufacture.

as

ot£er «at^.UTO^uaea.“

Sold throughout the wdiid.. Price, CCTICURA SOAP. 25c. CUTICURAi (ointment). 60c.
POTTER DRUG AND CHEM. COKP.. Boston.
’Sole Props. British Depot. 1 King Edward 6t..
Isjndon. "How to Prevent Itching Skin." free.

THE

GREAT

Some

of

the

FIREMEN’S
Guests

Who

MUSTER.
Will

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Already the streets are beginning to asgay holiday appearance, the City
hall and Falmouth hotel being brave in
bunting, while all the trolley poles are
being festooned with red, white and blue.
Among the leading guests who have accepted invitations from their respective
organizations, besides Mayor Ashley and
sume a

the other gentlemen from New Bedford,
will be Alderman Frank J. O’Toole and
Clerk of Committees
Edward Presho,
John F. Dover, Charles A. Bolford, and
James Timelty, superintendent of paving
of Boston, who will accompany the Rox-

A

magnificent modern

Doubtful
company preferred.
ventures will not be noiiced. AdDALTON Ac CO.,
dress
478 1-2 Congress 8t.
eodlf

augl6

The
Summer

Yacation

veterans.
Several of the organizations will arrive
New Bedford
Wednesday as follows:
Veterans, 13 o’clock noon B. and M.;
Engine No. 4, Cornelius Howland, New
Charlestown
boat;
Bedford, 4 p. M.,
Veterans, 8 p. m„ B. and M.; Manchester
HartVeterans, 6.30 p. m., B. and M.;
ford Veterans, 10.15 p. m., B. and M.
Engine No. 4 will stay at the Waldo,
Charlestown Vets at Swetts and Portland
l’avern; Hartford Vets at West End hotel;
Manchester Vets.
United States hotel;
Pittsfield Vets, Falmouth hotel.
Thursday morning’s boat from Boston
will bring Hyde Park
Vets. Worcester

re si-

lence and 30,000 feet of land,
Snely located, cost over $20,000,
Cor a good paying business anywhere in New England.
Stock in manufacturing company, or electric light or railway

bury veterans; the Mayor, Chief Engineer
ind other city officials of Hanohescer, N.
H., who will accompany the Manchester

Whether at the mountains,
the shore, or in the woods,
requires a little outfit from
the drug store. We are particularly well equipped with
tourists’ line.
the Summer
Many things of trifling cost,
but invaluable when miles
from home.

Hay’s
Pharmacy,
Middle St.

Vets,

Vets.
Pittsfield and
Woonsocket
The Lowell Vets will arrive by the Boston and Maine at 5 p. m.;
The procession will march promptly at

Wednesday eveThursday.
companies will draw for
ning the
positions at the headquarters at the
Preble house, so that the formation of the
the hour on

g%en

ENGLAND WANTS “LI HUNG” FIRED

a

FOR EXCHANGE.

lie

Here.

That beats anything I’ve heard yeti
The “Angelus
Vhat do you call it?
If you havo a piano you
I Orchestral.

be

;

oar

ongress St.

"A HERE

until Thursday
divisions cannot be
morning. After the pftyout.
public and
It is hopod that all the
private offices and places of businessfwill
closed during the procession at least,
je
o give the employes a chance to see it.

is to

t

FORTLAKD, August 16,1898.

with

special meeting of
lose company, No. 3 of Morrills, this
ivening, to arrange plans for particilating In the parade on Thursday in
Portland.

to

vory pleasing
The various

of

There

ing

4

Since the opera-

Memorial church, Sunlay, Kev. J. R. Clifford, the pastor, exihanged pulpits with Rev. W. G. Mann
if Westbrook.
At

sverseors

A summer Sunday school has been orat Diamond island and has held
session each Sunday during the sum-

Deering.

lines of electric railroads
two
that
section, residents are anloyed by the frequent visits on Sunday
>f a
boisterous element from Portland
hat demands the attention of a policenan on regular duty for tho day.
iion

government service and in joint convention, Dr. C. M. Leighton wus elected to
serve during his absence.
J°^n -'*■ Long and F. F. Holland were
choitKi to fill vacancies in the board of

ganized

at East

;

stylish*

are now

the land awarded by the county commissioners for the widening of said avenue.
The work of
paving the avenue with
granite blocks under the direotion of the

dwelling, 8f Carleton
street, Portland Savings bank, wooden
building, 69 High street; J. C. Bruns,
wooden dwelling, 10 Roberts
street.
Councilman
Phillips introduced a

_

Bjvef

Waste vour money and efforts on a "poor
become an artist you must nave a

liing.” 1%

irat-class instrument.

we

oARinr

HAUBM A N
STEIN W A IT,
PEASE,
GABEEK,
JAMES & HOLM8TBOH,
Grade
and other High

t„d can

jeioliam s

-AND THE16.—The foreign office,
t is reported hero today, though tho
yant one.
Playing Pianos.
Self
Erie!
■eport as yet lacks confirmation, intends
TAKEN IN EXOHAJCajS,
INSTE01IEXT3
TO
Oi.u
BOSTON.
that
the
;o
demand
Chinese
THE MONTAUK
government
lismiss Prince Li Hung Chang from
CATALOGUES FREE,
memlast
evening
by
was
It
reported
Most Liberal Term
rower on the ground that he is responsijowest Prices.
1 iers of the Montauk crew that orders had pie for the recent anti-British attitude of
of
the ;ho Tsung-Li-Yamen.
leen
roceived by the commander
The foreign office, it is also asserted,
dontauk to take the ship to Poston today,
:
nas bad under special consideration the I
f tho report is correct it is probably in
lately luestion of seizing the Taku forts on the
icoordance with the statement
fiulf of Pechin, at the mouth of the PeT. C.
nade by Secretary Long that tho monitor
dn river and the city of Tien-Etain, the
517 Conrre** street*
EL. 818—2.
vouid be sent at once to League Island.
aprydXu.Xbur&Sat tf
rort of Pekin, in tho event of China reto
holdwith
this
using
demand,
comply
ng all until compliance is assured.
and
BRIDGE WORK
( )ROWN
Meanwhile tho semi-official Journal do
a
it. Petesburg iu today’s issue deprecates
and
r
ho tone of the British press and says:
“Russia does not contemplate fresh ac- (
Open KventnK*. Prices Moderate*
luisitions in the far east. Her only obShould be in every family
ect is to preserve the advantage already
nedictne chest aiid every
;ained. Tho Russian government does I
raveller's grip. They are
lot desire to injure the economic interxnaKrTisT.
nvahtable when the stomach "»
1 ssts of
Great Britian any more than
Ronu. 35-30*37, Y. M, C, A., Congress Sq.
a out of order; cure headache, biliousness, and
aam
augi
of
other
;hoso
til liver troubles. Mild and ellicicnt. Si centt.
power.”
any

London, Aug.

■

VI. Steiner! & Sons

j

—

—

McGOULDRIC

Manager.

Irregularities

Specialty.

Go.

YEARS’

EXPERIENCE.

IR. ELLERY P.

BLANCHARD,,

:iGHT

—

j

IR W. L. DOUGLAS
!• Same
quality as

on

to commence on the work of the extension of
Prospect street to Glenwood avenue.
There is also a orew at work in widening the lower end of Forest avenue on
avenue

I!

weai'

price, $3.50.

matlons.

Chas.
Rackleff, formerly in the
employ of Partridge & Co., the Woodfords
entered the employ of the
grocers, has
Mr.

wearers.

I

s

cannot be ex. I
pries. All kinds of j
Ike modem styles. All j
and

that there had been a break in the grocery
store of Andrew Hawes at that place.
There have been several breaks out in
that dirotion of late but as yet no clue
has been obtained that would lead to the
detection of the guilty parties. This is
also the second break that has occured in

daybreak and conceal their plunder.

to

ISLAND NOTES.

1,000,000

Brown received notice from Stroudwatei

officials are of the opinion that the work
is that of harbor thieves who approaoh
Stroudwater in a boat under cover of
night and then row or sail away before

granted under
follows:
H. C.

on Franklin street. This was a
return
the old question. Mr. Rounds’s motion
was not seconded.

$3.50 SHOE In tho^Sorld.

boots and shoes and tobacoo. There are
clues as to the thieves, but the polioe

were
as

1

no

then passed the members from the
four lower wards
voting for it.

Building permits

I W. L. DOUGLAS

Alarm System Will Frobably Be Extended—Street Commission's Work.

were
then able to pry it open.
The
marshal found that their thieving operations amounted to but very little as they
took a
quantity of oanned goods, some

was

(a statement with which nobody dis- mer. On Sunday evening a
agreed) but being ohairman of the com- -oncert exercise was given.
mittee I

Harbor Thieves A*ain at Work

ADVEBTISSJUiXTS.,

MBW

i A $5.00 SHOE FOR $3.50 {

they seoured from the blaoksmith shop
By the aid of the chisel
adjoining.
they cut away a part of the door and

LIGHTING ORDER

the difference in

the wording.
"Of oourse,” said Mr.

I

within the past month
the Hawes store
or six weeks.
The burglars on this occasion obtained
along entrance by the aid of a chisel which

who can make himself heard under any
and all ciroumstanoeB, declared that Mr. and so Mr. Welch may go right
Coombs had no right to the paper. It was with the building.
leading him to leave his seat and cross the at this
Later Mr. Rounds made a verbal report
that Jar. Hounds left his
room to the Mayor's
desk, while he seat andpoint
crossed the room. Mr. Coombs's for the committee on building granting
vigorously protested against the reading hand In whloh was the permit went leave to withdraw to J. S. Whitlock and
of a paper by Ardon W. Coombs, Esq.,
around behind his baok as the large man Jason Taylor, petitioners for license to
who was addressing the board. The aider- from the
jut***
iur.
Third ward approaohed him, uuuu vju vuuuimm airetJU.
man appealed to the board when the chair
and the Mayor began rapping for order claimed that these matters had not been
declined to take his view of the mntter, with his
Mr.
gavel. “The gentleman is oat of acted upon In committee and that
but the board paid no attention. At anRounds was not authorized to make the
said the chair.
order,"
other time the gentleman from the Third
an lnamated
This lead to
“I eppealjto the board," retorted the reports.
ward hung up the state election by look- alderman.
“1 say that this matter has colloquy, during which Mr. Rounds reing up the warrants in the drawer of his not been reported baok to this board.”
marked that in future he should want the
Then he engaged in a passage at
desk.
the gentleman’s consent in blaok and white.
“Is the appeal seconded?"
asked
as
to
Mannix
arms with Alderman
Alderman Smith was appealed to by
ohair, and there was one instant of deathwhether the committee on new wooden like stillness in the
Nobody Mr. Mannix and said that according to
proceedings.
bnildings had or had not authorized him seconded the appeal and Mr. Bounds re- his recollection the petitions had been
This lead the Third
to make a report.
On this statesumed his seat while Mr. Coombs read discussed and laid aside.
ward member to exclaim that he should
ment the Mayor ruled out the reports.
bis
remarks.
the permit and finished
want the gentleman’s word in black and Then Mr. Rounds took the floor.
Then the election
warrants oame up
“I
Mr. Bounds made
white in the future.
he declared. “If I and the Mayor put the customary order
would say this muoh,
the
of
about
some remarks
application
Alderman Rounds
a permit for a man to break into my for their posting.
view of his reoent give
pressure which, in
constitutional
house I suppose under this ruling it's all wanted to know if the
candidaoy for the legislature, wore reThe first thing I want is the city amendments must be printed on ballots.
right?
He then Introduced
ceived with smiles.
The Mayor declared that the order had
messenger sent for the city solioltor.”
an order for the appointment of a com“The city solioitof is hare," said the been passed. “You can’t take it up again
mittee to Investigate the question of the
tonight,’’ he said.
Mayor.
establishment of an eleotrio lighting
“Can’t I move to reconsider,’’ said Mr.
I don’t oall him here if he's out
“Well,
plant by the city. All told the alderman in the ante-room," oontinued Mr. Rounds.
He
took
a
the
made
meeting very lively.
"You can,” replied the Mayor.
Bounds. “I want him in this room."
prominent part in the canons whioh was
“I didn’t know but
“He has been in this room," said the
held by the
Bepublioan members and
YOU WAS THE WHOLE BOARD,”
Mayor, with wbiob statement the gentlewhich resulted in the election of Dr. C.
man from Three differed, declaring that retorted the
Then the order
alderman.
M. Leighton as olty physician to serve
he had not seen the solioltor there.
was passed along for signatures.
The
during the absenoe of Dr. Smith, and of
i,“I shan’t dlsouss it with you," replied papers were laid in turn upon the desk of
and F. F. Holland as
John N. Long
the Mayor.
Mr. Rounds who did not sign, but conoverseeis of the poor.
This remark bringing the debate baok tinned
to address the
board.
City
exMr.
Bounds
main
to
the
question,
MB. J. S. WELCH'S BUILDING.™
Messenger Macgowan took the papers and
oase
“Are them papers in this
claimed:
banded them to Alderman Merrill, who
The meeting was held to give a hearing to be sent out to the sidewalk to be read
sits next in the row.
Mr. Merrill dipped
last
the
at
order
on an
meeting to
presented
his pen in the ink and was about to sign.
All the members of the
by Mr. Bounds.
TOM, DICK AND HARRY?
“Here,” said Mr. Rounds, “I don’t know
board of aldermen were present when the
I claim the gentleman has no right to as anybody’s got any^right to take those
laid
before
order
and
for
Mayor rapped
I guess I’ll see
this papers from my desk.
back to
the board the matter of the revocation of them until they are sent
about that,” and he locked the papers in
solicitor
to
the
I
want
give
board.
city
Welch
to
John
C.
to
a license granted
the drawer.
The drawer held them until
63-55
Commercial us the ordinance," and then Mr. Morrill,
erect a building at
room
before, not- just before adjournment, when the aiderstreet. It was this matter that the aider- who had been in the
Alderman man signed and passed them along.
on the withstanding the failure of
man from Three had presented
read
the ordiFollowing the building matters, Mr.
to
discover
Rounds
him,
the
the
in
permit
granting
ground that
Rounds presented his electrio light order.
committee had violated the ordlnanoe. nance.
“The gentle- It provides for the appointment of a comMr. Rounds continued.
Mr. Welch has his
building up and
building a mittee to investigate the establishment of
the
sides are partly man has told ns that he’s
and
boarded In,
has
out
and
$2000 on a municipal plant for city iignting and
nearly
has
been
put
It
building
iron.
covered with galvanized
and for the sale of electricity.
on
stood
a
It’s
lk
posts
building
the practice of the city government to
There’s lumber in at about $14 2 Mr. Lamson moved to table the order
grant permits for buildings so construe tea framed.
until tomorrow.
but the i ordinance is a thousand and there's some iron on the
in the fire limits,
Mr. Rounds—“I don’t want
The gentleman says it has cost
In one section it walls.
Tom, Diok
not dear on the point.
and the Devil running to me tomorrow. I
build
I
shouldn’t
want
to
him
of
build$2000.
the
says that the exterior walls
know what pressure will be brought to
rate.”
ings erected in the fire limits shall be en- many like it at that
The gentleman is very
Mr. Coombs said that perhaps he could bear tomorrow.
tirely of briok, stone or iron. In another
the explain the construction of the ordinance. willing to break one ordinance but when
section it declares that buildings
was city it comes to saving the city fifteen
or
exterior walls of whioh are sheathed with He drew it himself when he
It had been the oustom of the twenty thousand dollars he wants to put
stone, brick or iron may be erected. It is solicitor.
it off until tomorrow.”
under the construction of the ordinance city government to oonstruot it as meanbuildings covered with iron THE ELECTRIC
the latter section that ing that
made

remembered.
Kesolved, That we respectfully tender
Mr. Ward said that they were of wood
to the family of our deceased olassmate,
in their time of trouble, the assurance of covered with iron.
our heartfelt sympathy.
“Well is that entirely of stone, brick or
Kesolved, That a copy of these resolushouted the alderman as he
sent to the family of the de- iron?”
tions be
ceased, to the “Racquet,” and bs spread pounded on his desk with his fist.
of the class of ’96, P.
upon the records
“I think,” began Mr. Ward, when the
day. All that now remains to be trans- H.
S._
;
alderman interrupted him to exclaim,
ported is the third divison commanded
These troops will be
by General Bates
CHAMPIONS TOOK BOTH GAMES.
“YOU AINT HEBE TO TELL,
einbarkel as rapidly as the transportation
f •cuities will permit.
Tho first District
You’re here to tell
think.
of Columbia volunteer infantry is at- Clevelands Suffer Two More Defeats at what you
what you know.”
tached to General Bates’ division and is
Hands of Boston.
now
The building inspector scored one on
awaiting transportation to the
United States. They will embark on one
be said that the
his
inquisitor when
15.—Tho
Champions
August
of the steamers sailing today or tomorrow
Boston,
was being erected in accordance
building
Montauk
Point.
for
took both gamos from Cleveland today,
with the permit and he wasn't responsible
the first by three clean home runs, and
if the committee had made a mistake.
SUPPLIES READY BOR CUBA.
and
the
clean
batting,
second
good
by
the
then took his seat and Ardon
Washington, August 15.—The sub- hitting of Willis. The first game was Mr. Ward,
W. Coombs, Esq., who represented the
will
sistence department to the
army
the
necessary
exciting, but
close and
have plenty o supplies ready to forward
owner of the building took the floor. Mr.
in the tenth inning,
made
was
to Cuba in case it is found that the people run
Coombs was frequently interrupted but
there must bo supplied from tho United through an error by O’Connor, the only
each time he took up tiie thread of his reStates.
the
second
In
the
day.
one made during
marks and did not seem at ail put oat by
There are
supplies at Tampa and at
held the visitors down to
the game, Willis
many other points near enough to
the questions which were fired at him.
available
sea-board to load
transports four hits and the Boston3 played a dashMr. Coombs said the matter was first
when information reaches this
govern- ing
as
won
and
they
pleased.
game
needed.
Since
presented to the board on June G, when
ment that they will be
Both
teams played a fine fielding game.
information
has
Mr. Welch asked for a permit
for the
hostilities began no
reached this government concerning the Score of the first game:
the
This was
erection of
building.
reconcentradocs or any other portion of Boston,
100100100 I—i
to
the people of Cuba within the Spanish Cleveland, 020001000 0—1 unanimously granted. Later, desiring
make the building larger than ho had at
lines. That they are destitute is inferred
existed
Hits, Boston, 10; Cleveland, 5. Errors, first intended to do, Mr. Welch askod for
conditions which
troro
the
Batteries,
Cleveland. 1.
previous to the war and which have been Boston, 0;
Both
and Bergen; Powell and O’Connor. and was granted another permit.
Lewis
war
since
the
reiioved to any great extent
these permits specified that the building
began.
At New York—Chicago, 2; New York,
have a gravel roof with metal gut2.
(Game called end of tenth inning should
GEN. BANCROFT RESIGNS.
ters and be corerod with galvanized iron.
account darkness.)
At Washington—Louisville,3; Washing- After tho
Washington, August 15.—-Brig. Gen.
grunting of the permit Mr.
William A. Bancroft of the seventh army ton, 1.
Welch
a contract for the ereotion of
made
At Philadelphia—St. Louis, 7; Philatendered his
corps at Jacksonville has
the building which called fot the exresignation to the Adjutant gc-neral and delphia, 4.
PittsAt Baltimore—Baltimore,
9;
requested permission to return to his
penditure of about $2000. Tho contractor
Second game, Baltimore, 6;
home in Cambridge, Mass., to resume his burg. 1.
has already been paid $500 and $300 more
business occupation, liis resignation has Pittsburg, 1.
all work and material
been excepted as there is no longer any
At Brooklyn—Cincinnati, 8; Brooklyn, is due while in
have been put into the building to tho exneed of his services.
a
Washington, August 15.—A cable message was received at tbe war department
tais morning from General Shafter, from
S mtiago saying ho expects the last of the
'roops of his corps (the fifth) will have
lefc Santiago for the United States
by
Thursday next, and that he, General
home
next
will
start
for
SaturShafter,

Iron”—a remark which brought down the
tent of $1300 in addition to which Mr.
house.
Welch is liable for the balance of the conAlderman Smith, who is a member of
The building has gravel roof as
tract.
the committee said the matter was passed
required in the permit, it has metal without
discussion by the committee. He
walls were partially
and its
gutters
about
did not know what all this was
covered with galvanized iron when the
anyway.
work.
notice of this hearing stopped the
Mr. i,unison said he was given to underIn view of these facts Mr. Coombs urged
stand
at the last meeting that this was a
that this was a oase where Mr. WeJoh had
wooden
building.
acted in good faith and should not now
‘‘I signed
Mr. Mannix also explained.
bo put to loss
by having the permit taken
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